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of the Quran, a-Kharida ol-Bahiyya, and Jawhara al-Tawhid under 
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FOREWORD 

By Shaykh Galal'Alr‘Amer al-ihéni 
u. praise is due to Allah, and may peace and blessings be 
‘upon our master Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah, 
and upon his Companions and Family. To commence: 

One of the most important tasks for 2 person—whether Muslim 
or nor-Muslim—to engage in is earnest research into the 
doctrines of the Islamic faith. That is because the religion of Islam 
is based upon proofs and sound evidence; it does not contradict 
science or violate the fundamentals of rationality.” Today, 
unfortunately, the stereotypical Muslim is one who beses is 
faith on emotions and feelings, but it was not always like this. 
Fundamentally, the religion of Islam is based upon rationality, 
and while tis true that itdoes not ignore the emctional aspect of 
religion, faith that 1s not grounded in the intellect is not 
considered perfect faith, nor is it capable of withstanding or 
confronting false beliefs, specious arguments, or the doubts that 
are spread in each age. 
The author of this work, Shaykh Seid Foudah, a scholar 

specialized in Islamic theology and legal theory, and a detailed 
researcher in Islamic philosophy, has taken it upon himself to 
explicate the foundaticnal beliefs of Isiam and tenets of faith as 
based on the intellect, and to demonstrate their congruity with 
and non-contradiction to logic and science. This work examines 
the foundations of Islamic theology through the distinguished 
cfforts of well-recognized theologians in the past and reveals the 
rational foundations of belief, 
One word of caution is due here: This s not a book designed for 

quick reading and casual perusal; to fully appreciate it and 
understand what it is saying, the reader must study it im detail, 
Although the author has endeavoured to simplify the expressions 
used in this work, in several places there remain abstruse 
meanings that might prove difficult for the average reader to 
understand, Hence, it is important that one reads this book in a 
careful, measured pace. 
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Furthermore, in some areas of this book the author makes 
passing mention of different areas of research which might call 
for additional reading in the more lengthy works in theology, or 
require one to contact qualified scholars of our time who 
specialize in theology and doctrine, 
if the reader of this work understands the relationship between 

the tenets of faith and their rational proofs, he or she will be 
impervious to doubts or misgivings, and if the reader attains 
mastery of the concepts expressed in this work and others lke 
it, he or she will also be able to confront and counteract every 
false notion or specious argument raised by people against the 
Islamic faith—indeed, such a person will be able to deconstruct 
every philosophy, ideology, or “ism” that stands opposed to the 
religion. 
Shaykh Said Foudah has written other works detalling the 

fundamentals of theology and doctrine in order to demonstrate 
the inadequacy, inability, and weakness of secularism and other 
modern philosophies, and has refuted some of the old-standing 
arguments of the philosophers of ancient times that contradict 
sound reasoning and rational proofs. 
With a careful reading of this work the reader will come to 

realize the weakness of many of the modern sects associated 
with Islamic thought, but who have fallen prey to cert 
reprehensible innovations and errors inherited from some of the 
early Islamic groups, despite the vastness of their numbers in 
many of the Islamic lands. (Numerical strength is to no avail, 
since the foundation of a person's belief must be based upon 
sound proofs and not mere emetions ard passionate feelings) 
Books ftom this genre of Islamic theology in the English 

language are few and far between, if not non-existent all 
together, For that reason it fs a must to present works of this 
nature to native English speakers, and to that end the translator 
of this work has worked hard and done an outstanding job to 
produce what lies before you. It is Important to note, however, 
that there are several terms used in Islamic theology that do not 
find adequate English equivalents, and this has made translation 
of this work difficult in some places. 
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In closing, we would like to express our thanks and appreciation 
to the author, Shaylh Said Foudah, for his efforts in compiling, 
this work, and we ask Allah, the Exalted, to give this book its 
rightful position in the English speaking lands of the east and 
‘wes, just as it has had in its native lands, where many scholars 
have been teaching from it. We would also like to extend our 
heartfelt gratitude and thanks to the translator, who spent many 
a sleepless night putting its meanings into a clear and flowing 
style, We wish success for the publisher in producing additfonal 
‘works of benefit for the Muslims, at the head of which are two 
forthcoming works by the author, translated into English: 
A Commentary upon the Epistle of ton Kamal Pésha, Explaining 
the Differences between the asharis and Maturidis (Sharh Risila 
Ion Kamal Basha fi al-Farg bayn al-Ashétira wal-Maturidiyya), and 
4 Critique of the Palmyran Creed, Deconstructing bn Taymiyya's 
‘Theolagy of Resemblance (Naga al-Risilaal-Tadmuriyya}. 

~Galil al hint 
July 2012, the Netherlands 
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lie 
PROLOGUE 

11 praise is due to Allah, and may peace and blessings be 
FA: our liege lord Muhammad, the seal of the Prophets 

BY and messengers. 
To proceed: knowledge of theology is one of the important 

branches of knowledge and is by far the most important of the 
Islamic sciences. Theology seeks to explain the creed that a 
Muslim is obligated to believe with absolute certainty. It also 
explains the Muslim's position in this universe and what is 
sought from him in his religion. For this reason it is individually 
obligatory upon all Muslims [to learn it] according to a minimum 
level of detail mentioned in the beginning of this beok. How can 
a Muslim who is unaware of his creed and the foundations of 
his religion be a true Muslim? In a similar comparison, how can 
a communist be 2 true communist if he 1s unaware of the 
fourdations of hs ideology? 
The science of Divine oneness [tawhid] is of tremendous 

importance. It is especially obligatory upon the Muslims in this 
age to increase their dedication to it, because the common 
Muslims—nay, even those who claim to be among the elect—have 
bbecome unaware of even that which is clear-cut and decisive in 
their creedal doctrine. They no longer distinguish between 
matters of creed and matters of jurisprudence, between the 
science of theology and faith and’ the science that relates to 
outward action. They are unaware that each science possesses 
different types of evidence. Acceptable evidence in the former 
may not be acceptable evidence in the latter, and so on. 

In our day and age things are confused and mudaled. Confusion 
exists not only in these two sciences, but also in the other 
sciences of the Sacred Law that pertain to our religion: from 
creed and legal theory [usi] to Sufism and Hadith, and the other 
Islamic sciences. 

43 
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1 say that for all who possess the ability, they mast make a 
concerted effort to get out of this sina sin in which people have 
fallen—and expend diligent efforts in taking others out ofthis sin 
and error as well nv light of this, 1 have focused on the book of 
the erudite imam al-Sanisi, whose book i titled: The Foundational 
Proofs (Umma a-Barahin), 2s well as its accompanying commentary 
written by the erudite Ahmad b. sd al-Ansiri, The first book is a 
didactic text [matn] concerning the dectrine of Ah! al-Sunna upon 
the way of Imam al-Ashiri, Its value is truly shown by its own 
name, for i: truly contains the foundational proofs. in truth, the 
explanation could very well compete with the original work with 
respect to its goodness, completion. and precise expressions. 
Despite that, however, the people in our day and age are 

maceustomed to the style of didactic texts and their 
accompanying commentaries and super-conmentaries—despite 
it boing a great and beneficial style for the one whe possesses the 
prerequisites for taking benefit from them. | have interspaced the 
text within the commentary and added to it many of the 
beneficial comments mentioned by the commentators, and 
placed all ofthis in a new form as ifit was a new book on itsown, 
In this work | have chosen to stick to the words ofthe two noble 

Imams as much as possible. I have added a few words from other 
scholars to achieve two benefits: to draw attention to other 
authors who wrote commentaries and to present the work in 
a style that should prove appropriate for people in this day 
and age. itis my hope that Allah, the Glorified and Exalted, will 
bring about benefit through this book, and I hope that it is 
sincerely for His Noble Countenance. All praise is due to Allah, 
the Lord of the worlds. 

said Foudah 

@ 
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—————— 
INTRODUCTION 

interspacing the commentary of al-Ansart [with 
-SanQat's text), as 1 indicated above. The second stage 

was by adorning it with precious and beneficial quotes taken 
from many other commentaries and super-commentaries upon 
the text of Umm al-Sardhin. Those quotes were placed in the 
footnotes of the book and I arranged them in such as way as to 
profit the reader with many benefits not found in the main text. 
Ihave also added some things that came to my mind at the time, 
as Allah, the Trensendously Great, made easy for me, and those 
things were placed either in the footnotes themselves or were 
intorepaced in the main text. I have indicated the authors whose 
comments I included by placing their initials at the end of the 
quotes, Those authors [and their works] are the following: 

I wore this book in two stages. The first siage was by 

La] The Gloss of al-2ajart upon “The Foundational Proof’ by the 
erudite torahim al-Bajari, author of the famous gloss upon 
Jawhara al-Tawhid. 1 have pointed out his comments using the 
letter [8]. Despite the relatively small size ofthis gloss, its one of 
the most beneficial glosses available. AL-Bajari attempted to 
include within it everything that would be needed for the reader 
of the original text. It inchides rational jewels that are 
appropriate for the novice, and even for those at an intermediate 
level. If someone wishes to suffice with what i obligatory 
in theology it ir possible to suffice with this text and dispense 
allothers. 

[2] Commentary on ‘The Foundationel Proofs’ by the erudite Sidi 
al-Makki al-Baltawi. 1 have pointed out his comments using the 
letter [7]. This commentary secks to explain the expressions in 
the original text, using a style that is easy and very beneficial for 
novices and young ones, and it contains other benefis as well. | 
‘The author penned it as an introduction for one who reads Imam 
al-Saniis’s commentary on Umm al-Bardhin. 

a5 
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{31 the Ascent of Glad Tidings: Commentary on the Smallest Sanisi 
Greed by the erudite and verifying scholar, the Shaykh of the 
Shaykhs of his age and Multi of the Milikis in his domicile, one of 
the esteemed teachers of Zaytuna [of Tunis], Shaykh tbrzhim b, 
Ahmad al-Marghani. He also wrote a beneficial gloss upon 
Jewhara ol-Tawhid that he mentioned in this commentary. 1 have 
pointed out his comments using the letter (Mf. Because of the 
difficult matters and lengthy areas of research the author saw, 
hhe made his work a refinement of Imam al-Sanisi’s own 
commentary on the main text. His commentary is neither 
so lengthy thet i bores, nor it is so concise that itis deficient, 
He placed within it extremely useful notices and mentioned 
many accurate formulations that illustrate his penetrating 
insight and comprehensive understanding of both the doctrine 
and the proofs of Af! al-Surma. itis one of the best explanations 1 
have seen 

[4] Commentary on Jawhara al-Tawhid by the erudite Shaykh 
Ahmad al-Siwi. He is the famous auther of the gloss upon 
al shark al-Saghir upon Makhtasar al-Xhali of the Maliki schoo), as 
well as the author of the famous gloss upon al-jalalayn the 
Quranic exegesis, and other useful books. | have pointed out his 
comments using the letter [5]. This work is a beneficial and 
abridged commentary that is precise in its expressions, yet 
without complexity. Itis possible to suffice with it in this subject 
and begin with it in instructing students, 1 have not quoted much 
from it, not because of it lacking value, but rather for fear of 
‘being long-winded. 

[5] Commentary on ‘The Foundational Proof by the erudite Shaykh 
Ahmad b, ‘sa al-Ansari, This is the commentary upon which 1 
primarily relfed in the interspacing [with al-Sandst’s text] 
‘because of its immense precision and the tremendous benefits, 
1 saw in it, T mentioned most of the points of benefit he 
‘mentioned, and in most cases | attempted to use his exact words, 
‘There is very tle from it that I chose to omit, The reason why | 
choose to do an interspaced commentary using this particular 
work—after reading it and knowing the value it contains—is 
because of the numerous printing and typographical errors it has 

x6 
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that might prevent the reader from proper understanding. I 
attempted to remove these mistakes and this abridgement has 
proven beneficial for students of sacred knowledge—by Allab’s 
enabling grace. 

[6] The one who hopes that his Lord grants him success and 
strength, the writer of these lines [ie., Sa'id Foudah. 1 have 
pointed out my oven comments using the lettor [F].1 incorporated 
some comments that I found useful without bothering the reader 
with further detail. | have net commented heavily upon this 
work, for the words of the esteemed scholars are adequate 
for that. furthermore, this work is not the appropriate place 
for extreme detail; ‘the comments | selected from the 
aforementioned commentaries shall suffice the beginner. In 
addition, | have derived benefit from many works on theology 
upon the way of ah! al-Sunne written by the virtuous scholars of 
Islam, some of which I pointed out in the footnotes. 
I did not quote from the Commentary on The Foundational Proo’' by 
the author himself, al-Sandsi—despite it being the strongest and 
most valuable commentary without exception—because we have 
already begun writing « lengthy explanation oftthis noble text. In 
that forthcoming work, we shall place the majority of what 
contained in al-Sanis's own commentaries with summaries, 
investigations, and additions which the original lacks. We ask 
Allab, the Exalted to complete it. 

| advise the reader to begin by sticking only to the main text 
the commentary of Imam Ahmad b. ‘Ist al-Anséri]. One 
id not go straight to the footnotes unless there is a need, 

especially if reeding the book for the first time. This will ensure 
that one is able to maintain focus and keep away from the 
distractions and interruptions that occur when jumping between 
the main text and the footnotes. There is nto problem with 
looking to the foatnotes when there is confusion or some other 
matter, or after completing the main text and understanding its 
contents. 

itis important to recognize that—as our esteemed scholars have 
informed us—reading ¢ book a second, third, and even a fourth 
time, is extremely useful, They used to read a book numerous 
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times before moving on to another book. It was mentioned 
regarding al-Sayyid al-Jurjani that he read the book on formal 
logic, the commentary en al-Matal', over fourteen times before 
hhe went to its author, Qutb al-Rai, to read it to him, The reports 
and conditions ofthe jurists regarding their reading of books are 
too famous to mention. One [of the scholars} was coined the 
Minhgjt because of his assiduous and frequent reading of imam 
al-Nawawi’s a-Minkaj in jurisprudence, One of the scholars read 
al-Shafi’’s epistle in legal theory [al-Risdla] more than thirty 
times, and each time he would comprehend something from it 
that he didnot comprehend before. 
‘One of the most important steps needed for this generation is 

the multiple readings of a single book. Predominantly, those to 
whom Allah grants success and who pursue sacred knowledge do 
not know the proper method of leaming, You will see such + 
person start off reading a bock, and before he even understands 
its objectives and comprehends its issues, he moves on to another 
book, and so on. The end result of this endeavour is that the 
reader has neither comprehensive Imowledge nor firmness in 
anything found in the books—not to mention the waste of time, 
effort, and focusit results in 
1n the past, the esteemed scholars would advise students to 

stick to one book while in the beginning stages of their studies, 
and then afterwards, after having gained proficiency in its issues, 
they were allowed to move on to another book, This reading of 
additional books in a single science was one of the mast binding, 
of things upon the student who wished to gain mastery in the 
sciences and reach his utmost~and there is no success but by 
Allah, the Exalted. 
Please note that in this book ! highlight some of the well known 
errors (in certain issues) that some scholars fell into: issues in 
which they opposed the majority, even though the issues were 
very obscure and precise, and in which differences do not imply 
‘major harm. Imake mention of those who refuted them as well as 
where they went wrong in those matters. My intention is only to 
boring these Issues to the reader's attention, lest one is fooled by 
the people of innovation, especially the anthropomorphists who 
ascrite themselves to imam Ahmad, even though he ts innocent: 
of them, They have exaggerated in their refutations and rebuke 
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of the esteemed Ash'aris and Maturidis. In their rebuke they 
followed a lowly method, sometimes claiming that these scholars 
recanted from the Ash'ari school. They instil within naive people 
the erroneous impression that these echolars somehow 
“returned” to the claimants’ own anthropomorphic beliefs. Allah 
forbid that these virtuous scholars, by whom Allah guarded the 
religion, would go down that mean path. 
Sometimes the anthropomorphists claim that these scholars 

contradicted themselves, even though there was no contradiction 
at all; rather, itis but their love for sowing baseless doubts. It is 
only the weakness of their intellects that led them to make these 
claims. If only they were to observe fairness they would realize 
that itis the boon of Ail -Surna—the Ash'aris—that they point 
‘out the mistakes into which some scholars have fallen. No other 
group shares with them in this point. They are the unveiling 
critics of the errors. Had they not brought attention to such 
mistakes, a novice beginner would perhaps be misled due to the 
popularity of the one who initially made the mistake. Exalted is 
He who refused te place infallbiity in anything save His Book 
and His Prophets! 
Even though we point out their errors, we do not detract from 

their lofty positions, even though they might have erred in a few 
‘ssues, for we constantly keep in mind the scope of their 
tremendous efforts and the great service they provided in the 
path of defending the creed of Islam in the face of the innovators, 
tbe they the anthropomorphist rabble rousers and those who 
follow them among the Hanbalis,’ or those who ascribe 

a Do mt spender sealer, tat of of the, ankle 
ant rphists. Among them’ are anthropomorphists, such as 
Aq Abi Vela ton’ ab-zghini, and. bn Guiana Their 
anthropomerphism was less than that of tbn Taymiyya, Ibn al-Qayyim, 
‘and others. Among the Hanalis are those who declare Allah exaltely 
transcendent above resembling corporeal bodies [ajsim] and the 
creation, such as Imam Ahmad bt. Hanbal himself (a stated by the 
scholars’ of Ah! al-Sunna) and ibn “Agi! and the verifying Imam, thn 
alJewzi and many others. Even though some anthropomorphists are 
found in the other juridical schools, their ascription to the Hanbalis s 
greater and further reaching than’the others, and for that reason 1 
‘mention them to the exclision of the others tis possible thet some 
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themselves to the Salaf (predecessors]-even though the Salafare 
innocent of them. 
‘You should also be aware that one of the distinct and saltent 

features of the scholars of Ahl al-Sunna is that they bring 
attention to the errors of their fellow Sunni scholars, as small 
as those errors might be. You will not find among the 
anthropomorphists in particular, one who is fair-minded with 
himself and with others and who will admit to even some of the 
egregious errors into which his leaders fell. Nay, they are keen to 
deny the attribution of such things to their scholars even if such 
‘errors are affirmed, or they attempt to interpret their words in 
uch a way that was not intended by those who initially said 
them, or other such methods. Nay, they hasten to accuse others 
of disrespecting the scholars of the Umima. In reality, we are 
doing nothing more than critiquing the views of an extremely 
small faction of those who ascribe themselves to the Umma, The 
real isue {s not one respecting or disrespecting the scholars, 
rather itis an issue of truth and falsehood, right and wrong, The 
nly reason this faction employs these methods is because they 
follow men—and if their state could speak it would say that they 
believe those men to be infallible and beyond even what befell 
the Prophets. As For us, we follow the truth to which the scholars 
‘guide us; we do not believe in the holiness of any of our major 
scholars, nor do we say that itis impossible for them to make 
nistakes We do rot say they are divinely protected, as this 
faction says [about their scholars), even if only by their mute 
expression [isin 
‘You should also realize that the real reason why they do not 

explicitly mention the errors of their highly respected scholars 
and esteemed figures is because al of their scholars fell into the 

‘who are unaware might become deceived by secing their large numbers 
among the Harbalis and mistakenly think thatthe rest of the Hanbalis 
are like them. You should also be aware that the levels of 
anthropomerphism vary from one indvidual [among them] to another, 
Some like a-Qigi ALS Ya, explictly negate spatial contact [fer Aah 
inith the Thronel, while at the sume time affirming a place anda iit 
fron one direstion. Then there are others, like ibn Taymiyya, who 
affirm direction and spatial contact [for Allah with the Throne] as well 
sa limitfrom al sx directions. 
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exact same egregious errors. If they were to level a judgment 
upon one of them, then in reality they would be judging the 
rest—and this would prove that their entire way’ is corrupt, 
deviant, and incoherent. 
‘The opposite is true for Aht al-Sunno, the Ash‘aris, Their scholars 

who fell into error were very few in number, and at the same 
time, the remaining scholars of the school did mot leave them or 
their errors alone; rather, they brought attention to the errors in 
which those scholars fell while at the same time maintaining 
respect for them and openly declaring their virtue. The 
recognized virtue of these scholars did not prevent the others 
from judging them with having fallen into error in a particular 
issue. This is the real reason why the anthroromorphists do 
not openly mention or correct those who fell into error in 
their ranks, 

‘As for Ah! l-Sunna, this hindrance is not found with them at 
all, for they are fully aware that they are commanded 
to defend the doctrine of Islam and not the doctrine of 
so-and-so—some of whom are even called the Shaykh of Islam! 
The scholars of AHI al-Sunna know that their return is to Allah 
and not to one of the sultans or kings. The state of the 
anthropomorphists has become one of fear from openly declaring 
the truth for the sake of safeguarding their Shaykhs and their 
worldly positions—and this is nct something strange for them. 
One the other hand, whet is extremely strange is to see 

the scholars who ascribe themselves to the way of AMI ol-Sumna 
‘wal-Jandia falling prey to trepidation and fear, afraid to defend 
the doctrine of this religion in the face of this materialist and 
anthropomorphic onslaught that has now come to dominate the 
minds of many of the common folk and clits, These [fearful] 
scholars see thee dangerous penetration of this sick ideology that 
opposes the doctrine of slam, yet they are completely paralyzed. 
Nota single one among them—save he upon whom Allah bestows 
His mercy—can even say that this belief fs opposed to the 
doctrine of the people of truth and the doctrine of Islam. They 
are afraid of even this minute critique; but to contrast that, we 
see in the past how the scholars of Atl al-Sunna were the masters 
of critique and refuting opponents and the people of innovation, 
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‘That may have been the state of Ahlal-Sunna in the past, but in 
modern times, we see that they are the most fearful of people in 
critiquing others. in most instances this fear of theirs goes back 
to their own very real and palpable ignorance of their doctrine 
and the basis upon which it rests, Most of their Shaykhs now 
suffice themselves with a general knowledze of theology and 
they do not go into expansive detail with this noble science: 
a science that the verifying scholars of Ahlal-surna have stated to 
be the pivot upon which all other sciences revolve. We know that 
the way of general knowledge is but for the common man s0 38 to 
fulfil what is minimally obligatory upon him with regards to this 
science, With that being said, you should be shocked about the 
tone whose sole focus [in theology] is to suffice himself with 
[writen works on theology] that were originally written for the 
common folk and laymen, and who shuns the [works] that will 
elevate him to the rank of the verifying scholars in this most 
important of islamic sciences! If this is one’s state, then of course 
it (5 completely natural for him to abstain from exposing the 
theological corruption of others, for in reality he does no: know 
with sure knowledge that the corruptions into which others have 
fallen are in fact corruptions! How can he oppese them when he 
does not know with certainty that what he believes isin fact the 
truth? Nay, most of them believe by way of conjecture. 
Because ofthis situation, many of those who ascribe themselves 

to Ahi al-Sunna have adopted for themselves a strange way: they 
sit by, letting each person hald his own views in theclogy. The 
immense harms found in this way are too clear to warrant 
explanation, 

In contradistinction to them we sce a school of thought that 
‘was bar none, the weakest Islamic school of thought: the way of 
anthropomorphism, the way of the Hashawiyya (crass literalists) 
and the way of resemblance [between Allah and the creation). 
‘Those who ascribed themselves to this school in the past 
generations were too afraid to express their belieis openly; most 
ofthe time they would employ indirect allusions and ambiguous 
statements that were shared between them and others, s0 as to 
provide them a way out and save themselves if they were asked. 
‘This group used to affirm a direction for Allah and call ituliw 
(oftiness/highness). They would sey: “Allah is high.” No one 
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differs regarding general highness; however, this group used 
this general word and meant by it a physical direction. They used 
to describe Allah with the properties of corporeal bodies [taj] 
and call Him “The One of Tremendous Rank’ [gam al-Qudr], 
knowing that this is agreed upon by all people. When these 
anthropomorphists would employ the word “rank” (gad, they 
would mean size, confinement, and place.* The Muslims who 
declare Allah exaltedly transcendent employ the word “rank” 
and intend by it nobility and the all-encompassing attributes 
such as omnipotence, knowledge, and the belief that nothing 
escapes the control of Allah, the Exalted. They also intended by it 
His transcendence in His reality and existence. 
In the pest, the crass Hashawi rabble rousers were too afraid to 

openly and explicitly declare their belief that Allah, the Exalted, 
possesses bodily appendages, parts, and extremities, These days, 
however, they explicitly declare their belief in such matters and 
pull no punches. Furthermore, they try te refute their opponents 
among the people of truth and disparage them, labelling them as 
Jahmis;’ atheists,* and people of negation. In fact, one of their 
senior most scholars, to whom they have given the appellation 
“Shaykh al-islam,” has explicitly stated that the Secred Law has 
not deemed resemblance [between Allah and the creation] and 
these who do so [mushabbifa] blameworthy! The examples that 
illustrate just how the scales have turned in this age are too many 
to mention in this limited space, 
None of this would have occurred and found a firm footing 

‘were it not for the weakness of those who ascribe themselves to 
hl al-Sunna, and their lack of command and mastery in their 
theology, and their attachment to the life of this world. As « 
consequence, they have paid the ultimate price for gaining the 
pleasure of so-and-so and avoiding the anger of so-and-so, They 
are not looking at the pleasure of Allah or His anger. They have 

* Because the word gadr, when applied to physical objects, can alsomean 
suum, extent, quantity, amount, and size —Tr 
> This isan ascription to Jah b. Safwan, an extreme denier of Allah's 
attributes Tr 
“inthis contest, atheism refers to the implicit belief of those whe strip 
Allah of His Names ard attributes, it taken from the Arabic word 
iwti—Tr 
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become extromoly proficient in justifying this stance of theirs: 
a stance in which they remain silent and do not refute the way of 
the anthropomorphists. We give special mention to the way of 
the enthropomorphists here because they are now predominant 
inmany of the Islamic lanes. 
Many scholars in this day and age have avoided refuting 

the anthropomorphists, and have given themselves many 
Justifications and excuses. For example, they have said that this 
‘age is their age—meaning the age of the anthrepomorphists—for 
they possess the material strength which is the biggest cause for 
the spread of their way. These scholars have also said that, given 
its dissemination among the common folk and the elite, refuting 
the anthropomorphists in this day and age might cause turmoil 
[Fima}! so, seeking to flee from this feared turmoil, they will not 
counter the anthropemorphists, They also sey that the followers 
‘of those enthropomorphists do not know that their Shaykhs 
are actual anthropomorphists, so itis inappropriate, they claim, 
to refute them. Quite the contrary they maintain; they should 
be taught and dealt with gently and with direction, bit-by-bit 
Those who say such things are seemingly unaware that even 
if these followers do not admit that they themselves are 
anthropomorghists, their doctrine is in fact the doctrine of the 
anthroponiorphists—if they know that or not. The truth must 
bbe made distinct from falsehood, both for them and for others, 
and this calls for their heads, leaders, and spokespersons to 
berefuted. 
Furthermore, some of these Skaykhs who ascribe themselves to 

the way of Ah cl-suma attempt to find excuses for there 
anthropomorphists, and essentially justify their beliefs. These 
Shaykhs seemed to have forgotten that even if we agree that 
the anthropomorphists have excuses, those excuses do not 
absolve us of the duty to explain that they are false, nor does it 
pardon us from refuting them, and neither does it pardon them 
{the anthropomorphists) from attempting to learn the correct 
doctrine. 
‘These Shaykhs have seemingly forgotten that it is obligatory to 

investigate the science of Divine oneness [tawhid] with proofs, 
and that no one is allowed to say ¢"We have found our fathers upon 
certain way and wearefllowing in their feotsteps." 
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Nay, if someone believes in something false—even if he 
acquired it from his mother and father—it does not turn truth 
into falsehood and vice versa. 
1am certain that the stances of all of these Shaykins toward the 

tribulation of the anthropomorphism thet has spread in this day 
and age is nothing moce than a projection of their own fears of 
being refuted and a manifestation of their own Ignorance of the 
doctrine of ahtal-Sunna.Ifthey truly knew, they would not shrink 
from the duty of spreading it, nor would they feign retreat in 
‘refuting their opponents. 
This way of warning from the errors of people no matter what 

their station may be was the way of Akl al-Sunna. There is no one 
who is infallible save the Messenger #. Compliance after sure 
Knowledge is the basis of the science of Divine oneness for 
according to the verified and correct view, there is to be no blind 
conformism in it when one is capable. Ahl el-Sunna know that by 
this they increase themselves in strength and firmness upon the 
truth, as they know that their end is with Allch and not with 
anyone from the creation. 
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ABRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF 
IMAM ABO ‘ABDULLAH AL-SANOSI 

Bess 800K in front of you is a refinement of Ahmad b. isi 
jal-Ansir?'s commentary on The Foundational Profi. This 
basic didactic text is one of the books that are well 

considered among Ah! al-Suma. Its original author is one of 
the scholars of Akl al-Sunna wal-jamda: tmam Abii ‘Abdullah 

i—may Allah, the Exalted, have mercy upon him, 

HIS NAME AND ASCRIPTION 
He fs imam Muhammad b, Yasuf . ‘Umar b. Shu'ayb al-Saniisi, He 
was famous for the appellation al-Sanisi, which is a tribe found 
in the Maghreb. He is also nicknamed al-Hasani in ascription to 
Hasan b, ‘lib, Abi Talib from his patemal grandmother's side. He 
is also given the appellation of al-Tilmisini, in ascription to the 
city of Tlemcen [Algeria]. He was the scholar of Tlemcen and its 
righteous one, its ascetic, one of its great scholars—the Shaykh, 
the multi-talented polymath, the righteous, the akstemious, the 
devout worshipper, the verifying teacher and humble one: Abi 
Yalgib Yisuf. He was barn sometime ater 830.r1 

His TEACHERS AND STUDIES 
The shaykh was brought up as a goodly, blessed, virtuous, 
and pious individual. He took knowiedge from a large group 
[ofscholars}, among them: 

His father Yisufb. ‘Umar 
Shaykh Nasr al-Zawawi 
Muhammad b, Tit 
‘The Sayyid and sharif from whom he took knowledge of 
the modes of Quranic recitation, Abi al-Hajaj Yasut b, 
Abi al-Abbas b, Muhammad al-Sharif al-Hasani 

©The just scholar, Abi ‘Abdullah al-Habab, from whom he 
learned the astrolabe 

* One of the Amazigh tribes of Temcea.—Tr. 
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Imam Muharaimad b, al“Abbis, from whom he leamed 
logic and legal theory 
‘The Jurist al-Jallab, from whom he learned jurisprudence 
The great saint and righteous man, al-Hasan Abarkan 
al-Rashid, many of whose lessons the author attended 
and from whom he benefited and received many 
blessings. The Shaykh used to love him, prefer him over 
others, and pray for him, so Allah brought his inner 
acumen and prayers to reality 
The jurist and Hodith master, AbG al-asan al-Talat, 
his maternal uncle, from whom he learned The Fpistle 
{oftmam al-Shafii) 
The plous and scrupulous Imam, Abi al-Qisim 
al-Kandbashi, from whom he leamed the book 
al-rshad of Abii al-Mai[al-Juwayni} 
‘The pious and scrupulous Imam and proof, Aba Zayd 
al-The'alabi, ftom whom he learned the two Sahih 
collections [of al-Bukhari and Muslim] and other books of 
Hadith, after which he received a license te narrate as 
{his teacher] 
‘The ascetic and sincere saint, tbrahien al-Tazi, who 
invested hin with the khirga" on behalf of his Shaykhs; he 
also narrated many musalsal traditions’ and other 
narrations 
The noble and pious scholar, Aba al-Hasan al-qalsadi 
al-Andalisi, from whom he leamed the laws. of 
inheritance and mathematics: he granted the author 
[al-Saniisi] a license in all that he narrated from him 

In sum, he was a miraculous sign with regards to his 
Inowledge, guidance, righteousness, reputation, renunciation, 
scrupulousness, and piety. 

° The Sufi patchwork cloak symbolizing his investiture into the spiritual 
ath—Tr 
* musabal traditions are traditions in which a teacher narrates a Hadith, 
saying to his student: “And this isthe first Hadith [heard from my own 
shaykh."—1r 
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His STATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND CHARACTER 
AL-Saniisi had the greatest portion of the outward knowledge. He 
assiducusly gathered between its fundamentals and its subsidiary 
branches. Never would he speak of a branch of knowledge save 
that thase who present would think that he is skilful in no other 
scionce than it-especially the science of Divine oneness and the 
rational sciences. Others may have shared with him in that 
science; however, he was unsurpassed in the inward spiritual 
sciences. In fact, he even surpassed the jurists in knowing the 
solutions to many problematic areas—especially in matters 
pertaining to Divine oneness. 
Never did he study the outward sciences save that he would 

estract from them sciences of the Hereafter—especially in 
Quranic exegesis and Hadith—for he was strong in his vigilance 
of Allah, the Exalted. It was as if he directly witnessed the 
Hereafter, His student, al-Mallali, once remarked: “I once heard 
him say: “There is no science among the outward sciences that 
causes one to inherit gnosis of Allah quite like the science of 
Divine oneness. It opens up understanding of all the other 
sciences. The increase of one's fear [of Allah] is directly 
proportionate to his knowledge of it [Divine oneness].” 
He was uniquely known for his knowledge of Divine oneness 

and his books on this topic are sufficient as a testimony to that— 
especially The Foundational Proof, for nothing comes close to tt tn 
the feld of theology. 
ALSaniisi was forbearing and possessed much patience 

Sometimes, when he would hear of something he abherred, he 
would pretend not to notice it; instead he would smile and show 
no signs of displeasure upon him. That was his state with regards 
to everything that angered him: he would not pay it any 
attention whatsoever. Never would he hold rancour in his heart 
for anyone, nor would he frown at anyone's face. He would laud 
and speak kindly to whomever maligned his honour, so muck 
that people would think that his attacker is hi friend, 

His student, al-Mallay, said: "I once heard him say: ‘One must 
walk with gentleness and look in front of him lest he kill a 
creature on the ground” Whenever he would see someone 
violently striking an animal, he would say: “Be gentle, 0 blessed 
cone!” and he would forbid teachers from striking children. 
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ALMallalf said: “I once heard him say; ‘To Allah belongs one 
hundred portions of mercy; no one has any hope [of attaining 
any] save the one who moulds himself by showing tnercy and pity 
toward all of creation,” 

aisDiaTt 
When he sensed his mortal illness, al-Santisi left the mosque and 
remained in his bed until death overtook him. His sickness lasted 
ten days. When his death was near, his nephew instructed him to 
repeat the testimony of faith over and over again. After doing 
this, al-Santsi tured to him and asked: “And is there anything 
‘ze [besides saying that]?" His daughter said to him: “Go and 
leave me alone!" He responded: “The Paradise will soon be our 
gathering place if Allsh wills.” Before his death, he said: “We ask 
Him, the Glorified, to grant us and our loved ones the 
to recite the testimony of faith while knowing what it means.” 
He died on Sunday, the 18*of [the month] jumddaal-akhira in the 
year 895 at after his death, the people smelled the fragrance of 
fine musk-—may Allah have mercy upon him, 
AL-Naliali, said: “Approximately two years before his death, he 

informed me that he was fifty-five years old,” Al-Tinbukti said in 
Nayl al-totitaj: “( saw preserved with some scholars that they 
asked the aforementioned al-Mallali about the age of the Shaykh, 
and he replied: ‘He died when he was sixty-three years old.” And 
Allah knows best.” 

His Werrrew Worx 
mam al-Sanisi’s written works include: His large commentary 
on the Hawfiyya titled al-Mugarib al-Mustawf. It is large in both 
size and knowledge, and he wrote it when he was but ninetoon 
years old, When his Shaykh, al-Hasen Abarkdn saw it, he was 
nnazed by it and ordered el-Sandsi to conceal ituntil he reached 
forty yeurs of age, lest he be afflicted with the evil eye, He said to 
him: “There is nothing comparable to it as far as 1 know...” anid 
he prayed foritsauthor. 

‘Ancther work of his is his major work on theology alAqida 
al-Xubra that he named The Doctrine ofthe People of Divine Oneness. 
He had another work explaining it as well as an intermediate 
work on theclogy that he commented om in thirteen notebooks. 
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This perticular work has a good commentary by Shaykh 
(Muhatmad] “‘ilish, and al-Sandsi's own explanation has 3 
wonderful gloss by Shaykh Yasin. 
Al-Sands! wrote al-jughri and its commentary in six notebooks, 

and its from the noblest of works in theology to which no other 
doctrinal work can compare—as he pointed out in his own 
commentary where the Shaykh said: “There is nothing 
comparable to it as far as { know. He who suffices with it in 
theology shall find that itis sufficient.” I say: This is the truth, 
for all who read the text shall benefit from what is contained 
therein, and in the smallest amount of time one will be guided to 
the clear truth, 
‘Another work of his, an abridged work in theology [alAgida 

absuliagare] and its accompanying commentary in four 
notctooks, is full of benefits and useful points. His work, 
al-Mugaddinat alMubayyina, a commentary of his al’Agida 
al-Sughri, is comparable to it in both size and content, and it is 
contained within five notebooks. He also wrote, within two 
notebooks, a commentary on Allah’s Beautiful Names. Within it 
he explained the meaning of the Supreme Name (Allsh) and the 
slave's portion thereof, and he also explained the praises and 
{glorification said at the conclusion of the obligatory prayers, and 
spoke about their wisdoms, 
He wrote a commentary on al-‘Agida al-Hawd! in five notebooks, 

a large explanation of alJazarivya’ that contains many valuable 
benefits, an abridgment of Sahih Muslim in two volumes that 
contains good points, and a commentary on Sahih Muslim that is 
called Mtakaronil tml -nl 
He wrote a commentary on al-Burhin al-Biga''s al-saghii text 

in the field of logic, and it contains much knowledge, and his 
summary of it is a wonder that surpasses the commentary of 

* Ab Sughrd is also called The Foundational Prof, the refined explanation 
of which we present here. There is an extremely berefiial gloss upon 
al-Sanis's explanation of The Fourdational Proofs by al-Dasiqi, and 
it contams many useful points related to Divine oneness, ard has 
been published, 
"This show I appears tn the printed biographies, however t think i 
the explanation of alJaxt'tyya, which isa book on theology. 
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iAs itis known, the text of al-Khiinaf (aljumal] is one 
of the most precise texts in logic. Al-Rajii’ has a good gloss upon 
this commentary of al-Saniisi's. 

‘AL-Sanis, also wrote a very useful commentary on the rhyming, 
oom of al-Habbak on the use of the astrolabe, as well as an 
explanation of the poetic verses of al-AlfeT in Sufism, and 
commentary on the lines that start with: “Purify yourself with the 
vuaer of the unseen..” He wrote an amazing commentary on Sabi 
al-Bukhari that goes up to the chapter: “Concerning the one who 
safeguards his religion.” Al-Saniist also has an abridgement of 
al-Zarkashi's summary of al-Bukhari, and commentary, within 
‘wo notebooks, concerning the problematic areas of [Sahih] 
ab-ubhari. 
‘AleTinbukti said in Nayl 

works.” Al-Mallli added: “Among his written works is another 
work in theology that he wrote to some pious people. It contains 
clear-cut and decisive proofs refuting these who affirm the 
independent efficacy of customary means [asbib ‘idiyya]. He also 
has a summary of al-Taftazin’s gloss upon al-kashhaf [of 
al-camakhshari}, and a commentary on Ibn Yasin’s introduction 
to algebra, He wrote a commentary on al-khanajt’s work on logic, 
and a commentary on Ibn ‘Arafa's abridgment in which he solved 
many intricate problems. He once said to me: ‘His words are 
difficult, especially this abridgment. 1 have experienced great 
strain in solving its intricacies and in that I sought help in 
nothing but solitary retreat ({halwa).” 
He also authored—but did not complete—a commentary on 

{bn Sin’s poem on medicine written in the rajz [poetic] meter, 
a summary on the seven modes of Quranic recitation, an 
unfinished commentary on al-Shatitiyya al-kubrd, an unfinished 
commentary on al-Waghlisiyya in jurisprudence, a poem on the 
Jaws of inheritance, an abridgement of al-Muhisibt's aF-RTaya, an 
unfinished <bridgement of al-Subayl's abRawd al-Unuf, an 
abridgement of al-Sahil's Bughya al-Satk ft Ashraf al-Masdlik, and 
4 commentary on al-Murshida and ol-Durr al-Nanziim explaining 
the Ajurrumiyya, 
He also wrote a commentary on al“Adud’s Jawahir al-Ulim in 

theology; it was written in the manner of the sages [hukamal]. It is 
a super book: however. itis incredibly difficult and recondite. 
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He also wrote—but was unable to dedicate all of his time toa 
Quranic exegesis in three notebooks up to the verse (And they are 
the successful.) [al-Bagara: 5), and an exegesis on Sra $ad and 
what comes after it, 
Al-Mallali said: “this is what 1 am aware of regarding his 

written works in addition to his legal verdicts, letters of advice, 
letters of correspondence, and exhortations, not to mention his 
numerous litanies, help for others, and teaching.” Al-Tinbukti 
said: “I heard thet he had a commentary on ibn al-Hajibs work, 
‘may Allah allow us to benefit from hit.” 

Hits STUDENTS 
Many notables took from him, such as thn $a'd, Aba al-Qisim 
al-Zawawi, Ibn Abi Madyan, Shaykh Yahya b. Muhammad, Ibn 
al-Haij al-Baydari, thn al- Abbas al-Saghir, the friend of Allah and 
sweet basil [rayhina] of his era, Muhammad al-Qal'i, as well as 
Ibrahim aljudayji, thn Malika, and many other virtuous 
notables. 
‘This is but a small sample from the fragrant life of this Imam 

and a small portion of his states. Without doubt, this [smell 
biography] does not do him justice; al-Tinbukt! mentioned that 
al-Sandst’s student, al-Mellali, compiled a large biography of him 
in approximately sixteen large notebooks. He [al-Tinbukti] 
said that he summarized it in one volume that is composed of 
about three notebooks, and his own work, Nay! al-ibtiaj is only a 
small portion of that. We did not mention everything found in 
Nayl al-ibtihaj. May Allah bring benefit through him and his 
knowledge—Amin® 

"in this brief biography we sufficed ourselves (adding oniy a small 
amount of extra material) with what was mentioned by Abt alAbbis 
Sidi ahmadb. Abmad b. Umar b. Muhammad Uait. better known as 3aba 
al-Tinbukti [from Timbultu, Mali]—may Allah have mercy upon him—in 
his work Nayl abvbihaj b-Tatriso-Dibg. This isa very good book that 
contains numerous biographies of scholar from the MIT school and 
many other rare pieces of knowledge. Refer to it tis found upon the 
margin of (bn Frhin al-Mali’s} aij al aahlab f Meri Ayn 
al-Ma 
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THE FOUNDATIONAL PROOFS 
(Una at-Baranin] 

By Imam Muhammad b. Yusuf 
al-Saniisi al-Hasani_ 

ol ghey he pa HBEs ts 
All praise is due to Allah, and may peace and blessings be upon 
the Messenger of Allah. 

gga th 

row that rational judgments are limited to three categories: 
necessary, impossible, and possible. 

ARSE y sob gus BOE 5 

‘The necessary is that whose non- ‘existence the mind cannot 
conceive; the impossible is that whose existence the mind 
cannot cenceive; and the possible is that whose existence and 
non-existence the mind can fequally] conceive 

BBWS Boag det ae ob oe oi 
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According to the Sacred Law, it is obligatory upon every legally 
responsible person to knew what is necessary for our Master, the 
‘Sublime and Majestic, as well as what is impossiole and possisle 
[for Him]. 

pg a ge age Cal 8s 
It is also obligatory to know ee things as they apply to the 
‘Messengers—peace and blessings be upon them. 
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Majestic, are twenty attributes, They are: existence, 
ppre-etemnality, endlessness, absolute dissimilarity from all 
contingent beings, His selfsubsistence (which means He is not in 
need of a locus or a determiner), and [then] oneness 
(which means there is no second [like] Him in His Entity, 
attributes, or actions). 

These are six attributes in total. The first one, existence, is 
self-signifying, and the remaining attributes are negating, 

i ggh3 alate 
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Furthermore, there are seven [more] necessary attributes for 
Him, the Exalted, and they are called qualitative attributes, They 
are: omnipotence and will (both of which are linked to all 
possble things), knowledge (which is linked to all necessary, 
possible, and impossible things), life (which is not linked to 
anything), then hearing and sight (both of which are linked to all 
‘existing things), and then speech that is neither letter or sound 
(Gchicl is linked to that which knowledge i linked). 

cetsd scl ie hd I an sh 
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attributes, and they are inherent in the seven attributes 
mentioned above. They are: Him being all-Powerful, Him being 
Willing, Him being All-Knowing, Him being Living, Him betng 
All-Hearing, Him being All-Seeing, and Him being Speaking. 
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And some of what is impossible for Him, the Exalted, are twenty 
attributes, and they are the opposites of the twenty mentioned 
earlier, They are: non-existence, contingency, having an end, 
having likeness to contingencies (suck as being a substance 
whereby His Exalted Entity takes up space, or being an accident 
that subsists within a substance, or being in @ direction with 
respect to substance, or Him having a direction unto Hinnself, or 
iim being restricted to time or space, or that His Exalted Entity is 
descrived with contingencies, or that that He is descrited with 
smallness or largeness, or that [His] actions and rulings are 
qualified by motives). 

GA Bee OS Oy aed wae OS Y GO) slid Ge Jats US 
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Likewise, it is impossible for Him, the Exalted, to not be 
Self-subsistent (such as Him being an attribute that subsists in a 
Jocus or standing in need of a determiner), 

Slag 8 US34 6.8 Ob aly G58 YG yt te Uatts 1S 
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wai 
It is also impossible for Him, the Exalted, to not be One 
(uch as being composite in His Entity, or there being something 
that resembles Him in His Entity and attributes, or that there be 
anything besides Him that has independent causation in actions), 

ea oe ML oa ga Se Sha id 
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Ut Is also impossible for Him, the Exalted, to be incapeble of 
affecting any given possible thing, or to bring into existence in 
this world something that H1e detests and does not want to exist 
[inother words, something against His will. 

hy gl da sali gl Al ga gl is dai ce ol 
It is [also impossible for Him to bring anything into existence) 
through puzzlement, forgetfulness, cause, or nature. 

pally Liga og hag Rika a Lag pa Hit ae Dong 
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Likewise, tts impossible for ttim, the Exalted, to be ignorant or 
‘what shares in its meaning with respect to something that is 
known, as well as death, deafness, blindness, and dumbness, 

ooh fea aden arly 
And the opposites of the predicative attributes are clear from 
these. 

Ab i) Sia OB as lsd abe gb al 
As for what is possible with respect to Hm, the Exalted, is for 
Him to either do or leave every possible thing. 

Oi Sa HOG A FEY aha Std bagel 
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Pees 
With regard tothe [rational] proof of His existence. the Exalted, I 
isthe contingency af the world. For i the world did nat have an 
originator and instead it originated itself, that would mean that 
one of two things equal to each other is preponderant over the 
other without an external cause, which is impossible, 
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‘The proof for the world’s contingency is it inseparability from 
‘emergent accidents such as movement and stillness etc, and that 
which is inseparable froma contingent is contingent as well. 

ch hs es hs Mee De 
2 

‘And the proof for the contingency of accidents is the change that 
is witnessed in them, such as non-existence to existence, and 
from existence to non-existence, 

Ss 3b SN Had el hg a ly 
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As for the proof of the necessity of His pre-eternality, Exalted is, 
He: were He nat Pre-eternal, He would have been contingent and 
thusneed an originator, and there would be a never ending circle 
or infinite regress 

Ke SBY opal 
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endlessness, Exalted isHe, are necessary? 

ite fA capa as aah as 
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As for the proof of the necessity of His absolute dissimilarty, 
Exalted is He, from contingent beings: had He been similar to 
anything of them, He too would have been contingent, and that is 
impossible since you have learned earlier that His pre-eternalty 
and erdlessness ere necessary. 
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As for the proof ofthe necessity of fis self-subsistence, Exalted is 
He: had He been in need of a locus, He would have been an 
attribute, and an attribute cannot be qualified by either 
{qualitative or predicative meanings—but our Master, the Sublime 
and Majestic, must be qualified by these, therefore He is not 
fan attribute. And if He had been in need of a determiner, He 
would have been contingent. But how can that be, since the 
proof of the necessity of His pre-eternality and endlessness has 
been established? 

Se Y Sled uly 

As for the proof of the necessity of His ee Exalted is He: if 
He was not One, it would imply that nothing of the world would 
have existed, for it would imply that He's incapable, 

As for the proof of the necessity of His cmnipatence, will, 
knowledge, and lie, Exalted is He: had any of these been negated, 
‘no contingent being would have existed. 

Atl, Lesh -,S8h5 abs Met 
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{As forthe proof of the necessity of His hearing, sight, and speech, 
Exalted is He, itis the Book [Qur'an], Sunna, and consensus; in 
addition, had’ He not been qualified with these, it would imply 
that He is qualified by their opposites, which are imperfections, 
andit is impossible for Him, Exalted is He, to have impecfections. 
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‘As for the proof that performing or leaving possible things is 
possible for Him, Exalted is He: had any of them been 
rationally necessary or impossible, the possible would have 
turned to something necessary or impossible, and that is 
inconceivable, 

lj [ue pode Jal Gs A Gas ps hal ple da] 
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As for the Messengers—peace and blessings be upon them— 
what is necessary for them are truthfulness, faithfulness, 
and conveyance of what they have been ordered to convey to 
the creation. 

S88) sag acti a BH 
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The opposites of these qualities are impossible for them—peace 
‘and blessings be upon them. They are: lying, treachery (by domg 
anything they forbade, be it unlawful or detested), or 
concealment ef anything they were ordered to convey to 
the creation, 

9 NP et pM ge sh tapos Ha ye ye a Sty 
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It is possible for them—peace and blessings be upon them—to be 
subject to normal human conditions that do not lead to a 
diminishment of their lofty degrees, such as illness and the like. 
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AAs for the proof of the necessity of their truthfulness—peace and 
blessings be upon them: had they not spoken the truth it would 
have implied that Allah lied when confirming their truthfulness 
via inimitable miracles that take the gosition of Him saying, 
“My servant is truthfal in everything he conveys from Me.” 

As for the proof of the necessity of their faithfulness—peace and 
blessings be upon them: had they behaved treacherously by 
committing an unlawful or detestable act, the unlawfal or 
detestable act would have become obedience for them, because 
Allah, the Exalted, ordered us to emulate them in theit 
statements and actions, and Allah does not order that which is 
unlawful or detested, and this in itself constitutes the proof for 
the third quality, 

ale 21s ss aly 
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As for the proof of the permissibility of the Prophets 
experiencing normal human condition—peace and blessings be 
upon thern—it lies in the fact that those conditions have been 
witnessed from them, [them receiving them] either to magnify 
their rewards, or ta legislate, or to provide solace from the 
material world, or to bring attention to the paltriness of the 
world in Allah's sight, Exalted is He, or because Allah is not 
pleased with it as an abode of recompense far His Prophets and 
Saints in view of their states therein—pesce and blessings be 
upon them, 
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“The meanings ofall of these beliefs are gathered in the statement 
There no god but Allah and Muhammad isthe Messenger of allah. 

Ag) te GE Gi th Ok Se ty cu ate Ai ey 
‘That is because the meaning of divinity is for God to! Sbe free from 
needing anything besides Him, while everything besides Him is in 
need of Him. 

pa Ua OE ah ila pe a OB et 9 a YY ad 
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‘Therefore, the meaning of the phrase There is no god but Allah is: 
‘There is no one free from needing anything besides Him, while 
everything besides Allah, the Exalted, ic in need of Him. 

lly OA Meg Gb lst OE OS Fo 5 TRL 
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As for Him, the Sublime and Majestic, being free of needing 
anything else besides Him, it necessitates existence, 
preternality, endlessness, absolute dissimilarity from 
contingent beings, self-subsistence, and transcendence above 
imperfections. 

‘This also includes tae necesity of His hearing, sight, and speech, 
Exalted is He, for if these attributes were not necessary, He would 
have teen in need of an originator or locus. or one who could 
avert from Him imperfections. 
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1 Is ako inferred from this phrase that allah is transcendent 
above motives in His actions and rulings, for sf not [negated], it 
‘would imply that He stands in need of that which will fulfll His 
motive. But how can that be wien He, the Sublime and Majestic, 
is free of needing anything else besides Him? 

ae dai Yd wana 
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From this phrase itis also inferred that it is not necessary for 
Allah to do or leave a posse act, for if anything of that nature 
were rationally necessary for Him, the Exalted, such as [the 
bestowal of] reward, He, the Sublime and majestic, would have 
been in need of that thing to complete His objective—hence 
nothing is necessary for Him except that which entails a 
perfection for Him. But kow can that be, when He, the Sublime 
and Majestic is free of needing anything else besides Him? 
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{As forall else standing in need of Him, the Sublime and Majestic, 
it necessitates for Him, the Exalted, life, goneral omnipotence, 
will, and knowledge. For if any ofthese were negated it would not 
have been possible for any contingent thing to exist, es nothing 
would stand in need of Him. But how can that be, when 
everything stands in need of Him? 

idl Ung MI Ga ph ta 
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Oneness is also necessary for Him, the Exalted, for if He had a 
second in divinity nothing would stand in need of Him because 
with that it img that both are incapable. But how can that be, 
when everything stands in need of Him? 
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From this phrase it is also inferred that the entire world is 
contingent, for hed any part of it been pre-eternal that part 
would be free of needing Him, the Exalted. But how can that be, 
when itis necessary that everyting stands in need of Him? 

al ag Mis at 
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From this phrase it is also inferred that there is no independent 
causation for any created thing in its action, for had that been so 
it would have implied that the action is free of needing our 
Master, the Sublime and Majestic, But how can that be, when 
everything stands in need of Him generally? 

Sy Uy ay 35 

ff you assume that something of created things 
can bring an effect via its inherent nature; on the other hand, if 
you assume that its efficacy is through 2 power that Allak has 
“deposited within it—as many ignorant folk claim—that is also 
impossible, because in that case our Master, the Sublime and 
Majestic, would stand in need of an intermediary in order to 
bring about certain actions, and that is false since you have come 
to learn that it is necessary that He, the Sublime and Majestic, is 
free of needing anything besides Himself, 
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‘Therefore, it has now become clear to you how the phrase There s 
ro god but Allah comprises the three categories that each 
resporsible person must acknowledge with respect to the Master, 
the Sublime and Majestic: what is necessary for Him, the Exalted, 
what is impossible, and what is possible, 

‘As for our saying Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah fe, it 
includes belief in all of the other Prophets, as well as the angels 
and heavenly revealed Scriptures, and belief in the Last Day. That 
is because he # came to confirm belief in all of these things. 

iS Ah peg HSN pple gh Gan Saks AL Sy 
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From this phrase itis also inferred that truthfulness is necessary. 
for the Messengers—peace and blessings be upon them—and that 
ying is impossible for them, for otherwise they would not have 
been Messengers and trusted envoys of our Master, the Knower 
of all hidden things, Sublime and Majestic is He. 
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[itis also inferred from this phrase] that it is impossible for 
[them] to commit any forbidden actions, because they were sent 
in order to instruct people through their words, actions, ard 
silent [approvals], which necessitates that none of them 
contravened the commands of our Master, the Sublime and 
Majestic, who chose them over the rest of His creation and 
entrusted them with the secret of His revelation, 
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From this phrase it is also inferred that it is permissible for 
[the Messengers awe to experience] normal human conditions, for 
they do not detract from their lofty station with Allah, Exalted is 
He; rather, they increase them in it, 

Hah he a yet adh gs sag at Gta ag 
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pay 
‘Therefore, it has now become clear to you how the two phrases of 
the testimony of faith comprise—despite their limited number of 
letters—everything that a legally responsible person must 
acknowledge with regards to the tenets of faith as they pertain to 
Allah, Exalted is He, and His Messengers peace and blessings be 
upon them, 
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‘And perhaps it is on account of its brevity and the fact that It 
includes all that we have mentioned that the Sacred Law has 
made it an expression for what is of Islam in the heart, and kas 
not accepted faith from anyone without it. 

‘Therefore, it behoves the intelligent person to be frequent in his 
mention of it, bringing to mind the tenets of faith inckided 
within it, until its meanings mix with his flesh and blood. For if 
he does s0 ho will witness ofits secrete and marvels, allah willing, 
what cannot be delimited, 
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With Allah is enabling grace, There is no Lord or object of 
‘worship besides Him, 
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We ask Him, the Glorified and Exalted, to make us and our loved 
ones among those who say—with true knowledge—the testimony 
of faith at the time of our death. 

Gs 9 Ss Be Dib 5 og3600 wee Bh as 
May Allah send blessings upon our liege lord Muhammad each 
time he is mentioned ky those who engage in remembrance, and 
each time heis not mentioned by the heedless, 

2 al) aA sal cots Goes a shy taal Op il ay 

May allah be pleased with all of the Companions of the 
Messenger as well as the Followers, and those who follow them 
with excellence until the Last Day. 

oval Bally SGI gk 5 
Peace be upon all of the Messengers, and all praise is due to Allah, 
‘the Lord of the worlds! 
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ABRIDGMENT OF 
IMAM AHMAD B. ‘ISA’s COMMENTARY 

11 praise i due to Allah and may peace and blessings be 
lupon the Messenger of Alla, our lige lord Muhammad, 
the best of all creation. You should know that this 

scfence is called the science of doctrine ['agati], the science ofthe 
furdamentals [us al-din], the science of Divine oneness [tawhid], 
and the science of speculative theology [kalam].* 

* There are individuals who quote and attsibate statements to seme of 
the Salaf who censured and rebuked thoce who engaged in thit 
Inowledge. All of these reports carry various possible interpretations 
One possble interpretation is thatthe Salafunrestrictedly forbade kala 
theology—both what is correct and incorrect of it~and if that be the 
case theic prohibition is rejected, for itis established by way of legal proofs that it obligatory to utilize this science, This i not the intent 
behind the quotes attributed to them—may alah bave mercy upon them, The second possible interpretation is that their prohibition 
was directed against those who innovated and deviated from the path of 
“Ahlal-Surna and correct doctrine—and this isthe correct understanding 
[oftheir words). 
Its obligatory for one to shun fale paths, and based upon that (in 

addition tothe circumstances in waich the Salaf made ther statements) 
the scholars of the Umma understood their prohibition and warning. As 
for the claim that their prohibition was unrestricted and that it apples to all who engage inthis science—be they from the people of truth or 
the people of falsehood—this is patent fase, and no one gives any 
tention to this view except he who hasa covering over his heart. 
‘You should know thit the crass iteralsts (Hashawnyya] and 

snthropornerphists who ascribe themselves tothe pious Salaf—and the 
Salaf are free from themhave grossly exaggerated in their prohibition 
of engaging in this science. The only reason for their prohibition is 
because [they know thet the] one who engages in this sceree, 
understands its fundamentals, and realizes its trth, will have unveled 
tp him the realty of theie wey: the way of the anthropororphists mbo 
affirm a limit, direction, an indwelling of contingents within Allah's 
Entity, place, and movement. The one who understands this ecience 
will know that the way ofthe anthropomorphist ie the filsest of ways, 
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‘This science seeks to investigate the doctrinal religious beliefs 
that are acquired from certain and sure evidence, What is meant 
here by doctrinal religious beliefs are the beliefs ascribed to the 
religion of our liege lord Muhammad Zé, such as [our belief that] 
the world is contingent, that its Creator is Allah, and that allah 
‘One. 
The subject of this science is what it known of doctrinal 

religious beliefs by way of clear-cut and unequivocal [gai] 
evidence. The benefit of this science is that {through it], the 
doctrinal religious beliefs become ingrained and certain and are 
not subject to being shaken by the doubts of deniers. This allows 
‘one—by Allah's bounty—to gain salvation in the Hereafter from 
the punishment incurred for disbelief and incorrect doctrine. 
‘Through it also, one gains safety in the life of this world from 
distortions in thought and behaviour that result from a lack of 
proper comprehension regarding the reality of this world. The 
results of this science contain benefit in both this life and the 
Next. 
‘You should know that what is sought from people with regards 

to doctrinal beliefs is the actual knowledge thereof. Knowledge 
is awareness of something with its accompanying proof; hence, 
incontrovertible belief that is congruent with the truth is net 
sufficient without proof, for he [who lacks proof] is not safe from 
sin and is [ectually] disobedient, as shall soon be clarified. 
Before we begin with our explanation of what is cbligatory 

to believe, we shall present a beneficial introduction defining 
Judgments [hukn] and what relate to them, because upon that 
many fundamentals of doctrine are built, 

With this you should realize that those who rall against this noble science do s0 only to protect their own school lest is nakedness be 
exposed infront othe people. (®) 
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CHAPTER I 

LO JuocMents 
In the [Arabic] language, judgment [hukm] means prevention 
[man'], and for this reason éhe ruler is called a Hakim because he 
prevents and keeps oppressors from the oppressed. In the 
technical nomenclature, a judgment is an affirmation or dental 
‘of one thing due to another thing, An example of affirmation is 
the judgment affirming existence and pre-eternality for Allah, 
the Evalted. An example of denial is the judgment denying 
contingency for Allah, the Exalted. 
When viewed from their source, judgments are divided into 

three categories: legal judgments [hukm shart] empirical 
Judgments [hukm ‘adi, and rational judgments (hum ‘agi. Legal 
Judgments are found in the bocks of jurisprudence and works 
discussing its theoretical basis [usil]. Empirical judgments are 
Jnown through experimentation, testing, and repetition, such as 
the presence of combustion with fire. The Creator of the 
combustion fs allah, the Exalted, hence the fire possesses no 
independent and inherent effect in itself—and the same applies 
to all customary means. Allah has only made it so that He creates 
the action within [indaha] it and not by it (bina. It is [rationally 
possible] for there to be a fire in which Allah did not create 
combustion, and the same applies to all customary means, for 
they do not possess independent effect® 

* An empirical judgment is to affirm one thing for another or to deny 
‘one thing from ancther by way of repetition. I is of four categories: 
1) Acorreiation between the presence of something and the presence of 
something else, such as the correlation between the presence of satiety 
andthe presence of food. 
2) A correlation between the presence of something and the absence of 
something else, such as the correlation between the presence of cold 
sand the absence of warm coverings. 
3) A correlation between the absence of something and the presence of 
something else, such as the correlation between the absence of burning 
and the presence of water, 
4) A correlation between the absence of something and the absence of 
something else, such as the correlation between the absence of satiety 
‘andthe absence of food. (8) 
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Rational judgments are understood by the intellect [gl] without 
repetition or [needing recourse to} a coined definition. The 
intellect is a spiritual secret by which the self apprehends 
selfevident and non self-evident knowledge. The locus of the 
intellect is the heart and its light isin the mind, is beginning is 
when the spirits are breathed into the foetuses and the first stage 
fits completion is t the age of discernment. 

1.1 RATIONAL JUDGMENTS 
Rational judgments are divided into three categories. The first 
category is necessary [wujib] Linguistically this word means 
firmness. In the technical nomenclature it means that which 
cannot be denied by the intellect 
The second catagory is the impossible [istihilal. Linguistically 

this word means “to be held beck or prevented” in the technical 
nomenclature it means that which cannot be affirmed by the 
Intellect, 
‘The third category Is possible [or permlssibie—jawai]. 

Linguistically this word means “to cross or pass.” In the technical 
nomenclature it mears that which can be either afirmed or 
denied by the intellect. 
Based upon this, that which is necessary is something whose 

non-existence the intellect cannot conceive, such as the Divine 
Entity, the qualitative attributes, the predicative attributes, 
the self-signifying attribute, and the negating attributes. all of 
these are affirmed for Allah and it is incorrect to negate them 
from Him. 
‘The necessary is divided into that which is pre-eteral and that 

which is contingent. The pre-eteraal refers to that which is 
necessary for Allah, the Exalted, and the contingent refers to 
things like spetial confinement ond mass, in thet a thing, must 
take up ¢ certain amount of space or void. Another example of 
that which Is necessary for contingent things is for accidents 
[e'rdd] to subsist within a substance, for that is a condition for the 
existence of a substance; if that substance doesn't exist, neither 
will the accident, As for the Necessary and Pre-eternal (Allah), tte 
is not linked with anything else, for He does not undergo change. 
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Furthermore, with regards to something that is necessary and 
its degree of clarity vis-i-vis the intellect, there are two levels 
1) self-evident, which is something that does not require much 
effort to comprehend, such as comprehending that 2 substance 
takes up space and that one is half of two, and 2) speculative,” 
such as the affirmation of necessary qualities for Allah, and that 
cone is half ofa sixth of twelve. 
‘The impossible 15 something whose existence the intellect 

cannot conceive. For this reeson, the selfsignifying attribute, the 
Qualitative attributes, the predicative attributes, and the 
negating attributes are all affirmed and necessary for Allah even 
if n themselves they are non-existent. 
The impossible has two levels: 1) self-evident, such as 2 

substance being neither in a state of motion nor stillness st one 
ind 2) speculative, such as a partner with Allah and 
ssdetermined 2s impossible for Allah 

The possible is something whose existence and non-existence the 
intellect can affirm, such as contingent things and their 
contingent attributes: qualitative, predicative, self-signifying 
attributes, and negating attributes 

"The speculative is something that the intellect cannct comprehend 
until after contemplation and thought. An example of it would be the 
[Divine] punishment of an obedient person who never once inthis life 
Aisobeyed Allah, the Exalted. Punishing such a person is rationally 
possible by Allah entering him into the Hellfire. Its non-occurrence is 
aso rationally possible by Allah entering him into Paradise. Sach @ 
proposition, however, is not immediately considered possible until one 
contemplates and knows that Allah, the Exalted, does not take any 
benefit from [someone's] acts of obedience, and neither is He harmed by 
Aisobedience, and that it is impossibie for Him, the Exalted, to commit 
oppression because oppression is wrengfully usurping the possession of 
another without permission; whereas our Master, the Glorified, is the 
xing and Owner of all of creation, anc He punishes whom He wils. If the 
intellect contemplates this it will realize that punishing an obedient 
person is rationally possible and both its occurrence and non- 
occurrence are rationally possile.(7) 
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All of these can be both affirmed or denied, so this formal 
definition includes all of them. This category also has two levels: 
1) self-evident, such as a substance being qualified by either 
motion or stillness, and 2) non self-evident, such as the 
punishment of one who is obedient to allah and never 
disobedient ta Him, and reward allotted to the disobedient. Both 
of these are rationally possible; however, they are not 
self-evident. These [two things] are rationally possible, but in the 
Sacred Law we are informed that the obedient person shall have 
reward and that the disobedient shall be punished, 
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2.0 WHAT'S OBLIGATORY IN THE SACRED LAW 
UPONEVERY LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
The legally responsible [mukallaf] person is the individual of 
sound intellect who has reached the age of puberty" and to 
whom the Istamic invitation [da'wa] has reached. The Sacred Law 
hhas emphatically sought from every legally responsible person 
that he knows Allah with knowledge [mari] of His attributes.” 

* ite who dies before having reached the age of discernment i saved 
[inthe Hereafter), even ifhe was among the children of the disbetevers. 
He shall not be punished forhis disbelit or anything else. (9) 

‘You should also know that the legally responsible person fs one who 
has reached the age of puberty and possestes both sound intellectual 
faculties and senses—even if only hearing and sight—and is one whom 
the call dswa] has reached. This definition excludes the young child 
(even if he possessed discernment), the insane, the one whe does nat 
possess senses [ie., one who is both blind and deaf], and the one unio 
whom the call of lam did not reach. None of these people are legally 
responsible. Ordering & young child to pray and fst isnot because he is 
legally responsible fe to encourage him so he may become 
accustomed to itand not leave it, if Allah will. (8) 
The reality of knowledge is that i ea sure judgment congruent with 
{the truth] and accompanied with evidence. A sure judgment i decisive 
and without misgivings. He who bases his faith upan conjecture, doubt, 
‘or surmise has based it upon falsehood. Here, congruent means that itis 
im agreement [with the truth], for ke whose sure judgment is not 
congruent is a disbeiever. What is meant here by evidence is the 
detailed evidence (which is the domain of scholars) and the general 
evidence, such as our sure judgment that Allah exists and that the 
evidence for His existence is this universe, for it must have a maker. 
AAs for a sure judgment that is congruent {with the trth], but not 
‘accompanied by either detailed or general evidence—such as the 
judgment of he who says that Allah exists. yt when asked for evidence, 
says: I do not know: I heard my father saying it so too say it"—such an 
individual does not possess knowledge, rather that is blind conformism 
(caqlid]. He has adopted a view without knowing its evidence, and this is 
insufficient in matters pertaining to Divine oneness. (7) 
The general evidence is what s obligatory upon both the common folk 
and the elect. That isthe evidence that one might be unable toarticulate 
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By knowledge of His attributes, it does not mean knowledge of 
their realities, for that is impossible; rather, what is meant is that 
‘one must know the rulings that relate to them, as you shall see. 
Linguisticaly, the word for Sacred Law [shara] means a path. in 
the technical nomenclature, it isthe fundamentals and subsidiary 
matters, such as doctrine and jurisprudence that the Prophet & 
bbrought from Allah. The proof in the Book {the Qur’an] for this 
obligation isthe words ofthe Evalted: (So know that there ie no god 
but Allth) (Muhammad: 19), Proof from the Sunna is [in the 

ht the people until they testify 
Uthat there ts no god but allah. 

and/or whose intricacies ane cannot solve. As for the detailed 
it is the evidence that one is able to articulate and whose intricacies 
fone can selve. The one who pasiestes general evidence it he who can 
conceptualize the doctrinal beliefs in his mind, even if he is unable to 
verblly express them in such a way that if asked, he could provide a 
sure answer. The proof for both groups isthe existence ofthe universe, 
either without going into details regarding how inferences are made, or 
‘going into detail but being unable to respond to doubts. If such a person 
is able to engage in a detailed response to doubts then he is from the 
people of detailed evidence. (5) 
® AlBulhiri reported in his Sohih collection from Abi Hurayra i: 
“when the Messenger of Allah passed and Abi Bakr was lin power] 
and groups of the Arabs fell into disbelief, ‘Umar 4 sald: ‘How can you 
fight the people when the Messenger of Allah & said: “I have been 
commanded to fight the people until they say that there is no god but 
Allah, Whoever says it has made his blood and wealth inviclable to me— 
save by the rights—and his account is with Allah.” AbO Bakr replied: 
“L swear by alleh, 1 shall most certainly fight the one whe makes a 
distinction between prayer and Zakat, for Zekat is the right of the 
‘wealth, I swear by Allah, ifthey even withhold a camel-cord that they 
would give to the Messenger of Allah 4 I shall fight them for it’ ‘Umar 
said: ‘By alla, itis nothing more than Allah faving expanded AbG 
Bakr's breast, s01 know it isthe truth.” 
So with this narration we see that the end stage of disbelief is right 

before the utterance of the two testimonies of faith, and after thet there 
is the stage of faith [imdn]. This Hadith is also found in al-Tirmidhi and 
al Nasa's al-Sunan al-Kubré. There is another narration in the Sungn 
of al-Nasai, from al-Zuhri from Anas b. Malik who said: “When the 
‘Messenger # passed and the Arabs became apostate, ‘Umar said:'0 Abii 
Bakr! How can you ight the Arabs?" Abi Bakr replied: "The Propet said: 
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2.1. KNOWLEDGE AND CONFORMS. 
The reality of knowledge (ma'rifa] is that it is a sure judgment 
congruent with the truth and based upon evidence. The 
testimony [of faith] is built upon knowledge and not conjecture— 
and this is in accordance with its lexical import—hence doubt, 
conjecture, and surmise are insufficient in doctrine. Nay, such 
things are disbolic®, 
This leads us toa well known issue called the issue of the 

«conformist [maselaal-mugaild]: what is the ruling on such a person 
in the Sacred Law? The conformist is someone who believes 
without proof—in that which is necessary, possible, and 
impossible for Allah, the Exalted, mn other words, he has made ¢ 
sure judgment that is congruent with the truth, but it was 
without evidence, This situation occurs when one learns the 
obligatory doctrine without proof, The scholars differ regarding 
such a person and there are many views. The majority of scholars 
maintained that such a person. although a believer. is disobedient 
if he was able to investigate but refrained from coing so. This 
‘means that if such a person had the ability to know the evidence 
for doctrinal ‘belicfs, yet did not make any efforts, he is 
disobedient, although his faith is sound, It has also been said that 
he is a believer who is not disobedient, and it has also been said 
that he isa disbeliever—and these latter two opinions are weak." 

“thave been commanded to fight the people until they testify that there 
{sno god but allah and that 1am the Messenger of llah, anc (until) they 
establish the prayer and pay the Zakat.”'| swear by Allah, it they 
Wwithkold from me even a camel-cond that they used to give the 
‘Messenger of Allah & I shall fight them for it ‘Umar seid: ‘After | sa 
that Abu Bskr’s opinion had expanded his breast, | knew that i was the 
truth.” In his al-Mujam a-Kabir, al-Tabardni narrated this from Mu'idh 
'. Jabal with the wording “until they testify.” Inthe Sanon of 2-Bayhagi 
this Hadith is reported with the wording: “until they say.." This Hadith 
is recorded in the books of the sunna. () 
° The scholars differ regarding the faith ofthe person who whose sound 
beliefs are based on confermisa, the relied upon position i that if such 
4 person is capable of investigation leading to krowledge, then he is 
oniy a dsobedient believe. Such a person is disobedient because ne did 
nnot know the evidence, but his faith will save him from etemal 
damnation in the Tire. If on the other hand, a person is incapable of 
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As for what the legally responsible person must know,” we shall 
mention it hete in summary and mention its details soon after. 
The [legally responsible person] must know what” is affirmed for 
Allah, the Sublime and Majestic. That is of two categories: the 
general and the detailed. The general is for one to know and 
believe that every attribute of perfection is necessary for Allah, 

investigation, then he isa believer who is vot disobedient. t has also 
bbeen ssid thet the conformist isnot disobedient at all, and it has been 
said thet such a person isa disbeliver. 
The investigation that takes ones from confermism to knowledge is 

the geveral investigation of the laity—as the Bedouin Arab responded 
‘when al-Agmai asked him: "Hew do you know your Lord?” The Bedeuin 
seid: “Camel dropoirgs indicate a camel and footprints indicate a 
traveller, ro the heavens that possess constollations, the earth that 
‘possesses mountain passes, and the oceans that possess waves—do they 
znot prove the existence of One who ie Subile and Wiell-Awara?” It is mot 
conditional that there be a detailed investigation like that of the 
theologians, in which they arrange and deduce evidence and respond to 
misconceptions. 

‘You should know also that investigation isa means of knowing Allah, 
His Messengers aa, and His attributes. Knowing isa means to the legal 
faith, which is conviction and belief in all that our Prophet & brought 
from what is know from the religion by necessity. What is meant by 
conviction here is inner compliance, which isthe soul's acceptance and 
conformity. saying: “I believe and am pleased with this” which 
is expressed as “the soul speaking to itsel”—and Allah, the Blessed 
and Fred. the One who grants ces and there no Lord bess 
He, 
There is a difference of opinion over the meaning of knowledge 
Imai. has been said that it is a sure judgment congruent with the 
truth and based upon evidence, and it has been said that it can also be 
without evidence, (3) 
* The word “what” [mi] here is general, as is well known. Therefore itis 
obligatory ugon one who is legally responsible to krow all that is 
necessary, impossible, and possible [for Allah and His Messengers 30) 
‘The manner in which this is known is ether detailed (in that which 
is known with detail) or is it general (in that which is known in 
general) (F) 
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the Exalted, The detailed is for one to know and believe in the 
twenty necessary attributes" 
It is also a duty upon one to know what is impossible for Allah, 

the Exalted, both in general and in detail. That which is general is 
for one to believe that every deficiency is impossible for Allah, 
‘That which is detailed is for one to believe that the opposites of 
the aforementioned twenty attributes [are impossible for Allah] 
It is also obligatory upon one to knaw and believe that which 
permissible for Allah, hath in general and in detail. That which ie 
in general is for one to believe that it is possible for Allah to 
cither do or leave every possitle act. that which is detailed is for 
tone to believe in the divinely revealed doctrines such as the 
matiers pertaining to the Hereafter, for they are rationally 
possible and [faith in therm is] obligatory in the Sacred Law. 

» What is mentioned here, that the detailed knowledge of what is 
necessary and impossible [for Allh] is knowledge of the twenty 
attributes (that are obligatory ard the twenty that are impossible, is 
bised upon the afirmation of ah (modes), which is based upon the 
‘method of those who maintain that there are four categories: existents 
that can be seen, non-exstents that are not affirmed, abwel that are in 
an intermediary osition between existents and non-existents, and 
finally, relative matters that are affirmed but not atthe level of awa 
‘This division ts based upon the premise chat chal are a separate 

category, and this was the view of imam al-Sandst and others. some of 
the verfying scholars have stated that the truth of the matter is that 
there are no atid, and that they are impossible. Imam al-sandst 
however, did say in'some of his books: “in general, the difference of 
‘pinion in this isue is well known anel beth views have thelr evidence, 
s0 contemplate this well" 
‘According to the view that negates ahwil—which i the most correct 

position according to the majority of scholars—theve are only three 
categories: that which is existent, that which is non-existent, and 
relative matters. Se something ether exists er doesn't exist there Is no 
intermediste state for an omtity in which it is neither qualified by 
existence or non-existence. Similarly, there is no intermediate position 
for the inherent self signifying attributes. (2) and (7) 
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In the Sacred Law, it is also obligatory upon one to know the 
same aforementioned categories (the necessary, impossible, and 
possible) as they apply to the Prophets xa, because every 
Messenger is a Prophet, and it is obligatory for them to possess 
truthfulness, infalbilty, and intelligence, For the Messengers 2b 
Lin addition to those things] itis obligatory that they convey the 

ying ‘cheating, concealing, heedlessness, and stupidity aro 
impossible for them age. Iti possible that they age are subjected 
tonornal human states that de not detract from their high rank. 
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3.0 SOME OF WHATIS NECESSARY FOR ALLAH 
We say some of what is necessary, because His perfections are 
limitless. Allah has not obliged us to know all of His perfections in 
detail because that would amount to being commanded with 
‘what is beyond {human} capacity. The Exalted said: (Alla does not 
burden a soul more than it can bear.) [a-Baqara: 286), Allah, out of 
His bounty upon us, did not oblige that. 
Twenty attributes are necessary for Him. The word “attribute” 

is used to denote an existing meaning that subsists with the one 
who is described and which is nct the entity—and this és the 
intent here The attributes are divided into four categories!” 
self signifying attributes [nefsiya], negating attributes [salbiyya, 
qualitative attributes [ma‘ani}, and predicative attributes, 
[nainawiyya]. We shall explain these categories now, There exists 
some dispute regarding these categories and we shall clarify that 
nits appropriate place, 

* That which is nocthe Entity is ether asriptive [if], negating [cb], 
orsuibsistent yaa. (*) 
* according to the positon that negates awd, the Divine attributes are 
categorized as follows: attributes are either che Entity self, and these 
are the selfignifjing attributes, or they are other than the Entity, 
and these are the negating attributes because they point to something 
that is non-existent, or they are attributes of action because of viele 
contingency (hui 1t could be that the aiributes are not the Entity, 
shor are they other than the Entity, and these are called the cualtaive 
attributes. I the attributes are not the Entity er ether then the Entity 
and they are relative from a particular frame of reference), they are 
called prodicative attributes or comprehensive attributes. They are 
Might, Honour, Beauty, Boing foe of need, and so cn. (6) Those ars great 
‘word fll of benef. (9) 
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SAL THE SELE-SIGMEWING ATIRIBUTE 
It is called the self-signifying attribute becuse its description 
indicates the being itself and not a quality that is superadded to 
the being. This isonly one attribute: that of existence. 

There is a diference of opinion aver existences it the same thing 
asthe existent ori [an sdditional quality)? Imam al-Ach'ari & tock 
the former positien hased upon the negation of abuill (which is the 
relied upon view, for there is no intermediate pesition between 
existence and non-existence according to Imam al-Ashari: therefore 
this description is relative to one's particular frame of reference and it 
has no afirmation [outside of that frame of reference). An example 
ilustrating this would be a garment within a box: if someone tock 
out the garment, it would be described with visbilty—and this is 
only from that particular frame of reference, for its [visibility] has ro 
itside existencein that he can envision seeing it within himself from 
another frame of reference. Based upon this, calling being an atribute— 
according to the view of some of the investigating scholars—does not 
‘mean that its an atefbute that self-subsists within something: rather it 
{s something by which one an judge that thing, whether er not its 
exact reality [ayn hayigettil, self-subsisting within it, or outside of 
This definition s inclusive of existence, negating atributes, qualitative 
attributes, and prediative attributes, even according to the view that 
negates ala. (9) 

2 one who considered being relative based on a paticular frame of 
reference [in that its @ quality superadded to the essence) was Imam 
al-RiaT (as well as some others) His inclusion of being as an attribute 
according to the way of Imam al-Astari is based upon the general 
rmeaning of the word “attribute,” for i is sad that “Allah exist,” thus, 
being is ascribed to Allah, the Exalted. AL-Rai's inclusion of being as an 
attribute according to the way of tmam al-Ashirt is based upon the 
{general meaning of the word “attribute,” which is inclusive merely from 
the lexical standpoint, and this is the intent here. imam al-Razl sald in 
some of his cther works that being i relative, meaning that it relative 
to a particular frame of reference, and not a qualitative attribute, 
‘According to him, this is based upon the fact that, in the human mind, 
being is something addtional to the quiddy {mdhiya] of a thing, thus 
according to him, It Is from the relative things that, in the rind, 
face different from the actuaities of the entity. So the frame 
‘of reference here isnot the same asthe frame of reference attributed to 
Imam a-Asbiart 
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Existence is a necessary quality of the being as long as the being 

is not effectuated by a proceeding cause [muallala bila), Based 
lupon this, existence 1s an attribute of the self thet carries a 
different connotation than either qualitative or negating 
attributes, The qualitative attributes are existing attributes and 
the negating attributes are non-existent, whereas the attributes 
of self are from the ahwal (modes); it is an established quality that 
is not described with existence or non-existence. In addition, its 
1 hal (mode) for the Entity and not the attributes, although it 5, 
permissible for you to say: “The omnipotence of Allah exists” 
Similarly, {the same can be said with regards to His) will, 
knowledge and other qualitative attributes, The attribute of 
existence is also necessary for the Entity as long as the Entity i, 

This is the meaning of ishtirak laf Guomenymity) with reference to 
being, Some ignoramuses mistakenly assumed (or mentioned in their 
fallacious reasoning) that because Allah is qualified with being implies 
an affirmation of actual non-being for the creation, By this statement, 
those ignoramuses wanted to aid their claim to the doctrine of “oneness 
of being” [wanda a-wujd] that is based upon the premise that creation— 
which includes this entire universe that we see—is ncthing more than a 
rolative existence thet seli-subsists within the being of Allah, the 
Exalted, Some have used fallacious reasoning claiming that if we affirm 
existence for the creation, we implicitly allow for Allah to have a 
partner m an attribute. The one who says this did not seem te be awate 
ofthe fact that imam al-astiart negeted this implication by stating that 
theres homonymity [shtirak lofi] inthe word “existence,” The one who 
takes this view ts forced ty implication [to believe] that there is nothirg 
in the kingdom of Allah that exists, thus going against the clear-cut 
belief that Alish fs aCreator.(F) 
{Imam al-Bajirt said; “The fact of the matter is, as some have stated: t 

{s not obligatory upon the legally responsible person to believe any of 
this, Nay, Its sulfictent for lm to believe that Allah enists—even if he 
dors not believe that the existent and extenes are the same or vot— 
bbecause this is a matter over which the theclogians have had long and 
drawn out differences~se take note of this” (8) 
The existence of Allah isnot like the existence of contingent beings, 

for Allah's existence independent: itis not through another actor 
causal effet, whervas the existence of contingent beings is threugh 
Allah and His act, for He, the Exalted, was alone and there wes nothing, 
‘besides Him, ae ic recorded in the noble Hadith narrated by al-Bukhii, 
Muslim, and others, Ther, Alla, the Glorified and Majestic, brought the 
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contingent beings mto existence—so their existence is not intrinsic, 
rather i is extrinsic and incidental. And because His existence is 
intrinsic Allah cannot te qualified with previous non-existence or 
future non-existence. Beginninglessness [oral] isthe constant duration 
of existence inthe past and “eternity” [abad]' the constant duration of 
existence in the future—and this is also expressed as “that which shall 
never cease."(M) 

‘4s for things other than Alla they are existent beings thet possess an 
existence different from Allsh’s existence; however, their existence is 
stil real and affirmed because of the linkage of Allah's act to ther, This 
action of His Is the relation of tis omnipotence, and for this reason, 
some call the creation “the ect of Allah.” This does not mean that itis a 
mere linkage or ¢ non-existent or ascription engendered by emanation 
lislraciya]-it means that these crested beings are linked to the act of 
Allah f this linkege to Allah's omnipotence [meaning His act] is severed 
from them, the created beings will cease to exis. So their continued 
existence is conditioned pon the continuance of Allsh’ emnipotence 
being linked with them. The act of Allah dees not subsist within His 
Entity, for if 40 that would necessarily imply that He is qualified by 
contingent beings within His Entity, and would entail other corrupt 
beliefs. For this reason the erudite scholar al-Amir said in his gloss upon 
‘Abd al-Salm’s commentary on the Jowhara: “As for other than. 
meaning other than Allah—it is His action. Some of the would-be Sufis 
and philosophers opined that there isan Absolute Existence [al-wid al 
mmutag), and that nothing other than Him fs to be descrited with being. 
According to them, if one sa that man exists, it means thathe is linked 
with dein, which is Allah, the Exalted. But tis is disbelief, although it s 
not union and incwelling.” 
This noble statement from al-Amir clarifies the inherent corruption 

found in the doctrine of oneness of being, and shows how it is in 
opposition to the way of ah l-Sunna. He goes on to say thatthe one who 
holds this belief isnot forced by implication to admit to belief in union 
or inelng. You wil se some wh beeve inthe oneness oi bene 
negating indwelling and union, and this is just to fool the people, for 
many unitingly suppose thatthe doctng of oneness of being Forces 
its adherent to admit to indwelling and union, so [the one who believes 
in oneness of being] suffices himself with negating indwelling and urion 
in order to give others the impression that he does not oppose the way 
of ahlak-Sunna, And the one who is fooled by this person is uraware of 
what we have mentioned. Instead, the doctrine of oneness of being is 
based upon negation of multiplicity in existence, As for the belie? in 
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and it—meaning the attribute—is not effectuated by anything, 
‘which i different from predicative states, such Him being Willing 
and being All-Fowerful, etc, for these attributes are conferred 
meanings. This is to say that there is interrelatedness between 
the attributes and what they predicate. 
‘The Proof in the Book for Allah's existence is in His statement; 

(Allah is the Creator of everything.) [al-Zumar: 62]. And from the 
Sunna, there is the Prophet's statement : “Indeed, Allah is the 
Creator of every maker and his craft." The Umma tunanimously 
agrees that Allah, the Exalted, exists. As for the rational evidence, 
it shall soon be presented, 

union and indwelling itis based upon affirmation of multiplicity in 
existenceotherwise there would be no union or indwelling with 
anything, Ponderthis well (F) 
® This Hadith was narrated by al-Hakim in his Mustadrak with many 
different chains, all zoing to Hudhayla who reported that the Messenger 
of Allah f said: “Indeed, Ala isthe Creator of every maker and what 
he makes.” Al-Hikim said: "This Hadith is rigorously authentic based 
upon the conditions of Muslim, yet they [a-Bakhari and Muslin] aid nat 
report it" It was also narrated by al-Bukkari in Kha Afal al-1bed from 
HHudhayta ds who reported: “The Prophet # said: ‘Indeed, Allah creates 
every maker and what he makes. After hearing this, some of them read 
the verse: (Alla created you and what yu do)—so He mentioned that the 
things made [suntan] and cheir makers are all created, 
tm his Khalg Afalal-fbad, al-ukhari narrated this Hadith with tbe 

wording: “indeed, Allah is the Creator of every maker and what be 
makes. Indeed, Allah created the maker ofthe nose-ring [ofa camel] and 
hls craf." tn imam Musli's Sahih eellestion, he narrated from ALG 
Hurayra who reported: “The Prophet #& suid: ‘Let none of you say: 
(0 allah! Forgive me if You wish,’ er ‘0 Allah! fave merey upon me if 
You wish.’ One should be decisive in his supplication, for Allah is the 
Maker of what He wills and no one can compel Him. Allof these Hadith 
prove that Allah is called the Maker (Sn‘']and prove that this Name can 
bbeused for Him. There ar other tensfitst be found in these naratiors 
forthe one who contemplates them.) 
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3.2 THe NECATING ATTRIBUTES 
‘They are called negating attributes” because they negate what 
does not befit Allah, the Exalted. These attributes are: pre- 
eternality [gidam], endlessness [hagi'], absolute dissimilarity from 
all contingent beings [mukhalefa li-hawidith], self-subsistence 
yivimuhu bé-nafshi, and oneness [wahdiniyy. 

3.24 PRe-eTenNALtTY [iwaM] 
Pre-eternality” is a negation of non-existence prior to existence. 
‘This means that Allah's existence is not preceded by non- 

* The negative attributes are called the most important of 
fandamentals, for negating their opposites entail a doclaration of Allah's 
Divine transcendence above imperfections. (5) 
"The correct view that it is allowed to use the word “pre-sternal” 
{jas for the Most Exalted, for itis established by way of consensus 
and several narrations that use it in place of [the Name] the First 
[atavwal (0) 
1 saye Tho correct view ie that i is completely allowed. As for the 
consensus, & is [the concensus] from Ah! al-Sunna and all other well 
Inown sects, a8 apposed to the anthropomorphist fallowers of ton 
‘Taymiyye and Ibn Qayyim al-jawsiyya, who forbid it. As we clarified 
bovo, the Name al-Qasim mears the same as the Name “the First.” In 
ome sound and rigorously authentic narrations the Prophet # seid 
“T seek refuge with Allah the All-Mighty, with His Noble Countenance, 
and with Hi pre-etornal authority [sultinthi a-qadin] from the accursed 
Satan.” the Prophet described the authority as pre-eterna, so it is 
permissible to ascribe that to Allah the Exalted. As we mentioned, this 
Kadith is ether sound or rigorously authentic: it was narrated by Abi 
‘Dawid from ‘Abdallah b. “Ame b al“As from the Prophet #. The Hadith 
alluded to by al-Bajri was reported by Ibn Majah from Abi Hucayra, 
{nd itis weak, What we have mentioned here is a stronger argument in 
favour ofits permissbilty. This ssue—the question of whether a certain 
Name can be used for Him—is speculative zanni in nature, and we say 
that speculative evidence is erough for it because it falls within the 
reaim of actions and not the tenets of faith—as opposed to the actual 
‘meaning ofthe word “pre-eternal,”asis clear to the intelligent. (F) 
» sad [al Taftezdnil said “Beginninglessness (azal] is more general tan 
pre-eternality [adam] because the Pre-eternal(al-Qadim) is He who is 
self-sufficient without a first beginning, The Beginningless is the One 
who isnot preceded by anything else—te it ron-exstence or existence 
“and is selEsufficent within Himself or His Lofty Entity, hence, 
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existence. Qian is of three categories: gidam of the entity 
[qidam cai), temnporal qidam [gidem zamént, and relacive dam 
[qidam ica. aidam of the entity is the pre-eternakty of Allah and 
His attributes. An example of temporal gidam is like yesterday 
proceeding today, An example of relative qidam is fatherhood 
proceeding childhood {ie, the father is before the son). Both 
temporal qidan and relative qidam are impossible for Allah, the 
Exalted, for if you said that allah is temporally qadim with a 
starting point in time [zamanl, you are forced ta admit that He is 
qualified with contingent events, and that time is eternal, and 
that infinite regress in the past is permissible—and all of this 
fs false, 
‘The proof with in the Book [the Qur'an] that Allah is described 

with preeternaiity His statement: (He ts the First.) [al-tHadia: 3) 
‘and from the Sunna: "0 allah! You are the Firs; there is nothing 
before You.."”* The Umma is in unanimous egreement that Allah 

the attributes of Allah are beginningless, and itis not to be said that 
they are pre-etemal. As for the Entity of Alla, itis begi 
preeternal (3) 

(al-zabidi,| the commentator on [al-Ghazili's] 
“Abdullah . Sad and Abi al~Abbas al-Qalanisi—two of the ‘ear 
‘Asharis~said that “pre-eternal” is a meaning that is sel-subsisting ay 
Him, and that the Deity, Glorified is He,  Pre-terral in that He is 
ualtied with pre-etemality within His Entity. They say that His 
attributes exist and are established within His Entity and that they are 
tegmningless [azali} and that it shouldn't be said that they are 
preeternal or temporal. The Mu'tazila, on the other hand, claimed that 
Alla shouldn't be described as bezinningles, and it shouldn't be seid 
that He has always been described as All-Knowing within Himself. Ths. 
shall be researched and refuted if Allah wills.” (AL-Zabidi) 
>The primary lexical meaning of the word gidam inthe Arabic language 
4s ancientness and antquity, in a theological context, gidam is mest 
correctly translated as pre-eternal. the distinction between the 
trarslation of gidan as it applies to Allah, the Exalted, and other things 
(qualified with qidam are made clear here 2$ the author mentions the 
three categories of gidam.—Tr 
This was narrated by al-Bukhiri in a-Adeb abMufrad_ from 
‘Aba Hurayra g& who said: "When the Messenger of allah # would retie 
tohis bed, he would say:'0 Allah! The Lord ofthe heavens andthe eat, 
the Lord of everything, the One who splits the seeds and the grains. The 
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is described with pre-eternality*—neither His Entity nor His 
attributes are proceeded by non-existence. As for the rational 
proof for this, it shall soon be presented. 

‘One who revealed the Torah, the Gospel, and the Qur'an. seek refuge 
‘with You fiom evory possessor of evil You seize them by thei ferelocks. 
‘You are the Fist: there is nothing before You. You ae the Last; theres 
nothing afer You. You ate the Manifest; there ix nothing above You. 
You are the Hidden: there is nothing underneath You. Fulfil for me 
ny debts and enrich me from abject poverty." This was also narrated 
hy al-Bukhiei in al-Tirth al-Kabir and it is found in the Sunans of 
al-tirmithiand al-Rayhac [with a similar wording) (F) 
This consensus is based upon the narrations that describe Allah with 
the term “pre-eternal” In addition, the narration of abi Diwid from 
Shurayly who said: “I met ‘Ugba b, Muslim and said to him: ‘It has 
reached me that you narrated from ‘abdullah b. ‘Arar b,alAs from the 
Prophet that when he would enter the Nosque he would say. “I seek 
refuge with Allah the All-Mighty, with His Noble Countenance, and with 
His pre-eternal authority [sultarihi ak-gadim] from the accursed Satan’ 
Did you narrate that?’ He replied: "Yes, He suid that if one says tht, 
Satan says “This person has been safeguarded from me for the 
remainder ofthe day." 

This isa strong chain that is at minimam, a sound Hadith suitable for 
boeing used as evidence. This Hadith explicitly describes Allah's authority 
with the word "pre-eternal.” Ifyou ae aware ofthis fact, then do not be 
deceived by the objectionable comments of Ibn Biz upon the words of 
Imam al-Tehawi where he [Ibn Baz] sac: “This expression is not among, 
Allah's Beautiful Names, 25 mentioned by the commentator and others. 
This was only mentioned by many scholars of kalam theology inorder to 
establish His existence before anything else. The Names of Allah are 
divinely revealed and tis not permissite to affirm any of them except 
witha textual proof from the Mighty Book or the authentic Sunna.” 

In these fase words of his, Bar rebuked Imam al-Tabawi, When 
hhe mentioned the commentator, he intended thn Abi al-izz al-Hanaft 
who went against the doctrine of the Hanafis and was aloyalfolower of 
xen Taymiyya. in many places his commentary inclines to the way of 
the anthropomorphists. It has already been made clear that this word 
Cpre-eterral" is found in the authentic Sunna and that the Umma is 
I unanimous agreement regarding the permissibility of its use as 
‘a description of Allah, the Exalted. This consensus was mentioned by 
alZebict in his commentary on fly Ulam al-Din. This consensus is not 
harmed in the least by the opposition of the cress anthropomerphists, 
{or they are not relied upon in such matters. One should bear in mind 
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3.2.2 ENDLESSNESS [BQ] 
Endlessness is a negation of non-existence occurring after the 
existence of the Entity and attributes. He is the First with no 
beginning and He is the Last with no end,” 

‘The proof in the Book for endlessness is the statement of the 
Exalted: (and the Face of your Lord shall ever romain.) (al-Rahmaan: 
27]. This means His Entity, for the word Face in this verse means 
countenance, In the Sunna: “O Allah! You are the Last; there is 
nothing after You.” 

that this expression ['pre-eternal”] is feund in other Hadith as well, 
such as the narration of fbn Najah and al-Hakim from AEG: Hurayra 
which [the ninety-nine Names) are enumerated. We explained thie in 
detail in our commentary on the creed of al-Tabiwi and critiqued and 
refuted bn Baz'sclaims, demolishing its pillars. Refertoit. 
ne should also bear in mind that according to sound investigation, it 

is allowed to sea description for Ath the Exalted, even if not foundin 
a primary source text; why then did Ibn Biz not consider pre-eterral to 
be a description instead of a Name? Had he considered it as such, he 
would not have felt the need to object to the scholars; however this 
's their state of affairs and they always go to great pains in levelling 
accusations against others. (7) 
® Endlessness is for a being to be without end. When iti said that allah 
is Endless, t means there is no end to his existence—in other werd, His 
existence has no termination or expiration, for He, the Glorified, exists 
and there is no end to Bis existence, The Exalted said: (ie is the Fist 
and the Las.) This means that Allah, the Glorified, is the First before 
everything, without a beginning, and He is the Last after everything, 
without an end, The Name “the First” inthis verse proves pre-eternality 
(gidam), and the Name “the Last” proves endlessness; Eoth of these 
Recessitate that He i the One who must necessarily exist [wujib 
vujidin], Exalted is He. What we have stated here applies to the 
enclessness of allah’s Entity and attributes. As for its meaning when 
applied to a contingent being, it means a continued existence with the 
posstility of being met with non-existence, (M) 
The permanence [baqt] ofa contingent being is temporal, whereas the 

endlessness ofthe pre-eternal 5 not based in time, This means that the 
permanence of a contingent being is through continuation and easing 
through time, contrary to the endiesness of allah, the Exalke, for He 8 
not subject to continually emerging states occurring one after another 
successively. Nay, change ts not possible for Him in the first place. (F 
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‘The Umma is in unanimous agreement that Allah is described 
with enclessness. As for the rational proof, it shall be presented 
soon, 

3.2.3 ABSOLUTE DISSIMILARITY FROM ALL CONTINGENT BEINGS 
Deserts ara.n-nawiorrs] 
Absolute dissimilarity from all contingent beings is a negation of 
any likeness to His Entity, attributes, and actions. His Entity is 
rot from the genus of light, darkness, accidents, or substances. 
Rather: “Whatever appears to your mind, then Know chat Allah ts 
different from that.” He does aot possess a direction or place, nor is 
He affected by the passage of time. His attributes are pre-eternal 
and endless, and because He is the Creator, His attributes are 
absolutely cissimilar to those of the creation. The servants have 
no independent efficacy whatsoever in their actions; rather, their 
[actions] subsist within them by their acquisition thereof [kasb]. 
The proof in the Book for Allah’s absolute dissimilarity from 

contingent beings is the words of the Exalted: (There is nothing like 
unto Him and He is All-Hearing, AlLSeeing.) [al-Shiira: 11]. The proof 
from the Sunna is in the narration of Ibn Kab: “The pagans 
said to the Messenger of Allah f&: ‘Tell us your Lord's lineage,’ so 
Allah revealed: Say: “He is Allah, the One. Allah, the Self- Sufficient 
[-Sumad]..") [al-ikhlas]. The self-sufficient [al-Samad] is the 
‘One who neither begets, nor is begotten; for there is nothing that 
is born save that it shall also die, and there is nothing that shall 
die save [something] will inherit from it afterwards, but Allah, 
the Sublime and Majestic, neither dies nor leaves inheritance, 

* So there Is no similarky between Allah and iis creation in any way 
whatsoever. Allch, the Exalted seid: (there ts nothing like unto Him.) He 
also sad: (And there ts nothing sinlar to Him) meaning there is nothirg 
Uke Him. If in the speech of allah or His Mesterger you find that 
‘which alludes to resemblance, do net believe in its outward Indication, 
for the scholars have unanimously concurred that such texts are to be 
interpreted [tif], which means that thelr outward meanings are net 
used. (1) 
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Cand there is none like Him.) He has nothing similar or equal to 
Him and nothing is like Him,” 
The Umma has unanimously agreed that Allah, the Exalted, is 

absolutely dissimilar from contingent beings." As for the rational 
proof, it shall soon be mentioned. 

3.2.4 SELF-SupsisTENCE [arvaw ai--NAFs] 
Self-subsistence is negation of having need for a locus [mahall] or 
1a doterminer [muthasss]. He, the Glorified, is not in need of a 
Jocus in which to subsist—as an attribute subsists within that 
which is described [at-sifa ff al-mawif] as was claimed by the 
Christians and the Batiniyya, There is unanimous consensus that 
whoever believes that Allah is in something 1s @ disbellever. 

% This was narrated by al-Tirmidht in his a-Jamt' al-Sakih from Ubay 
b. kab. It was also narrated by al-Hakim in his Nustadrak from Ubay 
aswell(), 
In addition to this, itis obligetory to negate the belief in “oneness of 

being.” This view posits that there is no being other than Allah and 
that all we see and witness are nothing more than relative things of 
nnon-being or emanations that are established in allah’s Entity. Tis view 
states that there is no real existence for created beings and thatthey are 
established within the existence of Allah as relative frames of reference 
cor manifestations mazihir] or images. Some of them even went so far as 
to say that they are limits Undid] or links [quyid). All of this is in 
opposition to the way of Ahlal-swnna, On the contrary, itis obligatory to 
afirm the existence of the universe after itwes previously non-existent, 
that its existence is other than Allah's existence, and that the 
continuation of the tniverse’s existence is conditioned upon Allah's 
continual action and creation of it. If Allah's continual creation of the 
universe ceased, the universe itself would cease. (f) 
> ton Taymiyya denied this consensus and claimed that the Umma did 
hot unanimously agree that Allah is dissimiler to the creation from all 
angles. He claimed that there is no condemnation of resemblance 
[between allah and the creation] found within the Sacced Lew, and that 
no one has ever been condemned for resemblance [tshbi He claimed 
that the reports from the Salaf negating resemblance only mean 
that chey negated that allah was composed of lesh and bone! His 
belief is extremely horrendous and fits well with his doctrine of 
anthiopomorphism and logical fallacies. We have explained this in great 
detail in our book The Small Diclesure Regarding the Doctrine of ton 
Taymiyya (0) 
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Similarly, believing in indwelling and union—which is when 
two things become one—is disbelief as we 
al-Maqgati,] the author of Ida'a al-Dujunna ft'Agida Ant al-Sunna, 
said: 

Donet lend your ear to the view ofthe Christians 
‘Or the on who claims indwelling [hull] 

That élite the belofn union [ited] 
Iisthe view ofthe people of deviance and atheism 

He isnot in need of a determincr.”” Had He been in need of that 
He would be contingent. The proof in the Book that Allah, the 
Exalted, is free of needing a locus or a determiner is the words of 
the Exalted: (Omanland! You are all poor unto Allah and Alla i free 
ofall needs and worthy of all praise) [al-Fatir: 15]. The proof from 
the Sunnais the Prophet's statement 8: “O Allahl There is no god 
but You, the One free of all need..”* The Umma is in unanimous 
agreement that Allah is Self subsistent, meaning free of all needs 
[al-Ghari]. As for the rational proof, it shall soon be presented 

Notice 
You should know thet existents are four categories: 

1. That which exists and is not in need of a locus or a 
determiner: Allah 

2. That which exists and is established within a locus, yet is 
free of needing a determiner: in this category are the 

What is meant here by determiner is adoer and something that brings 
(something else] into existence; something that characterizes Him 
[Allah] with existence as opposed to non-existence. Ths i impossible 
for the Deity [Allah] because the one who is in need of a determiner 
accepts the posstilty of being non-existent, which is not possible for 
Allah, the Exalted, in either His Entity or any f His attributes (i) 
™ This wording was narrated in a Hadith found in the Mustadrak of 
al-lakim from ‘isha &. In asimilar narration found inthe Sunan of AG 
Dawid be & stated: “O Allah! You are Allah. There is no god but You. 
‘You are the One free ofall needs [al-Ghani] and we are the poor.” This 
wording was also narrated by al-Bayhaqi in a-Suman al-Kabré and Ton 
Hibban in his Sahih collection. (2) 
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attributes of Allah because by locus here [it refers to] 
the Entity 

3, That which exists and is in need of both a locus and a 
determiner: such as an accident, because it is in need of 
subsisting within a body 

4. That which exists ad is free of needing a locus, yet is in 
need of a determiner: such as a substance, because it is 
not in need of a locus in which to self-subsist 
[for it is ¢ body], whereas it needs a doer [fii], and the 
One who brings it into existence is Allah 

You should also know that it should not be said that the 
attributes of Allab are in need of the Entity; rather, it should be 
said that they self-subsist within the Entity, for being in need 
only applies to the “other” and it fs not said that the attributes 
are other than the Entity, just as itis not said that they are the 
Entity itself. 

Novice 
It is permissible to describe Allah, the Exalted, with the word 
“self” (nafs: in other words, it is permissible to apply this 
expression for Him, the Exalted, Allah said [mentioning the 
words of Prophet isi 2s]: (You know what is in myself and I do not 
know what isin Yourself Indeed, You are the Absolute Knower of the 
unseen.) fal-Maida: 116). And the Exalted said: ¢and allah warns 
‘you from Himself.) (Al-Imran: 28]. 

3.2.5 ONENESS [WAHDANTYYA]” 

> the definition of whi inthe Sacted Law isto single out for worship 
the One who is worshipped, while believing ir the Divine oneness of His 
Ennty, actributes, and actions. (3) 
‘Oneness (nuhdanya ts detent from cawhid Tawhi s belie inthe 

Divine aeness—nayTemnears to possess iin both faith are action. Lega 
accountablity is based upon the action of the servant. Trwhid is not an 
attribute of Alah, the Exalted, Al-Sharifaljurjani sad in hs o-Tre 
“Lexicaly, shid mears to judge and know that something is one. n the 
technical nomenclature of the people of spiritual realty iti ‘Divesting 
the Divine Entity of everything thats conceptualized in understanding 
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Oneness isa negation of multiplicity in His Entity, attributes, and 
actions, He, the Glorified, has no likeness in His Entity, attributes, 
or actions, The oneness of the Entity negates both continuous 
quantity (kam muttasil] and discrete quantity [kam munfasill 
Negation of continuous quantity is a negation of His Entity being 
composed® of indivisible elements and accidents, or being 

and conceived in the imaginations ard minds" Tawhid consists of three 
elements: knowledge of Allah in His Godhood, conviction in Hisonenes, 
and negating all equals unto Him." (F) 
© Generally, compasiteness meas “the possibilty of dividing an 
essence, even if only conceptually.” Soin other words, even if there was 
‘no real division that took place, the mere conceptual possiblity of it 
implies by necessity [that something] is cemposite. This meaning is an 
absolute and binding implication upon the anthropamorphists, and i is 
not possible for them to claim that it is conceptually impossible for the 
Most Exalted to be made up of composite parts, for their dectrine is 
based upon the belief that He is in a locus and above a place—the 
Throne—and that He isin spatial contact [with it], These are the basic 
conditions that are sufficient to establish the conceptual possibilty of 
compositeness, Contemplete this well for its very use. 
‘There are two points to consider here: [one] the distinction between 

two concepts within the mind, meaning that the mind conceives 
of something and says to itself that this thing (A) is different from 
that thing (B), and, [two] the distinction between two parts, even if 
only conceptually, Regarding the former, it is nct understood to be 
composite according to the meanirg of what is said here, because 
here {we are] speaking of the assumption that the Divine Entity has a 
specific quantity, a the enthropomorphists believe, so it is not 
appropriate to cte the difference between the Divine Entity and 
the attributes and claim that the Ash‘aris are bound by rational 
implication to also believe in compositeness. This is incorrect, because 
the relationship between the Divine Entity and the attritutes is not 
a relationship of quantification and direction, so the implication of 
comnpesiteness doesnot apply to them asi does the anthropomorphists. 
For this reason the Ashiars say that the attributes are neither the Entity 
nor other than the Entity. 
You should also know that not every conceptual difference necessarily, 

‘implies actual compositeness in reality. For example, rationally 
speaking, the understanding of the term “human” is composed of two 
things: [one] an animal ané (two) articulate. With this, however, it 
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composed of anything else, even if it is not indivisible elements 
and accidents, such as (being composed of] primary matter 
Chay) and form seal or any other, imagined thing, 
Compositeness is impossible for Allzh, the Exalted, for if He were 
composed, He would be contingent, because by necessity, every 
composite thing is in need, Negation of discrete quantity is @ 
negation of another Entity being necessarily qualified with the 
perfection that is necessary for Allah, or a being from whom it 
is negeted and declared impossible things that are impossible 
for Him [Allah]. This is impossible because Allah has no partner 
or equal, 
‘The oneness ofthe attributes negates both continuous fmuttsil] 

and discrete [murfasil] quantity. Negation of continuous quant 
is a negation of Him possessing “two powers,” “two wills,” and 
so on for the rerraining attributes. Nay, His omnipotence is one, 
His will is one, and His knowledge’ is ones" however, His 
‘omnipotence is linked with all rationally possible things, His 
knowledge unveils all things that are known, and His will is 2 
specification directed to all rationally possible things. The same is 
to be said regarding all of His attributes—so multiplicity of Hie 
attributes is impossiole. 
Negation of discrete quantity negates anything of the creation 

possessing attributes like those of Allah, the Exalted, such as 
someone possessing an omnipotence that brings into existence, 
a will that that specifies, and a comprehensive and all- 
encompassing knowledge, and other matters. This is impossible 
because nothing resembles Allah. 
The oneness of actions negates only discrete [munfasi] quantity. 

Negation of discrete quantity is negation of others performing 
actions like His actions; this is impossible because Allah possesses 

‘cannot be sail that “human” is actually a composite. As for the second 
point made atove, it necessitates compositeness, which in turn 
necessitates «real need. (F) 
“Allah's rowledgeis inked to everything that is know. Kis willis one 
in itself and is linked to everything that is ratioraly possible. His 
cmipeterce is one in itseif and is also linked with everything thet i 
rationally possitle.(F) 
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no partner in His actions; rather, He is the One who is singular in 
the power to bring into being and bring intonen-being.* 
Resides having acts established within them through their 

acquisition thereof, created beings have no efficacy in their acts: 
allofthembelong to Allah, the Exalted.” 
‘The procf that it is necessary for Allah to be descrited with 

oneness is found in the Book, the Sunna, consensus, and in 
rational argument, As for its proof in the Book, it is in the 

: (and your God ts One God.) [al-Baqara: 
163]. Its proof in the Sunna is in his # statement: “Indeed, 
Allah is Single [Witr] and He loves that which is single." 

The multiplicity of His actions ip affirmed and it is incorrect to deny 
4 from Him; for indeed, Mis actions are numerous, such as 

3: providing, enriching, impoverishing, bonouring, abasing, and 
the lke. () 

Allo these actions come from Him because He i the All-Powerful, the 
‘Willing, and the All-Knowing, even though His omnipotence, knowledge, 
will and Enty are one. Mukiplicty coming from one is not rationally 
Jmpostble ai claimed by some ofthe philosophers. (7) 
© there is no act within existence that belongs to other than Him, 
the Sublime and Majestic. Rather, He isthe Uitimate Daer of all zetions 
[al-ra'dl]. The actions that manifest themselves upon the hands of 
creation are only via their acquisition [knsb] thereof, and this is the 
relationship ofthe emergent and contingent rower with the act when i 
is brought into being, For instance, when someone wants to stand 
is Allah, the Exalted, who creates both that standing and the power for 
the servant that accompanies him when itis brought into being. That 
contingent power does not possess independent effect in the act of 
standing (and all other acts} rather, it only accompanies it. (And alla 
created yeu all and tht which you do.) (7) 
“This was narrated by al-Tirehi in al-ant al-Sahis from ‘Ai who sa 
“The od unit prayer i not a duty like your proscribed prayers 
however, the Messenger of allah # made ita sunna and saic: ‘indeed, 
Allzh's Single [Wir] and He loves that which is single odd), s0 perform 
the odd unit prayer, O people of the Qur this section there are 
similar reports from thn ‘Umar, fbn Masiid, and tbn ‘Abbas. Aba ‘si 
[al-Tinmidhi] said “The Hadith of ‘Alli a fair Hadith” imam al-Nasat 
narrated in his Sanan al-kubra from ‘Ali who said: “The Messenger of 
Allah # said: ‘indeed, Ali is Single, ard He loves that which is single, 
so perform the odd unit prayer, 0 people of the Qur'an!” It was also 
narrated in al-Mujtabi from ‘All who saic: “On one occasion the 
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Here, single means He who is One and Alone. As for the 
consensus, the Umma is in unanimous agreement that Allah is 
One, Asfor the rational proo, it shall soon be presented. 

3.3 THE QUALITATIVE ATTRIBUTES [SIFAT AL-MA'ANI] 
‘The qualitative attributes® are the attributes of being. A 
qualitative attribute is an attribute that exists in itself, is 

Mosconger of Allah fe performed the oda unit prayer snd aid:'0 peeple 
cof the Curan! Perform the odd unit prayer, for Allah is Single and He 
loves that which is odd.” Ab-Hikim narrated in his Mastedrak the 
‘expression “He is Single and He loves that which is odd" in the Hadith 
fof Abii Hurayra that enumerates the [ninety-nine] Reautiful Names 
‘AlHakim also narrated in his Mustadrak from Abii Hurayra that the 
Prophet & ssid: “When one af you performs the dry wiping [after 
relieving oneself] then let him use an odd munnber. for Allah is Single 
and He loves that which is odd.” ALHkim said that this narration is 
rigorously authentic based upon the conditions of the two authentic 
collections {al-Bukhari and Muslim]” it is also found in the Sunan of 
‘Abii Dawid. al-Bayhaci, nd tba Majah, all from ‘Ali. The lest rezort 
was also tarrated from ‘Abdullah b. Mas‘id and Abd Hurayra. The 
narrations for this report are too many to enumerate here. (F) 
© The qualitative attributes are acditioral to the Divine Entty and exist 
in themselves and yet are inseparable from the Divine Entity. These 
attributes are eternal and it is impossible for them to be in a state of 
non-being, He is Living with life, All-Knowirg with knowledge, and so 
‘on, Know also that the necessity ofthe qualitative attributes’ existence 
is intrinsic just as the necessity of the Divine Entity's existence is 
intrinsic. They ace not merely posible in themselves and necessary by 
the necessary existence of the Divine Entity as opposed to the position 
of Sad [al-Tatazani] who followed al-Razi in his view, and who 
himself followed by al-Baydawi and 2 group of others. Al-Tilmi 

Al-Sanisi and others, like al-Sawi, aso rebuked him for this; however, 
the truth of the matter is that ths issue does not call for such severity, 
‘The intent of the other scholars was not that certain attributes are 
merely possible, thus entailing that they are contingent. What they 
meant by “possibility” was that the qualitative attributes are 
conditioned upon the {the existence] of the Divine Entity in order for 
them to exist. This meaning is correct, for the qualitative attributes 
cannot exist by themselves because its impossible for an attritute to 
subsist outside of an Entity. The latter day theologians severely 
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established within the existent being, and necessarily predicates 
a certain judgment. Do not suppose that when we say that 
it exists in itself that this implies the possibility of its own 
self-subsistence; rather, it only subsists within the Entity. The 
meaning of “necessarily predicates” means that it is inseparable 
[from the fntity]. Judgment here refers to predicating 2 certain 
judgment:* therefore, omnipotence predicates that Ho is the 

criticized a-Riai and those who adopted hie postion on this issue. Thay 
interpreted his words in ways the words themselves did not indicate or 
support. Having sald this, chore ie agreement that the words of al-Razi 
were not appropriste—even if it is assumed that the memings of 
hie words were correct. The reader should observe that the majarity of 
the theologians believed that everything qualified by possibility is 
contingent. AL-Ri2i, ard others who followed him, however. differed 
with them and said that it is possible that there exist something that is 
both possible and eternal, This és in accordance with what is understood 
from the apparent words of Sa‘d [al-Taftazanil, who {stated} that in 
-Raz’'s words, “possible” is not unrestricted, and that instead it means 
only some possiblities—not unrestrictedly as it occurred to the minds of 

ong with this, imam al-Rizi was not compelled by 
implication to admit that contingent attributes subsist with Allah, the 
Exalted, hecause the attributes, according to him, are escriptions, which 
arein themselves non-existent. (F) 
® That i to say it ismct permissible to assume that what ismeant here 
by “predicate” is causation, lest it imply that the Divine Entity brought 
the attributes into being or that some attributes brought other 
attributes into being, All of thisis false. What is meant rather is that the 
attributes and the Divine Entity are inseparable, not that the Divine 
Entity affects the attributes, or vice versa Being subject to cause is a 
proof of imperfection, even if i is assumed that the Entity acted upon 
itself. It sill considered imperfection because being subject to cause 
means that something non-existent is brought into existence, or vice 
versa. That which results from this is either perfection or imperfection, 
IF itis imperfection it implies that the Divine Entity is described with 
imperfection—and this is impossible. if that which comes about is 
perfection it implies that the Divine Entity was previously imperfect, 
And this s fase, even ifone were to argue that the Divine Entity became 
perfectec after that, the belief that the Divine Emity beings atout 
perfection in Himself isthe belief of the anthropomorphists who allow 
for contingent events to subsist within the Divine Entity, ard this beliet 
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All-Powerful al-Qadir, will predicates that He is Willing, and so 
cn, The qualitative attributes are sevens" omnipotence, will, 
Imowledge, life, hearing, sight, and speech." 

{s false, tn Taymniyya and his companiors were among those who held 
this view, and it goes against the way of ahi alSunna, ton Taymiyya 
claimed that there is no evidence showing that added perfection to the 
Divine Entity in this way is false; on the contrary, according to im, itis 
‘obligatory forthe Divine Entity. This ishhow he painted the truth as false 
and falsehood as truth. We have clarified this point in detail in our 
book The Small Disclosure Regarding the Doctrine of Ibn Taymiyya, so take 
notice (F) 
“The qualitative attributes are seven and net more because the decisive 
and clear-cut proofs only indicate these seven and do not prove thit 
other than these seven are anyhow diferent. If, for example, we were to 
say that Allah isthe Fashioner[al-Masowwir], we do not understand from 
that Name anything other than the fact that He creates and shapes 
images, lah’ creation of images is based upon Him being All Powerful, 
Willing and All-Krowing, and so on. The Creator must be All Powerful 
willmg, and All-knowing, The sime may be said for the Name 
“the avenger” fal-Muntayim), and so on. if we were to look into all of 
Allah's Beautiful Names mentioned in the Book and the Sunna we shall 
see that they all refer back to whet we have mentioned here, Tis is 
what we mean when we say that there is no proof mdicating that the 
other bivine Names point fo other attributes besides these seven. The 
‘most we are saying i that there is no detaileé evidence for any other 
additional attributes, The general proofs indicate that Alah’s 
perfections are limitless although we are unable te know them in detail, 
‘There fs no incontrovertible and clear-cut proof in the Book or the 
‘Sunna that indicates other than these [seven] attributes. The basic rule 
is that we must hold fast to the clear-cut proof, especially when 
concerns the Divine Entity of Allah or His attributes As forthe reports 
that ascrite a face, hand, and eye to allah, the Exalted, they all refer 
bucktothese seven attributes and are not superadded tothern. (F) nyc pirexencr or crnGON CONCERNING 
‘THE ATuDUTE oF APPREHENSION [teat] ‘The scholars have disagreed about the attribute of aporcheasion [idrakl 
docs Allah, Exalted is He, possess another attribute in addition to these 
seven that is called “apprehension,” by which He apprehends what is 
teuched, tasted, and smelled? Car it be argued that it's perfection and 
that every perfection must be affirmed fr Him, ori it sald that iti not 
aifimmed because f bas not been ascribed to Allah and the atribute 
of knowledge is enough? The most correct view i to refrain from 
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3.3.1 ONNoreNcr AND Witt 
Omnnipotence” is a beginningless attribute by which all possible 
things are either brought into being or non-being in accordance 

judgment one way or another [either affirmation or negation). because. 
even though it has rot been ceyorted fas an atribute it is a perfection 
so wenether affirm it nor negate it. The rational orcof in sugport of 
weak; just because it entails perfection for the contingent creation does 
not imply that it is perfection for the pre-eterral. (3) 
Even. though the esteemed Hanafi Maturidis affirm that Allah 

apprehends the material things, they negate that His apprehension is by 
way of physical contact—as some anthropomorphists chimed against 
them, Apprehension is akin to knowledge, and Allah is not in need of 
physical contact in order to know, so take notice ofthis (F) 
"itis obligatory for you to affirm that omnipotence is only one. The 
proof for this s that if it were moce than one it would necessitate two 

fecting agents upon a single efiect. It is also obligatory for you to 
afirm that it [Allah’s omnipotence] is all-inclusive and that itis linked 
‘with all rationally pessible things. The proof for thisis that ifit were not 
linked to something that is rationally pessble it would necessitate that 
He ts incapable, The takeaway from all ofthis is that in linkage and. 
obtainment, the effective [taiz] linkage is connected with the effective 
linkage of the Divine will, and the Divine will is connected with 
Inowledge. But this is [simply 2 mental abstraction] not in actual 
succession, because both [will and knowledge] are pre-etemal. This ts 
what is meant by their statement that itis obligatory to have faith in 
preordainment and Divine decree [gai and qadr). Pre-ordainment 
[qui is the exact Unkage between the eflective will and the effective 
Anowkdge, while the Divine decree isthe exac: linkage between the 
effective power (quira] and the effective will that has taken place— 
according te those wo hold that view. (9) 
‘The potsbility of the potential linkage (aalugsuldhi] ts agreed upon 

and no one disagreed with it save come odd groups ofthe Mt'tazls. The 
argument of mutual hindrance [dali abana] is only vali if i is 
already assumed that there ¢ an effective linkage and not a potential 
linkago. in other words, iis valid only if it iz assumed that there fe an 
effective linkage, and itis condition for it that i Linked with an 
Action, and the mere actualization of a potential linkage is sufficient to 
establshingan effective linkage. (F) 

1f the effective [willl was mot linked, inability would be ascribed 
{to Allah, because even though it has a petential linkage. ti not 
connected with an action, and the reason for this lack of linkages is 
either from the Divine Entity or it is from other than the Divine Entity. 
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with the Divine will Will isa beginningless attribute that brings 
about specification of something that is possible with 
something that is possible and in accordance with Divine 
knowledge.” 

Nomatter what the case may be, both would imply that itis affected by 
anaffecting agent or that is specfied—the former would imply infinite 
regress or a vicious circle [crcuhus vitiosus), and the later would clearly 
imply inability, () 

This means that when Allah brings possible things into being or nen- 
beingit isin accordance to His Divine wil, for He, with His omnipotence, 
‘does not bring contingent things into being or non-being unless He wills 
to bring them into being or non-being, From this we learn that the 
linkage of omnipotence is elated to the linkage of Divine wil, which is 
tosay that it succeeds it rationally. (M) 

“This suecession mentioned here is not a temporal following contained 
intime, as might be imagined by some people. On the contrary, it only 
a rational conception that is the product of discernment. That isto say, 
the intellect cannot compretend one who 's cmnipotent save that he is 
also willing: so believing in the bivine willis a rational condition for 
‘believing in the Divine omnipotence. (F) 
The linkage of specification here i a rational metaphor [ma ‘al 
from the realm of linking something with its cause, otherwise, the One 
who specifies in realty isthe Divine Entity. Similar to this is linking 
Independent effect to omnipotenceaccording to the view of some 
in that an attribute acts upon something that isa contingent being or 
non-being; this i also cerisideced a rational metapher from the same 
realm because in realty the One who acts upon ethers is the Divine 
Entity there fs no action save thet it belongs to Him~as was stated by 
many of the verifying scholars. (8) 
This means that Allahs specification of semething that is possible isin 
accordance with His knowledge, beczuse He, the Sublime and Majestic, 
doesnot specify any contingent thing with His Divine willbe it good or 
tvil_excopt that He laows, So every contingent thing that Allah knows 
wll oF will not “be,” then that is Hit wil. From this we learn that the 
linkage of wills related the linkage af the Divine knowledge. In other 
‘words, in the rational mind (discernment), it followsit-(M) 
‘What was said regarding the Divine omnipotence and wil is said here 

as well: the meaning of his statement that within the rational mird the 
will succeeds knowledge. is tha it is not possible to rationally conceive 
fof one who wills except that he also possesses knowledge. This 
‘succession is not 2 temporal one contained in time as some might 
imagine. Due to this arrangement the scholars have called these three 
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There ate six things permissible for contingencies: existence, a 
specified time, a specified place, a specified quantity, a specified 
location, and a specified quality—al! of these together with their 
converse. 
These two attributes [omnipotence and will] call for something. 

in addition to their both being established, called “linkage” 
[twallug]. The attribute of will possesses two linkages: [one] 
pre-eternal potentiality [sulih? qadim] and [two] pre-eternal 
effectiveness [tanjii gadim]. Omnipotence has orlly tuo linkages: 
[one] pre-eternal potentiality and [two] contingent effectiveness 
[eanjizi hadith]. These two attributes are linked with contingencies 
only hence, there is no linkage with something that is 

attributes [knowledge, power, and wil] the “arranged attributes.” You 
should also know that this arrangement is strongly connected to 
understanding the Divine decree ard pre-ordainment. Understanding 
this arrangement helps one unravel the misconceptions and specious 
arguments spread by those who are not adept in doctrinal matters, who 
claim that because Allah isthe Creator ofthe servants actions it means 
that they are compelled and forced to do those actions. This is a naive 
understanding unfounded upon knowledge or sound investigation (8) 
» So in summary, the Divine will has three linkages according to the 
view that there ‘is a contingent effectiveness, although in realty, 
contingent effectiveness is a manifestation’ of the pre-etemal 
effectiveness and not a separate linkage in itself. Based upon this there 
are only two linkages pre-eternal potentiality and pre-etemal 
effectiveness. (B) 
In is commentary upon the didactic text of Ibn ‘shir, Ibn Kiran sat 

“Some of them added another linkage for will, namely contingent 
effectiveness, when that which is decreed is manifested in ts particular 
time, The truth of the matter is that pre-eternal effectiveness 1s 
sufficient in establishing that.” Someone might say that there is cnly 
prevtemal potentiality and contingent effectiveness, so contemplate 
thi well. (7) 
tt shouldnt be sai that because [Alla’s will and emnigotence] ere not 
linked with that which is necessary or impossible, it attributes inability 
(aie) to Him, On the contrary, we say that there is no inability or 
incapabilty—even if this is imagined by some foolish innovators 
Inability and imcapsbilty are only implied in that to which it i posible 
forthe Divine will and omnipotence to be linked, yet was not linked. As 
for that to which they (the Divine will and omnipotence] samot be 
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necessary or impossible, because if these two attributes were 
linked with bringing something necessary into existence it would 
imply the acquisition of what is already acquired [tahsilal-hasil), 
and that is rationally false. If these two attributes were linked 
with eliminating something that is necessary it would imply the 
altering of realities (gab al-hacd'igl. That which is necessary 
cannot be eliminated, because if it were it would no longer be 
necessary, and it is impossible for that which is necessary to be 
unnecessary. Similarly, if these two attributes were linked with 
eliminating something that is impossible, it would imply the 

possibly linked, this implication does nat held. There is no doubt that 
they [the Divine will and omnipotence] cannot possibly be linked to 
things thatare necessary or impossible. (M) 

In other words it is impossible because it would imply thealterstion of 
realities [qulb al-hagi]. or that both the necessary and the impossible 
both become contingent possbiities. (F) 
® Contrary to its linkage to thet which is possible, it isnot inability for 
the Divine omaipotence to not be linked with that which is necessary oF 
impossible. As for al-Ghazal’s statement: “There is ma possiblity of 
anything more perfect than what already exists." many scholars of old 
found it enigmatic, for it imolies inabilitywhich is imposstble for Hira 
[allah]. There have been many interpretations given {to his words). Some said that what he meant by possibilty was the possibilty of the 
creation, so his statement would mean that there is not to be found within the possibilty of the creation any change to what Allah has 
willed and originated. Another view states that what was meant was 
the possibilty of Allah when considering the beginningless linkage to His knowledge, and that the linkage ofthe contingent effecsiveness can 
only be according to proceeding knowledge, otherwise, it would imply thet knowledge became ignorance. Another view states that what is 
‘meant was that there is no possibility to make pre-eternal that which is contingent. (5) 
ALBigai objected to al-chszalls statement and claimed that it 

attributed inability to Allah, the Exalted, tt has been argued, however, that this statement means it is not possible to find anything more 
perfect than this universe because Allah's will and omnipotence are not 
linked toit [other than this universe] so as to bring it into existence. Had Allah willed, He could create @ universe even more perfect than this 
universe; hence, there is nothing in his fl-Ghazls] words tkat imply 
an ascription of inability to Allah, the Exalted—as al-Bigat mistakenly imagines, and which caused him te object to a-Ghacali (9) 
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acquisition of what is already acquired. 1f these two attributes 
were linked with making something rationally impossible it 
‘would imply the altering of realities, and both of these two are 
false, for that which is impossible cannot be existent.* 

* The fact thatthe Divine omnipotence isnot linked with the two [that 
Which it necessary and that which is impossible] does not imply 
Inabilty, because that i not its role. tn edation if Divine orsnipotence 
‘was linked to the two it would necessitate corruption because it would 
imply that it is linked with [the possbility] of terminating the Exalted 
Divine Entity stripping away from Him the qualities of Godhood. and +0 
on. Ths illustrates the meanness ofthe claim made by some innovators, 
who say that allah is capable of taking 2 son, for—as they argue—if He 
‘was incapable ofthat He would not be All Powerful (8) 
“The individual al-Bajri was alluding to in this ebovementioned quote 

‘was Ibn ifazm al-Zahii who said in his book al-Milal wal-Néka: “Likewise 
for the one who asks, Is Allah able to take a son?" The answer is that 
He is capatle of that” It is obvious that his words are false and that 
his inference from the verse: (ad Allah wanted to take a sor, He would 
have chosen those whom Ke wills from those He creates) is flawed. The 
meaning of “take” in this verse has been explained in the verse itself 
to mean “to be chosen” [ii], and the specification of the answer to 
Giad..) here with the word (.chosen..» proves that "taking" in any 
other form is impossible. The meaning of (chosen. inthis verse i to 
look after something, 
4s for taking a son according to the conventional meaning, in wich a 

person has a son—which is the meaning that Ibn Hazm permitted [for 
‘lah in his words—this is not the apparent meaning of the verse. Itis 
false and invalid, bth catioraly and textually It is not hidden that fbn 
Hazn's words are shaky; the Imam Ibn al-Arabi refuted him in 
al‘Awagin minal Qawasim. He said: "So look at this terrible calamity se 
hhow he wes ignorant of [the distinction between wh 15] permissible 
and impossible in the intellect and rational faculties, ard what 1 
understood from words. These words are net intelligible, for his 
‘question “I Allah able to take son? ts meaningless, because it Cannot be 
conceived that Allah would have ason, nor sit possible. Therefore, the 
real meaning of the question is: ‘Can Allah—the One whe cannot have 
son—have a son? So the last part of the question contradicts the frst 
prt. ' trrational ané does no: warrant a reply.” 
‘Many scholers of ahtal-Surei’ have refuted fbn Hazm, and some people 

in this day and age have become beguiled by his statement and were led 
to uttering blasphemies even worse than it. t heard one say that had 
‘Allah willed to terminate His existence He could have done sol Tis fs 
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disbelief in allah the All-Mighty. The same person said that had Allah 
willed to beget a child He would have done so! This statement is even 
worse that ibn Hezm's, because Ibn Hazm's wording carries a meaning 
that is conceivably possible, as we clarified. even ifit is farfetched and 
impermissible, With this wording however, that isnot the case. (F) 
ALBGjari was asked about the disbelief of the one who says “Allah is 
not abe to expel me frem His kingdom.” He answered: "Such a person is 
not guilty of disbelief because itis impossible for such 2 person to be 
expelled from His kingdom, because it isnot possible for there to exist a 
kingdom for anyone else, so He cannot exile him to it, Divine 
‘minipotence is not linked with that which is impossible so there is no 
hharm in this, just as there iso harm iit is said that Allah cannot take @ 
son, a wife, oF the like,” 
1 say: This response is weak Had al-Bajari stld that Allah's 
‘omnipotence is not linked with that which is impossible, it would have 
teen better. When you say that Allah is “not able,” it indicates 
‘imperfection because it implies that that Divine omnipotence is linked 
with it, however He is not able. the proper answer 1s to say that the 
tasis for Divine omnipotence is that & isnot linked with that which ts 
Impossible, because the impossible cannot exist in the first place, There 
1s a distinction between saying thet He is not abie, and saying that the 
Divine omnipotence isnot inked with i. To clarify this, when wesay that 
someone is notable to create the wing of @ gmat, there are two possible 
meanings for that statements (one) That this person can potentially 
create, but there is something to prevent him from creating it, aad 
[bwol, thet this person cannot potentially create anything in the first 
place, and for that reascn ke is unable to create the wing ofa gnat. 
Tis obvious thet the first possible meaning implies that there i an 

imperfection in his power and ¢ clear cut inability, whereas this is rot 
the case with the second possible meaning-and there is @ vast 
difference botwoen the two, The same may be said regarding the one 
‘who says that Allah cannot do the impossible. It carvies these same 
two possible meanings. On the other han, when we say that Allah's 
‘omnipotence is nat linked with that which is impossible in the first 
lace, thie meaning only implies thatthe impossible thing is lacking in 
the potentiality of being acted upor with omnipotence. The efficiency of 
the Divine omnipotence is on, 2 the imperfection is from that which is 
impossible, not from the omnipotence. This meaning articulated here 
docs not imply any type of imperfection. But because of the ignorance 
some hac ofthis distinction, they thought that our probibition of the 
first statement was only ott of the obligation of observing proper 
‘tiquette with Alls, but this isnot the case 
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‘The proof in the Book that it is obligetory for Allah to be 
described with omnipotence is His statement: (indzed Allah 
All-Rowerfil over all things.) [al-Bagara: 148], The One who is 
All-Powerful is He who possesses ominipatence. 

(One should note that in this case, delivering « legal verdict is formed 
from two components: [one] the’ legal judgment thet answers the 
question “ts the one who says this guilty of dstelif oF not?” and [two] 
the legal reasoning fortis ling. My critique here [of al-Bjjii's] words 
isonly directed atthe reasoning and not the legl ruling itself. ll go one 
step farther and say regarding the onc who believes that Allah's 
‘omnipotence ie not linked to that, that he might in fact be guilty of 
disbelief if he thinks that it is correct for such a thing to be linked to 
Alahis omnipotence, If thet is not the case then his expression is 
Inistaken because of its aferementioned ambiguity. 8y ambiguity, we 
mean that the answer is incomplete as it should be in the dorsain of 
delivering legal verdicts, so attention must be given to this because of 
the possible false meanings contained in the verdict. When taking all of 
these things into consideration, we say that the answer is sound, and 
Allah knows best, socontemplate this well 

‘What | have analyzed here is supported by Imam al-Shahrastani in 
‘Nina a-igdan (p. 47; “Regarding that which cannot exist, should not 
said that the Creator, Exalted is He, i not capable over it. Nay it should 
bbe said: ‘That which is intrinsically impossible is not decreed, soit its 
‘existence isinconceivable’ 
In addition to this, | fourd a text from one of the scholars of the 

Maghreb, shaykh Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Tafiariti, a scholar of the 
tenth century. He said in his book Notifying the Heedess One Resarding 
Things He Thinks He Knows Despite His Actual Ignorance of Then: 
“Furthermore, ifit is asked: I it permissible for one to say that Allah is 
not able to do the impossible and that He is not capable over it?” we 
respond by saying: Ths is impermissible, because this expression seems 
to impute inabiity, and it is impermisible to empoy ambiguous 
expressions concerning Alla, the Esalted, unless such expressions are 
revealed The comrect course's for one to say that Divine omnipotence is 
‘ot linked with that which is impossble, or that the inppossble is not 
‘decreed, and similar expressions that donot seem to impute irablity to 
Him, the Glocified and Exalted. This is what our imams <& have 
‘mentioned and itis clear.” 
This astates that what we have established here is correct, and all 

praise isdue to Alla. (7) 
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‘omnipotence ie not linked to that, that he might in fact be guilty of 
disbelief if he thinks that it is correct for such a thing to be linked to 
Alahis omnipotence, If thet is not the case then his expression is 
Inistaken because of its aferementioned ambiguity. 8y ambiguity, we 
mean that the answer is incomplete as it should be in the dorsain of 
delivering legal verdicts, so attention must be given to this because of 
the possible false meanings contained in the verdict. When taking all of 
these things into consideration, we say that the answer is sound, and 
Allah knows best, socontemplate this well 

‘What | have analyzed here is supported by Imam al-Shahrastani in 
‘Nina a-igdan (p. 47; “Regarding that which cannot exist, should not 
said that the Creator, Exalted is He, i not capable over it. Nay it should 
bbe said: ‘That which is intrinsically impossible is not decreed, soit its 
‘existence isinconceivable’ 
In addition to this, | fourd a text from one of the scholars of the 

Maghreb, shaykh Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Tafiariti, a scholar of the 
tenth century. He said in his book Notifying the Heedess One Resarding 
Things He Thinks He Knows Despite His Actual Ignorance of Then: 
“Furthermore, ifit is asked: I it permissible for one to say that Allah is 
not able to do the impossible and that He is not capable over it?” we 
respond by saying: Ths is impermissible, because this expression seems 
to impute inabiity, and it is impermisible to empoy ambiguous 
expressions concerning Alla, the Esalted, unless such expressions are 
revealed The comrect course's for one to say that Divine omnipotence is 
‘ot linked with that which is impossble, or that the inppossble is not 
‘decreed, and similar expressions that donot seem to impute irablity to 
Him, the Glocified and Exalted. This is what our imams <& have 
‘mentioned and itis clear.” 
This astates that what we have established here is correct, and all 

praise isdue to Alla. (7) 
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Ahi a-Sunra ere in unanimous agreement that Allah is described 
‘with both omnipotence and will. As for the rational proof, it shall 
soon be mentioned. 

Nomice 
Contingencies are four categories: [1] a contingency that came 
into existence and passed into non-existence, [2] a currently 
existing contingency, [3] 2 contingency that shall come into 
texistence in the future, and [4] a contingency that Allah knows 
shall never come into existence, such as the faith of Aba Jahl and 
the faith of other distelievers who died upon disbelief. Clearly, 
the Divine will and omnipotence are linked with the first three 

categories. As for the fourth category, there is a difference of 
opinion concerning it. 

‘This was explained by [Shihab al-Din al-Maggari,] the author of 
Ida al Dujunna: 

‘And fits la contingency known [by Hine] to be negated 
‘Thereisadiference regarding its linkage 

‘such asthe fithof Abii Lahab 
Some saw toreconcile (between the two views] 
So whoever ses linkage with it considers 
That tis with regards tothe besis ofits possibility 

Without loking to anything else: 
Whereas he who negatesit considers 

‘The linkage of nowiedge ond sees tat it was net possible 

‘Aba Dawad narrated in his Suran from “Abd al-tamid, the client of 
and Hashim, whose mother narraed to him (and she used to serve 
some of the daughters of the Prophet 4) that one of the daughters of 
the Prophet g narrated to her that the Prophet # sald) “When you 
wake up in the morning say: ‘locfled and Exalted is Allah, and to iti 
teleng all prac. There is no strength save by Allah. Whatever All 
wills sll come to pass ané whatever He does not will shall not’ Know 
that alah is all-Powerfal over all things and that Allah's knowledge 
encompasses everything.’ Whoever says this when he eaters the 
forming [and he mentioned something similar in meaning) then he wil 
te protected unl he enters the evening, and whoever says this when he 
eaters the evening wil be safeguarded until he enters the moraing."(F) 
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The correct view is thet when looking at the basis of its 
possibility, the linkage is one of potentiality and not one of 
effectiveness, 

3.3.2 KNOWLEDGE 
Knowledge isa beginningless attribute by which al that is known 
is manifested as it really is: a manifestation that does not carry 
the possibility of deficiency in any way whatsoever. Some have 
said that knowledge is a beginningless attribate linked with what 
is known, through encompastment without there being anything 
previously hidden. 
Knowledge is linked with all necessary, impossible, and 

permissible things by way of pre-eternal effectiveness [tanjai 
gudir], An example of the necessary Is Allah's Divine Entity, His 
atiributes, and His Names; He knows these in their reality. An 
example of the impossible is Allah having a wife, child, partner, 
and all other deficiencies; He knows that these are impossible and. 
negated from Him. Regarding that which is permissible, He 
knows all things that are permissible and contingent, and their 
attributes and names. The proof from the Book for the attribute 
of knowledge is His statement: (Allah i All-Xnowing ofall things.) 
[al-isa? 176), the proof ia the Sunna is when the Messenger f& 
mentioned “Tho All-Knowing” among the Beautiful Names of 
Allah, the Exalted All al-Sunna are in unanimous agreement 
that Allah is All-Enowing with knowledge. As for the cational 
proof, it shall soon be presented. 

‘ *Rnowledgeis areal attribute established with the Divine Entity tis 
linked to al things as they truly are with encompassment and withcut 
there being anything previcusly hidden.” This was the expression of 
al-Kamal, and it isbetter than what others Lave sai. (8) 
By abkamal he meant cb-Kansél b, a-ttandm, the well Jnown 

scholar end author of al-Masinare the commentary of al-Mustyera in 
theology. (A 
7) have referred several times to the Hadith enumerating Allah's 
Beautifl Nemes. (F) 
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Norce 
The linkage of knowledge is entirely of pre-eternal effectiveness 
and does not have a linkage of potentiality, because whoever can 
potentially know more is not All-Knowing at all, 

3.3.3 Lire 
Life is a beginningless attribute that qualifies the one possessing 
it to be described with the qualities of apprehension. What is 
meant here by the qualities of apprehension are the qualities 
of hearing, sight, and knowledge—not what is [normally) 
understood by the term “apprehension.” Life is ¢ rational pre- 
condition for all of the qualitative attributes. Its non-existence 
impliesa lack of perception, whereas its existence does not imply 
either the existence or non-existence of perception. Perception is 
necessary for Allah because ofthe evidence establishing it. 
Life is not linked with anything:* rather, itis a pre-condition 

for the other qualitative attributes and it itso is not linked with 
anything. In other words, for its establishment, life does net seek 
semething additional to it, so it is not from the attributes of 
effecting, such as omnipotence and will, nor is it from the 
attributes that make things manifest, such as hearing, sight, and 
kmovledge, nor is it from the attributes of indication, such as 
speech. 
The proof in the Book for the obligation of life is His statement: 

‘Cand put your trust in the Living who does not die.) [al-Furgan: 58]. 
roof from the Sunna is found in the Prophet's statement 

Thats to sy, not the understanding of it as a unique attribute, rather 
as its meanings ae affirmed (F) 
© This means that it does not imply something additional to it, unlike 
the other qualitative attributes, for they imply something addtional to 
themselves. Omnipotence implies something that is decreed by which 
that things either brought into existence or non-existence, The Divine 
will implies that there is something willed by which itis specified. 
Knowledge implies something that is known, hearing implies something 
that is heard, sight implies someting that is seen, and speech implies a 
meaning that indicates it-(N) 
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“0 Allah! The Living ard Self-subsistent!™® The Umma is in 
unanisrous agreement that Allah is Living with life. As for the 
rational proof, it shall soon be presented. 

3.3 AHEARING AND SIGHT 
Hearing and sight are both beginningless attributes by which 
Allah makes every existing thing manifested and disclosed. The 
disclosure through hearing is different from the disclosure 
through sight. These are two attributes, as mentioned in the 
revelation, and faith in them is obligatory. They do not add any 
more disclosure than knowledge doce; rather, they are unique in 
their reality and specific linkage. They are linked to existents, be 
they pre-eternal, such a> His Divine Entity and existing 
attributes, or contingent existents, such as the essences of beings 
and their existent attributes, The linkage [of hearing and sight] to 
His Entity and existing attributes is a pre-eternal effective link, 
and the linkage to the essences of beings and their existing 
attributes" is a contingently effective and pre-eternal potential 

This was narrated by al-Hakim in al-Mustarak from Anas b. Malik & 
‘who said: “We were with the Prophet ina circle and there was a man 
‘who was standing and praying. After he towed and prostrated, he said 
in his sitting supplication: ‘0 Allat 1 ask You because to You belongs all 
praise; there is no god besides You; the Originator of the heavens 
and the earth; the Possessor of Might and Honour; © Living and 
Selfsutsistent!' The Prophet # said: ‘He has supplicated with Allah's 
Supreme Name, a Name thet, if used in supplication, (it) will be 
answered, and if He is asked by it, He will give.” This narration is 
rigorously authentic with the conditions of Musltm and was not 
narrated by the two [al-bukhari or Muslim). it was narrated ina similar 
‘wording from Anas b. Maik 
|ALNaidi also narrated this supplication from Anas tn his al-Muftabt. 

‘The Prophet # would frequently say: “o Living and self-subsistent 
(98 Hayy ya Gayyuin This has been narrated in the Suna collections. 
‘AvHiakini and al-Nasat (in al-sunan al-cuérd) narrated from ‘AIT that 
the Frophet 4s supplicated with this in the battle of Badr. (F) 
“Alla, the Glonfied, pre-etemally sees his Exalted Entty and all of His 
existing attributes, which include His hearing and sight, In addition to 
this, He sees and hears all existing beings and all of their existing 
attributes, no matter what form they take. His hearing and sight are net 
conditioned upon [the created things] not being very distant or very 
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linkage, The proof in the Book for the obligation of hearing and 
sight is His statement; (And He is the All-Seeing and All-Hearing.) 
‘The proof from the sunna is the Prophet's statement # when he 
passed by people seeking rain and raising their voices in 
supplication: “People! Go easy on yourselves, for you are not 
calling upon one who is deaf or blind. You are calling upon One 
who is All-Hearing and All-Seeing."® The Umma unanimously 
agrees that Allah is All-Hearing and All-Seeing, The rational proof 
shall be presented. 

‘quiet. Convertionally, our sight only relates to existents that are 
corporeal bodies [ajsim: seeing their colours, movements, and stillness, 
‘with the condition that what is seen is ina frontal direction and that itis 
not tco distant or too close, (M) This is because His hearing, Exalted is 
He, is one of His attributes and not a physical limb, as is imagined by the 
anthropomorphists, who say that Allah possesses two eyes and that one 
is distinct from the other (such that one's pointing to one eye i distinct 
from his pointing to the other) and that one ofthe eyes isto the right 
of the other. This is pure and unadulterated anthrogomorphism, and 
Allah is far exalted above this and the other fabrications of the 
anthropomorphists. As for us, we say that just as Allah possesses the 
attribute of knowledge, He also possesses the attribute of heering, His 
hearing is not with a physical lb or appendage as it is with the 
creation, The same i to be sald with regards to His sight. (F) 
"this was narrated by al-Suchéri from Aba Msi al-Ash’ari 2 who said: 
“we wete with the Messenger of allah , and when we would enter a 
valley we would raise our voices deciaring Allah's oneness and 
-reainess, The Propiiet % sald to us: "0 people! Go exsy on yourselves, 
for you are not invoking one who Is deaf or absent. Indeed, He Is with 
‘you; He is All-Hearing and Clos, blessed i His Name and Exalted is He.” 
In another narration from Aba Misé al-Ashiart it states: "You are 
invoking One who is All-Hearing and Close.” in another narration from 
him it states: “You are invoking One who is Al-Hearing and All-Sceing.” 
‘This was narrated by Muslim in his Sab collection, al-Nas in ak-Sunan 
al Kurd, and Aba Dawid. Al-Eayhagl narrated it from beth him and 
Jabir b. ‘Abdulldh, in al-Muntatheb ‘Abd b. Hlumayd narrated it from 
‘Atdullahb, Qaysand others. (F) 
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Norice 
Know that He, the Exalted, hears His hearing with His hearing 
and sees His sight with His sight, just as He knows His knowledge 
with His knowledge. This is because the attributes of 
manifestation [inkishdf] are linked to themselves, unlike the 
efficient attributes, for they are only linked to contingencies. 

3.3.5 Sree 
‘Speech (kalam] is a meaning that self-subsists within the Divine 
Entity and manifests in diverse expressions, It is dissimilar to the 
genus of letters and sounds and itis transcendent beyond being 
ualified with forwarding tagdi), delay [takhirl, “wholeness” 
Tha, someness bed, intonation la tnflecton Urb and 
all other types of modifications. Its linkage is the same linkage 
asknowledge. 
‘The speech of Allah, the Exalted, is not with letters because 

letters are contingent. The speech of Allah is also without sound 
{savt], because sounds are contingent as well. Letiers and sound 
both contain forwarding and delay, whereas Allah's speech is 
‘exalted above that. 

The relied upon position among Ahl al-Surna i tha Alles sposch is 
‘without letter or sound—and this isthe truth in which there ie no doubt. 
AlvAdad (al-ij] said that is with pre-eternal letters and sounds; 
however, as the latter day scholars have mentioned, alAdue's pottion 
forces him to admit that Allah's speech contairs forwarding and delay. 
He [al’Adud], on the other hand, responded to thie by saying that 
forwarding and delay come only from aur letters because they come out 
of our vocal cords [makhar]. so He who is exalted above that also 
has speech that is exalted above that. Al’Adud’s comments are in 
agreement with the crass anthropomorphists, so they should not be 
siven consideration. 
‘A group that ascribed themselves to the Hankalis maintained that 
is speech] is with letters and sounds, but when they are attributed to 

Him, the Exalted, they [the letters and sounds) are pre-eternal, and 
‘when they are attrituted to contingent beings they are contingent. The 
falsehood of this plain to see. (8) 
tis not hidden that the words of al~Adud are weak, and this wes 

mentioned by imam ale [al-Teftazdni] in his commentary upon the 
Nasifi Creed. ALSharifal-Jurjint also explained in his commentary upon 
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aL-Nawigf the basic view of al“Adud. He mentioned that al“Adud cited 
his opinion in only 2 particular point of speculative theology related to 
speech, so contemplate this well. 
(On the other hand, if, by sound and letters, al’Adud meant what 

occurs in the knowledge of allah, then he has point, even though that 
's not the point of contention. You should be ware that some of the 
crass anthropomorphiss who ascribe themselves to the Salaf—and the 
Salaf are innocent of themhave claimed that Allah’s speech is 
composed of contingert and emergent letters and sounds that subsist 
within the Divine Entty, and that these fletters and sounds] are 
product of His Divine will and omnipotence, In otter words, [they 
believe] that allah criginates them within His Divine Entity after they 
did not previously exist and that individually, they are contingent, and 
4s a whole [genus they are pre-etermal, This means that each indwvidual 
‘word i contingent; however, the genus of speech itself is pre-eternal 
because Allah speaks when He wills and His will is presterndl, and 
this, therefore, implies that His speech is individually contingent and 
preeternal asa whole. 
This is a summary of thn Tayrniyya’s view as well as those who follow 

him, and he has explicitly declared it more than once in his works. You 
should know that this belief is false and draws upon no evidence from 
the Book or the Sunn. They arrived at this view by drawing analogies 
‘between the speech ofthe Creator and the speech of the creation. They 
sald that ince every type of speech they observe inthe extecnal word i 
‘composed of letters and sounds, and since it is affirmed that Allah 
speaks, His speech must therefore be with letters and sounds. This is an 
abvious analogy between the Creator and the creation and it isthe most 
fale offalachods, Just because the speech ofthe creation is with letters 
snd sounds does not necessitate that Allah's speech is the same. In 
addition to this, we keow that linguistically, speech amounts to 
Indications, hand signals, and inner speech that every person senses 
within himlf A smal child, for example, before be or che speaks with 
letters and sounds, speaks to his or herself with an inner speech, inner 
pooch procedes the speech of letters and sounds; nay, it isa condition 
for the extence of vecbsl speech. This is known by anyone who pays 
attention toa child asi learns to speak. 
“Thisis not the appropriste place to cite evidence in support of internal 

speech, s0 in conclusion, we say that their comparison [between the 
speech of allah and the speech of the creation} is built upon a false 
premise. What's more, outer speech [of sound end letters) imolies that 
the Divine Entity is deficient and that it finds more perfection [after 
speech] and thats clearly false. (F) 
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[Allah's speech] is neither [qualified with] audibility nor silence 
because both of these are [found in] contingent speech, 

‘You should know that the Books revealed to the Messengers 29 
are called the speech of Allah, the Exalted, because they 
manifested from Him in sequential emergence [ihdathan 
‘wa-tarkiban] and no one else, It is impermissible to say that Jibeil 
x is the one who arranged these letters himself and then 
revealed it to our liege lord Muhammad %. These expressions 
{aifaz] are not the attribute of self, as is imagined by some, On the 
contrary, these things [the letters and expressions] rationally or 
‘conventionally indicate it [the attribute of self speech] because 
the expressions are arranged and contingent,” whereas the 
attribute of speech—the attribute of self—cannot be like that 
because contingencies do not subsist with the Creator, the 
Sublime and Majestic. Based upon this, these words that were 
revealed to the Messengers 2-are called the speech of Allah, the 
Exalted because they indicate some of the meanings of the 

“tts impermissible to say that the speech of Allah there referring to 
the expressions of the Heavenly Hooks) is created or contingent, lest it 
bbe imagined that the pre-eternal speech is contingent. Similarly, itis 
impermissible to say that the Quran is created or contingent because 
the [word] “Quran” denotes beth the inimitable expression revealed to 
four Prophet and master Muhammad , and the attribute of speech that 
subsists within the Divine Entry 1 it fs stated in an absolut, general 
sense that the Quran is created or contingent someone might imagine 
that the attribute that subsists within the Divine Entity is in fact 
‘contingent. On tie other hand, we say that ye, it it allowed to say that 
{the Quran i created] in «classroom setting (M) 
‘What he means is thet itis allowed [to say that i created] inorder to 

dispel the notion that the arranged letters revealed to the Messenger 
are pre-eternal and without beginning. (F) 
"Just as the pre-eternal speech is called the speech of All, similarly 
the heavenly revealed Books are lso called the speoch of Allah, Thief 
cither because they indicate some of ts tranclated moanings—hence itis 
Sid that tis the apecch of Allah just asthe translated speoch of a ultan 
{s ail called the speech of the sultan and the worde of the non-Arab 
Prophets and nations mentioned in the Qur‘anis still called their speech, 
‘ven though i is a translation of their speech and nat their actual 
speech or itis because Allah, the Exalted crested those expressiors and 
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beginningless internal speech [kai nafs]. The internal speech of 
Allah indicates all that is necessary, impossible, and possible. As 
for the speech that is revealed to the Messengers—may the 
‘blessings of Allah be upon them all—it indicates only a portion of 
the meanings of Allah's intemal speech. In other words, the 
heavenly revealed books donct point to all of Allah's knowledge, 
nor do they point toall ofthe meanings of His internal speech.” 
Speech is linked with what is necessary, impossible, and 

possible, and this linkage is one of indication [dalla] and 
informing” An example of this speech indicating what is 

revealed it to His Messengers a via Jibril. so it is the spesch of 
Ala imaseauch as itis a creation of Allah and not authored by the 
creation, (M) 
© The expressions of the heavenly revealed Books indicate what is 
indicated by the pre-ctemal speech. That isto say it shares [with the 
pre-eternal speech] in what it indicates, but nct in its entirety, rather 
only a part thereof. The prevetermal speech indicates that which is 
necessary, possitle, and impossible. The expressions are translations of 
some of what [the pre-eternal speech] indicates, and for this reason it 
difers from language to language; the expressions revealed in Arabic 
are called the Quran, the expressions revealed in Hebrew are called the 
‘Torah, and the espressions revealed in Syriac are called the Gospel and 
the Psalms. (M) 
The heavenly revealed Books indicate only a portion of what is 
indicate by the internal speech, No one but Allah can encompass all cf 
‘whatit or the Heavenly Books indicate, Furthermore, when Allah sok 
to Misa 2¢, it was with the internal speeck—this is the correct view 
according to the Adtaris and some Maturids, contrary to some of the 
‘Matztla'and some Maturid’s. Dividing the intemal speech into 
command, prohibition, information, questions, threats, and promises is 
only wit reference te what is indicated in physical speech; as for the 
pre-etemal attribute, ts tmpossible for itto be divided, 
‘You should know that the speech of Ala is used as a homonym to 

denote both the physical speech and the intcrual speech that is a 
pre-ctemel attribute. Hence itis « conventional reality (hogiqa ‘erfizys] 
in reference to both, The physical speesh is that which contains leters 
and sound and it indicates some of what is indicated by the internal 
speech thot is within Allabs Divine Ensity. The intemal specch is thet 
Which does not contain letters oF sound and i is not deseribed with 
forwarding or delay, or bogianing or end, Its linkage isthe same as that 
‘of knowledge, and iti pre-etemal and uncreatod. (3) 
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necessary is His statement: <Say: “He i Allah, the One.) 
[abtkhlag], An example of this speech indicating what is possible 
is His statement: (And your Lord creates what He vis and chooses.) 
[al-Qases: 68]. An example of this speech indicating that what 
is impossible is His statement: (if there were gods besides Allah in 
them [the heavens and the earth] they would have both fillen into 
comption. [al-Anbiya': 22]. 

‘The linkage of speech—in this case, that 
to what is necessary, possible, and impossi -etemal 
effective linkage. As for commands and prohibitions, i neither of 
them refer to something that is @ predicate [Khabar] in meaning, 
then they both possess two linkages to the works of those who 
are legally responsible: a pre-eternal potential linkage before 
they are brought into being, and an eifective contingent linkage 
after they are brought into being, 
‘The proof from the Book that speech is necessary [for Allah] is 

His statement: And Allah spoke directly to Misa) [al-Nisa’ 164]. 
‘The proof fromthe Sunna isthe Prophet's statement fe: “There is 
none of you except that his Lord shall speak to him on the Day of 
Judgment, there not being between them [Allah and hirn) any 
interpreter." All al-Sunna are in unanimous agreement that 
Allah speaks with pre-eternal and beginningless speech. The 
‘rational proof shall be presented.” 

indicates it— 

This was narrated by al-Bukhi in his collection from ‘Adib. Hatim 
‘who said: ‘The Messenger of Allah & said. “There is none of you except 
thit his Lord shall speak to him on the Day of Judgment, there not being 
‘between them [Allzh and him] any translater or a vel to cover him.” 

jah also narrated it from ‘Adi in his ab Jami a-Saih, as wel as 
alBukbhiei im Khalg AVala-Tbad, Yon 

Mijah in his Swan, a-Bayagi in al-Kubrd, and imam Ahmad in his 
Musnad.(F) 
"* ALSBWI said: “The proof for [the attribute of] speech, as well 
[the attnbutes of] hearing and sight ts textual because the cretion of 
‘the universe isnot conditioned upon them.” What he meant by this was 
that rationally, we cannot know the attributes of allah unless they are 
indicated when we look into the [creation of the] universe. He sald: "if 
yu assert that Its posible fr thereto be aratioal proof fr I, saying 
that If He was not described with it He would be described with its 
‘opposite, and that is imperfection, which is impossible fr Wim’ Iwoul 
respond by saying that this Is only seen as an imperfection in the 
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NoTice 
‘You should know thet according to the school of imam al-Ash'ari 
and most of Ail al-Sunna, Allah's speech to Prophet Misi x2 
‘was by Him removing the barrier so he [Miis@ st] could hear His 
pre-etemal speech that is not composed of letters and sound, 
Afterwards, be returned that barrier and he did not hear. [Allah's 
speech to Misa xa] does not mean that Allah, the Exalted, began 
His speech or stopped His speech after returning the barrier, 
because His speech is pre-cternal ard that which is pre-eternal 
does not change or modify. 

Notice 
‘The qualitative attributes call for seven things: Their existence, 
their pre-eternality, their endlessness, their dissimilarity, their 
freedom from needing a determiner (mukhassis their oneness, 
and their general linkage to thet to which they are linked— 
except for life, which only calls forsix of these things. 

external world of contingencies, and the One who is Pre-eternal cannot 
be compared to the contingent. What is considered perfection for 
a contingent being isnot necessarily perfection fer allah, Do you not see 
how baving a wife and child is perfection for a contingent being but it 
's not perfection for the Pre-eternsl? Hence, this rational proof is 
weak." (9) 
By this, he meant that the rational faculties are not able to infer 

[Allah attributes of] hearing, sight, and speech merely by the 
‘knowledge these [rational faculties} possess about the universe and its 
contingency. He was saying that its ¢ weak inference to infer that itis 
obigatory for Him [Allah] to be described with these attributes by 
aseerting that if He were not, He would be descnbed with their 
‘opposites, and that these opposite of blindness, deainess, and muteness 
are Imperfections His reason fer this Is because noc everything that 1s 
Considered perfection for a contingent being 1s considered perfection 
forthe Pre-ternal.n addon to this ifa contingent being is described 
as bin fit lacks sight, this does not prove that Allah snot described 
with sight that He & Und! It possible that sight isnot a complete 
perfection, therefore, i isnot obligatory foc Alla to be described with 
it,s0 contemplate this well.) 
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Norice 
You should know regarding the qualitative attributes that it 
should not be said that they are the Entity, or that they are 
“other” than the Entity. They are like the number one among ten: 
not the ten itself or other than the ten. 
“Sameness” is a forbidden expression and belief, because union 

is impossible. “Othemess” means separation from the Entity and 
this is also a forbidden expression and belief because it implies 
contingency. 

3.4 THE PREDICATIVE ATTRIBUTES [AL-SIFAT AL-Ma‘NAWIYYA] 
These attributes are called predicative attributes because 
they are ascribed to predicated meanings for the attributes.” 
You should know that this predication is from both sides 
[the Entity and the attributes).” The predicative attributes are: 

3.4.1 HilM BEING ALL-POWERFUL 
‘Being” here means that it is affirmed. The One who is 
All-Powerful is capable of either doing or leaving offan action. 

® him being All-Powerful is @ necessary implication of omnipotence and 
Him being Willing isa necessary implication of wil that subsists within 
His Dovine Entity, and so on with the remaining five attributes. The 
reason why these seven things are necessary implications of the 
qualitative meanings is because all ofthe qualitative attributes are real 
attributes. Every real attribute, if subsisting within the one who is 
described with it (whether that one is pre-eternal or contingent) must 
acquire 2 state that cannot be affirmed without that attribute. So, he 
who possesses power must acquire a state, namely, that He is powerful 
over that to which His power is linked. This state is exoressed by saying 
that He is all-powerful with omnipotence. He who possesses knowledge 
must acquire a state, namely, that He is knowledgeable ofthat to which 
His knowledge is linked, This state is expressed ty saying that He is 
all-knowing with omniscience, and the same is said for the remaining 
attributes. (s) 
™ This point was mentioned by al-Bajari in his gloss on the Foundational 
Proofs. (F) 
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3.42 HIM BEING WILUNG 
‘This is a necessary quality for the Entity, and since Allah's Entity 
is described with will, itis necessary that He is Willing. The One 
who willis He who decides on one contingent poseilty over 
another. 

3.43 Him aEIc ALL-KNOWING 
This isa necessary quality for the Entity, and since Allah's Entity 
is described with Knowledge, it is necessary that He is 
All-Knowing. One who is All-Knowing is He whose knowledge 
discloses all things that are necessary, impossible, and possible. 

3.4.4 HIMBEING LIVING 
a necessary quality for the Entity, and since Allah's Entity 

is described with Living, itis necessary that He is Living, One who 
is Living is He who can be described with having the attributes 
of perception. 

3.45 Hie aeNG AUL-HEARING 
‘This isa necessary quality for the Entity, and since Allah's Entity 
is described with hearing, it is necessary that He 6 All-tiezring. 
ne who Is All-Hearing is He whose hearing discloses all existent 
beings. 

3.4.6 HIMBEING ALL-SEEING 
‘This isa necessary quality for the Entity, and since Allah's Entity 
is described with sight, it is necessary that He is All-Seeing. One 
who is All-Seeing is He whose sight cisclosesall existont beings. 

3.4.7 Hin BEING SPEAKING 
Thi isa necessary quality for the Entity, and since Allah's Entity 
is described with speech, itis necessary that He is described with 
speech, One who is described with speech Is He whose speech 
points to that which is necessary, impossible, and possible, 
The difference between the qualitative attributes and the 

predicative attributes is that the qualitative attributes are 
existent and discerned via intellection both in the mind and 
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externally to the mind, whereas the predicative attributes are 
affirmed and discerned via intellection in the mind and not 
external to the mind.” 

Notice 
The predicative attributes were affirmed by those who affirm 
ahwal (modes), such as al-Qidi al-Baqillani and those who 
followed him. Imam al-Ash’ari and the majority, however, 
negated ahwal. According to them, the predicative attributes 
refer back to the qualitative attributes and are expressions 
detailing the establishment of qualitative meanings within the 
Divine Entity’ 

the hl (mode) mentioned here is an attribute that & affirmed outside 
of the mind, subsisting within an existent, while being neither 
independently existent by itself nor completely non-existent. It is an 
intermediary mode between existence and non-existence. In other 
words, it has not reached the level of existence nor has it reached the 
level of non-existence, and since it hes not reached the level ofexstence 
itcannot beenseen.(M) 
The theologians disagreed about the affirmation of the akwil (modes) 

mentioned here. A group among them affirmed them and said that the 
meaning of the seven predicative attributes is from that category. 
According to them, what is indicated by Him being All-Powerful is & 
state subsisting within the Divine Entity that is additional to the 
subsistence of omnipotence in His Entity. This, according to them, i also 
the indication of omnipotence. What is indicated by Him being Willing 
a state subsisting within the Divine Entity that is additional to the 
subsistence of will in His Entity. This is said with respect to all ofthe 
remaining attributes. Imam al-Ashar and the verifying scholars were of 
the view that this hil is negated. They seid that affirmation of such & 
thing is impessiole and that the indication of the seven predicative 
attributes i the establishment of the qualitative attributes within the 
Divine Entity—not additional attributes. According to them, the 
indication of Him being All-rowerful is the same thing as’ Him 
possessing omnipotence within His Entity. They maintain that this i 
also the indication of ommipotence as well—and the same is said with 
regard to the remaining attributes, according to the first view, the 
seven predicative attributes are considered attributes because they 
Indicate modes and modes are attributes subsisting wehin the Entity 
and additional to the qualitative attributes subsisting therein. (M) 
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Notice 
‘When we say “Him being All-Powerful, Him being Willing,” and 
30 on, we are referring to predicative attributes. Without the 
phrase “iim being” they become Names for the Divine Entity, 
such as the Willing and the All-Powerful, and so on. 

Nonice 
‘There are four categories for those who affirm ahwal the Entity, 
the qualitative attributes, the akwal predicatives linked to the 
‘qualitative attributes, and then the Names. And there are three 
categories for these who negate alvwal: the Entity, the qualitative 
attributes, and the Names. According to this latter group, the 
predicative attributes refer to the qualitative attributes because 
they are conceptual [rtibiriyyal. For this reason, some of the 
scholars enumerated twelve altributes [only]. According te them, 
Being was the Entity itself and not a necessary quality of the 
Entity, so the predicative attributes express meanings and the 
remaining attributes are the five negating attributes.” 

In this book we have teken the latter view, following al-Sanasi and its 
commentary by al-Ansir. For this reason we included the seven 
predicative attributesas actual attributes. According tothe former view, 
these seven are not considered attributes because what they indicate, 
namely, the subsistence of qualitative attributes within the Divine 
Entity arent real attributes, rather they are something perceived only 
from a particular frame of reference, in ocher words, they are affirmed 
within the mind and not externally. This view—which fs the most 
correct—was followed by Imam al-Sanvst in his ‘Agia Sughrd al Sughd, 
‘Thiswastekea from the commentary of al Marghant. (7) 

From waat we have just mentioned, itis cear that the difference 
‘among the theologians is only regarding the indication of these sever: 
are they from the ahwil or are they conceptual? The theologians have 
‘unanimously agreed that these seven are necessary for Him, ard they 
‘explicitly stated thst denial ofthat is disbelief 50 contemplate this well 
‘and donot be decoived. With allah, the Exalted, ial euccess. (M) 
‘What he means here is that whoever denies that Allah is All-Krowing, 
Al-Powerful, and so on, has fallen into disbelief On the other hand, i 
someone was to say that He (Allah, the Exalted, being All-Knowing is 
nothing more than He being described with Jmnowiedge, then 10 
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3.5 SONE OF WHAT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR ALLAH, 
‘THE SUBLIME AND Majesric 
We say some of what is impossible because there is no end to the 
things that are impossible for Him. Negating any perfection from 
Him implies imperfection, and it is a must that allah is declared 
exaltedly transcendent abave that. Any imperfection the mind 
can envision is impossible for Allah. It is obligatory upon us to 
negate those things in a general sense [not specifically, and it is 
conly obligatory upon us to know of twenty impossitilities, and 
they are the opposites" of the twenty necessary attributes. Iti 
also obligatory upon us to know the twenty necessary attributes, 
for everything that negates them is impossible for allah, the 
Exalted, 

3.5.1 NON-EXISTENCE[‘ADAM] 
Thisis the opposite of existence and is an expression that denctes 
nothingness. Existence is necessary for Allah and non-existence 
isimpossible for Him. 

3.5.2 Conmincency [pu0T] 
This is the opposite of pre-eternality. Pre-eternality is necessary 
for Allah and contingency is impossible for Him. What is meant 
here by contingency is coming into being after non-existence, 

disbelief resuits from this difference. The consensus is with regards to 
the disbelief of the one who denies the predicative attribures=not the 
‘qualitative atritutes. () 
Linguistcaly, an opposite i something contrary to something ese, be 
stan existent oF non-existent thing, in the technical sense ofthe word, it 
is defined as an actual thing thit stands opposite of another actual 
thing, And although It not possible forthe two to come together, itis 
possible for both to te raised from something, An example of this is 
blackness and whiteness, Both are existing things and contrary to each 
cther and neither can be together in one locus. i possible, however, 
for both to be rized from one locus, such as an object being red and 
acither white ner Black. What is meant here by opposite is it linguistic 
meaning. (M) 
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Everything that was non-existent and then came into existence is 
considered contingent.” 

3.5.3 HAVING ANEND 
This is the opposite of endlessness, Endlessness is necessary for 
Allah and having an end is impossible for Him. What is meant 
here by having and end is coming to an end after having 
previously existed. 

3.5.4 HAVING LIKENESS TO CONTINGENCIES 

The relation of oppesiton between contingency and pre-ctornaity is 
opposition between something and that which stands contradictory of it 
on tho same level [ragi], becaase [in reality] the contradictory of pre 
eternality i non pre-teralty, which is contingency in and of teelf, red 
that fe because there is no intermediary [term] between [contingency 
and non pre-eterality). This isf contingency is explained according to 
its metaphorical meaning which is “renewal after non-existence.” On 
the other hand, if we were to eepiain it accarding tats literal meaning, 
which is existence after non-existence—the relation of opposition 
would be between something and what is more particular than its 
contradictory, because the contradictory of pre-etemnalty is non pre- 
eternality, and this is inclusive of contingency according to the meaning 
given here as well as renewal after non-existence. Based upon this, 
Contingency is more particular than non-pre-etemality, which is the 
contradictory of pre-ternality. (8) 

“Contingencies” is the plural of contingency. A contingency is that 
which came into existence after non-existence. This apples to 
everything besides Allah, the Exalted, Allah was, and there was nothing 
along with Hin Everything other than Allah is called a world [lam] and 
it is two categories: substances and accidents. 
‘A substance is that which subsists within itself and is not in need of 

another substance in which to sutsist, Such substances include the 
bodies of animals, stones, tees, and so on. All of these things subsist 
‘within themselves. From among the qualities of substances is spatial 
contact, which i for something to take up an empty space the size of its 
substance. Every substance takes up a space the site of its body, taking 
from the space that 's between the heavens and the earth. A tall 
substance, for instance, will take up space according to its length; a 
shortsubstancewilltake up space according to shortness, and 0 an. 
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‘This isthe opposite of the necessary dissimilarity that Allah must 
have {from contingent things), Likeness is impossible for Him, 
and it is an expression denoting resemblance between [His] 
Entity, attrioutes, and action and those of contingent beings.” 
Hence, itis impossible for Allah’s Divine Entity to take up space, 

to be a physical mass, to be an accident that subsists within a 
body, to be in a direction with respect to a body, such as Him 
being above the Throne, or being below it, or to its left, to its 
right, in front of it, or behind it. if allah was in a direction with 
respect to a physical mass He would also be a physical mass. f He 
‘was a physical mass He would not possess dissimilarity [from the 
creation, and negating His absolute dissimilarity is impossible, 
‘These are some of the examples of likeness that are impossible 
with regards to the Divine Entity, and they are examples that 
follow corporeality.* 

‘Anaccident is that which does nct subsist within itself; rather, it needs 
an entity in which to subsist, such as the colour black, or white, or any 
other colour, and movement and stillness. The colour black, for 
example, does not exist on its own without an entity in which to subsist. 
Nay, it has no reality unless it subsists within an entity, such as in a 
black garment ora black stick and 50 on. The worldis restricted to these 
‘ovo categories, and it is impossible for Allah to have a likeness to any of, 
this. He is neither a substance nor an accident. (F) 
"You should know that there are ten types of likeness 

‘That Ke is abodty 
“That Ke isan accident subsisting within a body 
‘That He is in adirection 
‘That Ke hasa direction unto Himself 
“That He indwellsin a place 
‘That He is subject to the passing oftime 
“That contingencies subsist within Him 
‘That Ke is qualified with smallness 
That He i qualified with largeness 

10. That He is described with motivesin His actions and naling. 

‘These tenthings are mentioned here in this order. (F) 
© allah is not to the right of the Throne, nor is He to the left of it, 
in front of it, behind it, above it, or under it. One must beware of what 
the laity believes, namtely, that Allah is [physically] above the world. 
‘That said, the correct view regarding one who believes in a direction 
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It Is impossible for Allah to have a direction in timsel, in that 
He has a right, left, above, below, front, or back. If He possessed 
such directions He would be a physical mass, and this is another 
‘example of likeness that is impossible with regards to the Divine 
Entity. This is an example that also follows from corporeality." 

Nonice 
You should know that a substance [jim] is more specific 
[in its indication] than an essence. An essence is more general. 

[for Alla) is that he has not diebelioved, This was stated by [al-tez] ton 
‘Abd al-Salam. ALNawawi restricted thie ruling with the condition that 
such a person fwho believes that] e from the laity. (B) 

In al Qowiidal-Kubrd,al-az sai“ .especially the view ofthe one who 
believes in a direction [for Allah]; customarily no one is inherently 
{guided to belief in an existing being that iz neither moving nor stil, and 
neither separate from the world nor connected to it, and neither inside 
of the world nor outside oft, No one is guided to that save by examining 
difficult, recondite proofs, which is why Allsh has pardoned the lity 
regarding that” 
Tt seems apparent that the restriction of this coming from the laity it 

from al-tez and that al-Nawawi only followed him in that. F) 
® The anthtopomorphists among the Hankalis and those who followed 
them among the followers of ibn Taymiyya all affirm two hands for 
Allah the Exalted, and say that their meaning with respect to Allah is 
the same mearing as hancs are with respect te the crestion. They do nat 
explicitly use the word “physical limb" or “part™ because there ie no 
‘mention of that (in the Divine texts) and for fear that some might 
Imagine that it is possible for them (hands) to be separated from Allah's 
Entity. Far exalted is Allah above ther vain desires. They claim that each 
hhand hasits own direction; and for certain, the only reasen they say this 
is hecause they believe that the two hands are parts and appendages— 
even though they prohibit using the vord “part” or “lima” 
According to Al a-Sunna, this belie is false and it isnct allowed to he 

affirmed for Allah, the Exalted. 1 once debated somecne from their ilk 
Who had taken the position of a Shaykh. He explicitly declared that 
Allah possesses a “portion” [gadr] and that according to him *pertion” 
means size and limit. On the other hand, he refused to describe Allak 
using the word “size” because itis not a beautiful werd, so with these 
types of people verbal expressions are paramount and nct meanings, so 
contemplate this well and marvel!) 
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Every physical mass is an essence but not every essence is a 
physical mass. Some essences are physical mass, such as [the 
essences] of contingent beings, 
Some essences, however, are not physical mass, such as Allah's 

Entity. A physical mass includes a compasite body [jsm] and an 
indivisible element [al jawhar al-ferd]. 

Nonce 
It is permissible to say that Allah, the Exalted, is an Entity (Dat), 
for it has been mentioned in a religious text in which the poetry 
‘of Khubayb was cited, He said: 

‘are not as long as tara killed a Muslin 
And on what lank of mine Iie for Ala 
And such isfor His Entity (Dhat] 

Andif He wils, He shal bless even the joints ofa torn trunk 

The Prophet & heard this line of poetry and allowed it 
The proof in the poem is where he said: And atch i for His 
Entity [Dhat]. 

Notice 
The reality of an accident is that it is something that does not 
subsist within itself; rather it subsists witiin a physical body. It is 
impossible for Allah, the Exalted, to be restricted to a place. The 
reality of “place” is a body in which another physical body 
subsides. 

This was narrated by Abd Hurayra in al-Bukhari's collection with the 
wording: 

‘eae notes longo 1am Killed a Muse 
‘And ov wat sdeof ree for ach 
And ach is for isnt [Dh] “aad few, He chal os een the ins of store rank 

This was also narrated by al-Tabarini in al-Mujem al-Kabir and thn 
Hibban. 1 did not find any narration with the wording “ond on what 
flank..” however, it has the same meaning as the word “side” (F) 
The meaning given for "place" here is only one ofits linguistic usages. 
The word “place” is also used to denote a domain in which there ie a 
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physical body and which is limited by the external limits ofthat body. 
‘This meaning is very close to the technical meaning. As for the actual 
technical mesning of place, it was stated by al-Bajr: “According to Ahl 
alSunna, place is an imagined void.” 1 say: what he means is the 
imagined void that is occupied by a physical body and in which the 
bodies’ dimensions penetrate. He called it “imagined” because it is not 
found alone except in the imagination after the human mind has 
ddemarked it and separated it from a physical body... The meaning of 
place that we have negated from Allah, the Exalted, in this test is 
the place that entals settlement [stig] upon something, It is not 
permissible to say that Allak is settled upon the Throne or settied upen 
anything else with the meaning of spatial contact and siting, This Is 
What the anthropomorphists call seid and attribute to the Sal. they 
say that Allah, the Exalted, is settled upon the Throne with spatial 
contact, Which ts the same meaning, as sitting! This belief ts false ard 
none belleve i save the anthropomorphists and thase wio have revived 
their sect in this day and age, The anthropomorphists have spread this 
beliefamoug both the laity end elect under the namie of “the way of the 
Sala." andthis plothas deceived many a good person. 
‘You might be amazed to lear that lin Taymiyys affirmed two things 

for Allah: [one] that He is siting upon the Throne and setled upon it 
with spatial contact, saying, bared upon that, that He i in aplace (which 
is what we have negated above), and [two] that Allah has a place—which 
is the second meaning of place that means an imagined voi which ie 
the exact meaning of boundary [hayyiz} 
Ton Taymiyya said that Alla, the Exalted, possesces a boundary for His 

Entity and a particular size, and that thie size is called “qadr.” He said 
that Allah, the Exalted, possesses a particular gair and that He fe all 
‘encompassing of the creation with His Entity: if one were to descend 
downa hole from one side othe world and come ot onthe other side— 
{in whichever direction it was—that person, Ibn Taymiyya says, would 

tum to Allah from any direction ofthe directions in the world. or even 
the direction of your own self, you would find the Entity of allah with 
the estimated stretch of distance from your direction to the edge of the 
‘world! Based upon this meanirg that Yon Taymiyya admitted to. Allah, 
the Exalted is the place of this world. ba Taymiyya mentioned these 
things in several of his books, such as his refutation of {al-Rizis) Asis 
al-Tayds, his Majmi‘a al-Rastl wal-Masf'l, Dar’ Teérad a-Ag! wal-Nadl 
and others, His belief was also explicitly stated by some of his followers 
as wel, such as the commentator of alAgida al-Wastiyya. Understand 
this well and be as amazed as you want. Ifyou wish to understand how 
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‘That thing in which it subsides is a termed place. If Allah had a 
place He would be a physical body, and if He were a physical body 
He would not be absolutely dissimilar [from the creation]—and 
it is impossible to negate this absolute dissimilarity for Allah, 
the Exalted. Take note of the fact that the negation ofa place also 
entails a negation of limits for Allah's Entity—as was textually 
stated by Ab! al-Sunna.** 

he said that, refer to our book The Small Disclosure Regarding the Doctrine oF 
‘bn Taymivys. In that book we disclosed the reality with lengthy quotes 
and ample commentary and mentioned some of the gross blasphemnies 
he believed in.(F) 
A limit [hadél is an outer extremity and edge of an entity from any 
particular direction. At this extremity there begins another entity— 
either assumed or imagined. This meaning is completely and absolutely 
negated from Allah, the Exalted; Allah's Entity does not possess limits 
and extremities, because that would entail that His Entity isa corporeal 
body. Ah alSunna explicitly negated this from Him, the Exalted. Imam 
al-Tabwi said: “He is transcendent beyond limits, ends, supports, 
‘components, or instruments. The six directions do not surrouid Him as 
they do created things.” This is the consensus of ahi alSunna, No one 
among them [Ah al-Sunna] opposed this. 
‘As for the innovators among the anthropomorphists, they ascribed 

limits to Allah, the Exalted. Some of them—such as al-QSdi Aba Yala— 
said that Allah possesses a limit from the direction of the Throne only, 
and that He s not limited by the other directions! Ibn Taymiyya was not 
pleased with this view and instead he maintained that Allah is limited 
from the other directions as well-which means that He is limited from 
all six directions, left right, and so on, He based this belief off of one of 
his principles that states itis not possible for an object [ism] to possess 
unending dimensions. He mentioned this in his refutation of sds 
al-Tagdis. Some ignorant folk might imagine thet if we say that Allah 
Entity is without a limit, we are forced by implication to believe in 
indwelling, union, or oneness of being. This is a proof of their own 
Jgnorance; we also negate indwelling, union, and oneness of being, while 
at the same time, we believe that Allah exists with an existence that 
befits His Majesty, It doesnot befit His Majesty that His Entity & limited. 
ur ele nasi of nis ota afimaton of ke Sloe 
maiters, 
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‘Temporality is also impossible for Allah; hence, it is impossible 
for Allah to be subject to the passage of time, for if that were 50, 
He—in His Entity—would be similar to contingent beings,” not to 
‘mention that the passage of time occurs by means of physical 
bodies. It is impossible for His Exalted Entity to be described with 
contingent attributes, such as movement and stillness, because 
the emergence of a contingent attribute would entail that He is 
also described with contingency, and this is another type of 
similarity that is impossible for the attributes, and this follows 
directly from the premises, 

Nonice 
The difference between an attribute and an accident is that an 
accident is more general than an attribute. We say that every 
accident is an attribute but not every attribute is an accident, 
Some attributes are accidents, such as the attributes of 
contingent beings, and some attributes are not accidents, such as 
the attributes of Allah. 

It is impossible for His Exalted Entity to be described with 
amallness and greatness, Smallness connotes a paltriness of parts 
and greatness comnotes a largeness of parts. Both of these are 
particular to parts, and Allah is exalted beyond that. He in His 
Entity would be similar to contingent beings were this the case, 
and that is impossible. This [ie, smallness and largeness] is 

® im other words, itis impossible for Him to be subject to the movement 
of the constellations or the alteration of night and day. The well known 
view is that time is the movement of the constellations... Other views 
hhave been posited as well. The view of the verifying scholars is thet it is 
‘one ofthe rational concepts—and thisis what is correct (8) 
Some might not agree with his statement: “2nd this is what is 

correct," so contemplate this well. (F) 
The reason why iti impossible for Allah to be restricted to time and 

place i because both ate contingent nothings restricted by them sve 
that which is also contingent like them, But Allab, the Exalted, is 
Fre-eterral; His existence is before ether time or place, therefore He is 
not restricted by them. For this reason it cannot be said that He is in a 
time or a place, lest it be imagined that Heis limited by them. Yes, it is 
permissible to say that Allah exists before place and time anc with them 
andafterthem. (N) 
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resultant from corporealism. However, the “greatness” that 
‘means an exalted status is necessary for Allah, as He said: (So the 
Judgment is for Allah, the Great and the Mighty? [al-Ghafir: 12) He is 
‘great in the sonso that He possesses greatness and authority, 
not great in the sense of physical size, as claimed by the 
anthropomorphists. 

Ie Is impossible for Allah, the Exalted to be described with 
motives in His actions or judgments. The word “motives” faghrad] 
is the plural of motive (gharad] and it is the incentive® to look 
after benefits and repel harms. This is impossible with regards 
to His Divine Entity because He isin no need of obtaining benefits 
or repelling harms: He is Free of all needs [al-chani] and 
independent from everythirg.” 

* 4 motive [gharad is an incentive that influences a particular action or 
Judgment. ti also called a motivating cause and reason, An example of 
this may be explained in the following illustration: if you want to extract 
wweter fiom the ground you would dig until water comes out. Digging, 
therefore, isthe action, and the extraction of water is the motive or the 
‘motivating factor that causes you to dig. I is impessisle for Allah to be 
described with motives that influence Him to do a particular act—such 
‘as bringing se-and-30 into existence—or influence any of fis judgments, 
such as the command to prayer and prohibition of fornieticn. (6M 
"Yeu should know that although His actions and judgments are 
transcendent and exalted beyond motives, they still contain wisdom 
Utidona), even if i: does net reach our rational minds. if His actions were 
without wisdom, they would be futile, and that is impossible for Him, 
the Exaked, The difference between motive and wisdom is that a motive 
is intended by a particular action or judgment, in that itis an incentive 
and influence for it, whereas wisdom is not lke tha, (8) 
‘Wisdom is the result ofan action or judgment and it isnot a mathvator 

for aparticular thing, An example of this riding and adorament; they 
are both the wisdom behind allah creating horses, mules, and denkeys, 
a5 He, the fxalted, mentioned: (And hores, males, and donkeys; inorder for 
_you to re them and take adernment.) Wisdom is net a motivating cause 
‘because the One who performs the action or isues the judgment clearly 
knows the results beforehand, Furthermore, the person whe dees things 
for motives wishes to obtain his object of desire through his actions or 
judgments, and he does not know if his actions will result in that or not 
Consider the one who digs into the earth to extract water, his motive 
and intent for digging is so that water comes up, yet he does not know if 
‘water will actually come up or not. Allah's beginningless knowledge 
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encompasses Hs actions and judgments and their results; therefore, the 
results of His actions and judgreents are not a motive for Him to do His 
actions. If this were not the case His actions would be qualified with 
motives, and He, the Sublime and Majestic, is transcendently above that 
as shall be explained soon.(M) 
‘You should know that the governing particle of lit [to, fer, in, order, 

s0 a5, etc,] mentioned in the Qur‘an in several places, such as His words 
Cand I have not created mankind or jinn except to worship Me ila 

‘budini)) i i celled the lim of oatcome [lam ab agiba) and its not 
called the lim of reason [lim ala‘. The lim of outcome indicates that 
the purpose [for their creation is to order them with worship; this does 
not indicate that their worship of Allah isthe reason for their creation: 
instead, it shows thatthe obligetion upon them to worship [Allah] isan 
outcome of them being created with their particular qualities. The 
worship observed by mankind and Jinn is not the motive for Allah’ 
creation of them, for that would entail that Allah needs them to worship 
‘im. This is false ftom the standpoint of both the rational faculty end 
the Divine texts. s for its falsehood from the stendpoint ofthe rational 
faculty, we say that the one who isin need of something else in order to 
complete him is net intrinsically perfect in himself. Anyone like that 
does not deserve tobe a god. As for its falsehood from the standpoint of 
the Divine tents, there are many narrations demonstrating that. among 
‘them isthe report in which the Messenger of Alah gs sald that if all of 
mankind and jina were gathered in the heart of the most pious person 
among them, it would not would add anything to Allah, and that ial of 
mankind and jinn were gathered in the heart of the most disbeleving 
persen among them, it would not take anything away from Allah 
Having sald this, the meaning of the verse would be “I have not created 
mankind or Jinn except that the outcome of itis worship, orto order 
them with worship.” Worship completes man and it does not complete 
Allah, the Creator of mankind and jinn) 
‘AL-Qiinawi sui in his gloss upon the exegesis of al-Baydawi(18:230) 

“The lan is wed metaphorically duc to the relation between worship 
that is a result of their ereation because it closely resembles how 6 
sought-after goal results from an action universally.” 
He also suid: “The upshet ofthis is that their ability to worship, joined 

swith the fact that itis commanded of them, is akin to how a sought-after 
goal is the cutcome of an action. Making worship the purpose of 
Creation according to thi interpretation is hyperbolic—in other words, 
it ie an exoggoration regarding the cause for one being created in this 
manner for worship; therefore, worship is not a literal reason for the 
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As this relates to His creation, it is not obligatory upon Him to 
observe their interests or to repel harms from them for contrary 
to the belief of the Mu'tazla itis not obligatory for Allah to look 
after what Is for their benefit or best interests. No matter the 
case, motives for Him are impossible. Negation of motives does 
not entail foolishness or futility, because the foolish one is. he 
who is ignorant of the end results of matters, and Allah has 
negated foolishness from Himself when He said: <0 do you 
consider that We created you in jest?)[al-Mumninin: 115] and: (An 
We have not created the heavens and the earth in jest) (al-Anbiya 
45]. So motives are another type of similarity that is impossible 
for the actions and judgments [of Allah] and this conclusion 
comes directly. 

Nomce 
What is meant by actions here are the acts of bringing into 
existence and norvexistence, honouring, abasing, bringing life 
and causing death, and enriching and impoverishing. What is 
‘meant here by judgments are the legal judgments in the Sacred 
Law, and they are: recommended, obligatory, unlawful, detested, 
and lawful. His actions and judgments are not for any mative; on 
the contrary, they are from His pure largesse and justice. 

It is impossible for Him to not be Self-subsictont, such as there 
being a contingent or pre-eternal attribute subsisting in a locus 
‘or needing a determiner; itis impossible for Allah, the Exalted, 
to subsist within an Entity just as a quality subsists in one 
qualified—as is claimed by the christians, the Bitintyya, and 
‘others who have deviated from the straight path. The Christians 
believe that the Deity indwelled within ‘Isa 3%, and the Batiniyya 
=a deviant faction—believe that Allah indwells within the 
completed and perfecied saint, All of this is explict disbelief. 

metaphorical, and for that reason, the lam particle was used. In another 
‘verse, the Eyalted said: (Sethe family of Pharaoh picked him up [out of the 
river with the cutsome that he would [soon] be any enemy to them and a 
‘aus of sadness.) Here, enmity and sadness were made the outcome of an 
action, which him being picked up out of the river, even thought that 
juteome war not sought after [by Pharaoh]. This may be likened to 
the sought-after goal, and this i why the lém particle was used 
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If Allah were to indwell within something He would be an 
attribute of that thing; if He were an attribute of that thing it 
would net be correct to describe iim with qualitative or 
predicative attributes, because one quality does not subsist 
‘within another quality, and our Master (Allah), the sublime 
and Majestic, must be described with both (qualitative and 
predicative attributes). He is not an attribute; rather He is an 
Entity that does not resemble other entities. His attributes do not 
resemble other attrioutes. Just as indwelling is impossible, so is 
union, which is when two things become one. The Batinirya also 
have this belief regarding saints. 

Inkd®ait states: 

Donct lend your ear to the statement ofthe Christians 
Or those who claim that He [Alla] sfndwelina 

‘Thats jst ike te belief in union 
-Acreed ofthe people of deviance and atheism 

This danger s alluded ton the words 
Of some ofthe notable Suffolk 
tis fting tha their special krowledge 

‘Should be interpreted in light ofthe Divine texts 

So in summary, the belief of indwelling and union is disbelief 
nay, ignorance that it is disbelief is disbelief itself. 

Norece 
Itis absolutely impossible for two things to become one, whether 
pertaining to the pre-eternal or contingencies, The procf for 
this [impossibility] is that, assuming that two things became one, 
if they remained as two separate beings there would be no 
indwelling because they are still two, 1f they were both made 
nonexistent together, then that which exists in their place is 
an “other” and thus there was no indwelling. If one of the two 
was made non-existent, indwelling would be impossible because 
that which is non-existent is not an actual existent. Belief in 
indwelling is disbelief according to the unanimous agreement of 
the Muslims 
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1 is impossible for Allah, the Exalted to be in need of a 
determiner {mukhassts}”* for if Allah was in need of that He would 
be contingent, and contingency is impossible for Allah, 

Itis impossible for Him to not be One. It is necessary that Allah 
{s One: not as a composite Entity, one possessing a likeness in his 
Entity or attributes, or having something in existence that has 
independent efficacy in any act.” It is impossible for any of the 
creation to have attributes like thoze of Allah, such as the power 
to create or the will to specify, or any of the remaining attributes. 
Al of this is impossible because Allah has no partners in His 
attributes, This is the {meaning of] discrete quantity in the 
attributes, and this is impossible. in addition, t is impossible for 
Allah to have continuous quantity in His attributes, That isto say, 
it is necessary that His attributes are not [described] with 
multiplicity. He who says otherwise is proven incorrect because 
of the consensus [to the contrary]. Some have said that 
continuous quantity in His attributes does not negate Divine 

jowever, thisisa mistake and contrary to consensus 

What is meant here by determiner is one who brings things into 
cexistence—a doer and an independent affecting agent. This means that 
Allah does net need, in ether His Entity or attributes, a determiner to 
determine them. That would necessarily entail that His attributes are 
possible and emergent. In addition to this, cannot be said that Allah 
Himself determines His Entity or atributes with a particular modality, 
for that would entail the same danger as the frst. 
‘You should know that ibn Taymiyya affirmed this regarding Allah, the 

Bualted, He claimed that allah acts within Himself this means that 
according to him, Allah changes His states as He wills: moving, 
descending, ascending, sitting on the Throne, bringing about new 
attributes within His Entity such as anger, pleasure, letters, sounds, 
and other things. This is the extent of Ibn Taymivya’s extremism i 
anthropomorphism, (2) 
"This isa refutation ofthe Nu’tazil belie that the servant creates his 
own voluntary actions via a power that Allah has created within him. 
‘The correct postion is that they are not diskeliovers due ofthis [belief], 
because they did not make the “creative power” of the servant like the 
creative power of Allah, the Exalted. The scholars from the Trans-Onus 
imputed them with disbelief and went so far as to declare the 
Zoroastrians better than them, because the Zoroastrians only affirmed 
one partner for Alloh, whereas the Mi‘tazila affirmed many partners. (E) 
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It is impossible for Allah to have a partner in His actions, in that 
others have actions like His. This is the discrete quantity in 
actions. If you know this, then you come to a realization that 
there is no efficacy in anything of the creation when it comes to 
customary means and other things, Nothing of the creation 
possesses independent effect, neither by their nature nor by any 
force that Allah deposited within them” As fer the continuous 
‘quantity, that is not negated because all actions are created by 
Allah, the Exalted, 
in addition to this, neither the servants nor any other living 

things have independent effect in thelr actions. Their actions are 
two Categories: voluntary and involuntary. involuntary actions 
are actions that Allah creates within a living thing, actions that 
the living thing has no choice {to dol, such as trembling. In the 
apparent (meaning what is witnessed) ané the non-apparent 

* The conventional means do not possess independent efficacy in the 
things they cause: the fire does not possess independent effect in 
combustion, nor does food with respect to satiety or a knife wth respect 
to cutting, and so on. There is no dispute regarding the disbelief of the 
ne who believes that any ofthese things possess indepencent effect. If 
however, a person believes that these things possess effect due to a 
ower that Allh has placed within them, he is a corrupt innovator, 
‘There are two views regarding the disbeief of such an individual, and 
the most correct view is that he does not fall into disbelief. This slike 
the one who believes thatthe servant creates his own voluntary actions 
ty power that Allan has deposited within him. 
‘Whoever believes that nothing possesses efficacy and that the only 

possessor of independent effect is Allah, the Exalted, yet at the same 
time believes that there is an rational and inherent link between causes 
and effects—such as the observation that wherever there is fie there s 
combustion—then he is ignorant ofthe realty of the judgment and this 
right push him to disbelief because it leads to denial ofthe breaks in 
natural phenomena, such as the inimitable miracles of the Frophets— 
peace and blessings be upon them—ané the resurrection of bodies. 
[No one is saved except he who believes that nothing possesses efficacy 

and that there is no inherent link between causes and their effects, by 
believing that i is valid and possible for there to be a cause with no 
subsequent effect. allah isthe One who gives success. (8) 
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(meaning the reality)” such a person [who trembles] is 
compelled to do so, There is no difference of opinion that the 
Creator of these involuntary actions is Allah, the Exalted. Out of 
Allah's pure largesse He has not burdened one forced [to do 
something] with legal responsibilty. 
As for voluntary actions, they are the actions that allah creates 

within a living being, suck as a servant, and he [the servant] 
possesses choice and Allah creates ability along with it. When 
Allah wills to create a voluntary action” within a servant, such as 
standing, sitting, or walking, He, the Glorified and Exalted, causes 
it to coms to the servant's mind and He places a means for its 
creation, which is the [cervant’s] choice of doing that action— 
‘which entails his will and inelinatien to do it. When {the servant] 
chooses it and directs himself to it, Allah creates it within him 
and creates the power along with it, It is an existing attribute 
that is linked to voluntary actions; its connected and related 
to them without it possessing mdependent efficacy.” It is like 
other customary means and Allah creates with it and not by it 
Its linkage to voluntary actions does not entail that it has 
independent efficacy in it, because an attribute could be linked 
[with something else] but without possessing independent 
efficacy. Knowledge, for instance, is an attribute that possesses 
linkage yet it har ro independent efficacy in that to which 

Whatis meant here by involuntary actens in which one hasno choice, 
such as trembling is that even if one wanted keep from trembling, he 
‘would stil tremble, trembling oceurs against his wil, so hls will does 
hot posses independenteffect in stopping it (F) 
*yotice here that Allah's will folows from His knowledge that the 
servant wants todo that voluntary action. By Hs beginnlngless eternal 
knowledge Allah knows the servant’ desire for that ection. He therefore 
creates by creating wElua the servant the will andthe power needed 
for that will. (F) 
* Nay, the connection between cortingent power, contingent will and 
the contingent action within the servant is only called “acquisition” 
{last or “action,” aud not creation, Creation means t bring something 
fiom romeristence into exitence, and that ie only for Allah, the 
Exalted, (F) 
This means thot if we sty the power of the sewvant is linked with a 
voluntary action, does not imply that the powor brought the action 
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into being, Such a elaim would only be a comparison between (t) and 
the power of Allah, the Exalted, and that—ie, the compariton between 
Allah and the servants in anything—is known to be impermissible, Since 
attributing the act of creation and independent effcacy ta the power of 
the servants necessitates resemblance [between Allah and the creation) 
and since we maintain that it [the servant's power] i linked to an 
action, its linkage mast, therefore, be ina manner that does not suggest 
creation and independent efficacy. According to Ahl al-Sunna, this 
‘manner of affirmation is called acquisition (kash). 
Tt cannot be argued thatthe contrasting reality between the linkage of | 

the servant's power and the linkage of Allah's power is against the 
rational faculty with the claim that the linkage of power must be one of 
Independent effec. On the contrary, we say that the claim that all 
power must necessarily be one of independent effect only comes from a 
comparison between the power ofthe servants and the power of Allah, 
and this is fale, The default rule is that there isto be no analogy ot 
comparison [between Allah and the servants] and that there is no 
commonality between the two powers, which subsecuently applies to 
the linkege of the two powers as well. hiss similar to our bellefin the 
contrast between the linkage of Allah's knowledge, which is linked with 
everything known, and the linkage of a contingent beings’ knowledge. 
The knowledge of a contingent being is through acquisition, with 
1 modality, through the imprint of an image in the self, or it could be 
self-evident or non self-evident, and other differences that show the 
contrast between the two types of knowledge. tis wel know that iti 
impermissible to attribute any of these things tothe knowledge of Allah, 
the Ealted. At the sume time however, we use the word “knowledge” to 
express both what isin ourselves as well asthe attribute that subsists 
with Allh, the Exalted. Even though we believe in the contrast between 
the two realities, westil use the same word for both of them, This is not 
far-fetched lingustcaly; the existence of Allah cannct be compared to 
the existence of anything else, yet we use the word “existence” for 
jurselves and for Alah, the Exalted, The same may be sad forthe word 
“remaining” [baqd'], which when used to describe Allah, it means 
enclessness. We are absolutely certain that all of these attributes of 
Alla are dissimilar to cur. 
From all this, you realize that our argument regarding contingent 

power is nothing odd, and that the samets said regarding ll ofthe other 
attributes. There is no doubt that the one who opposes this must admit 
to resemblance [between Allch and the creation) This aso demonstrates 
the falsehood of the sects who objected to the view of the esteemed 
Askaris and Maturidis, that contingent power is through acqusiton, 
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‘The linkage of contingent power to a voluntary action is called 

acquisition [kasb] and for its sake, a voluntary action is ascribed 
and attributed to a living being just as its parts, such as its head, 
hands, and feet, are ascribed to it, even though it is acreation of 
Allah alone” 
‘voluntary action is ascribed to Allah by way of creation, and it 

is ascribed to the living being by way of acquisition. It is correct, 
to ascribe one thing to two different doers from two different 
frames of reference. A rented house, for example, is ascribed to 
its owner from the viewpoint of actual ownership, and at the 
same time it is ascribed to the renter from the viewpoint of the 
fone who takes benefit from it. 
Even though evil fs created by Allah—given that it exists— 

proper etiquette, on the other hand, dictates that nothing 1s 
ascribed to Allah, the Exalted, save that which is good, So good is, 
ascribed to Allah and evil is ascribed to the ego—2ven if its actual 
creation is ascribed to Allah. This is because conventionally 

‘Their claim that this is unintelligible is contradictory to their own views 
regarding the other attributes, in which they state that Allah is 
completely dissimilar to contingencies. The only exception to this are 
the anthropomocphists amcng the Hanbalis who ascribe themselves to 
the Salaf—and the Salf are free from them, They believe in resemblance 
between the Creator and the creation in the realities of these matters, 
and they only distinguish them with particular shapes and modalities 
‘They might not negate that the power of the servant isa creator, and 
they might—as they commonly do-attribute that back tothe primordial 
nature (ftra] and self-evident knowledge, In thei belie, they oppose all 
of the other sects and all of the people of intellect. Contemplate this 
‘well, for it will unravel many confusing matters and clarify the dectrine 
‘of ah! absunne. (1) 

obviously, this isa comparison between the ascription of ahead to the 
secvant, and the ascription of voluntary actions to him. This is only valid 
if the ascription Is universal, for we know that tt cannot be said 
regarding the head that the servant's power ts linked to by way of 
acquisition. Put simply, just as it is not farfetched for a servant to be 
attributed with something he did not create—such as « head—likewise it 
isnot inconceivable fora servant to te attributed with voluntary actions 
bby way of acquisition and not creation: both are attriuted to Allah by 
‘way of creetion and not acquisition. (°) 
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speaking, the ascription of evil brings to mind its acquisition and 
Bleue with and if known that Ala snot pleased with 
evil.* 
What we have mentioned here regarding voluntary actions, is 

the way of Imam Abii al-Hasan al-Ash‘ari and the majority of Akl 
al-Sunna were in agreement with him. It is the truth in which it is 
obligatory to believe and it is a must to leave off all other false 
beliefs.” 

‘because someone might suppose that this means Ho is. 
‘because one who is evil is one who acquired evil 
created it Acquisition oft isa description, wheress in reality, creation 
is an actin and not an atributeas we explained regarding the 
attributes of action. We stated that the phrase “attributes of action” i 
somewhat loose hecause in reality, actions are not attributes. Attributes 
subsist with the one described and actions do not subsist with Allah 
because they are contingent. For this reason we say that itis prohibited 
to ascribe evil to Allah, the Exalted, so as to prevent people from 
‘imagining that Allah isevil. Despite the falsehood ofthis, proper caution 
{s more suitable, and the prchibition is forthe sake of observing proper 
etiquette. In 2 classroom: setting, however. it can be said that Allah 
creates both good and evil, and in a classreom setting, it can be 
explained how this does not necessitate thet He, the Exalted, is evil 
You should also know that some scholars took the view-after 

thorough favestigation—that evil has no real existence, because it is 
only the absence of something, which subsequently means that itis not 
created in the first place. Something created cannot be “nothingness.” 
This view presents itself as an absolute way out of the well known 
problem regarding the question of evil if Allah creates evil, does that 
‘mean He i evil? That being said we have already explained above that 
the creator of evil isnot called evil and that only the one who acquires 
evil is called evi, Regarding the question of evil, there isa good deal of 
detailed discussion regarding it in the more lengthy works. (F) 
These words above regarding the issue of acquisition were taken from 

al-Marghatt, He said after that: “Based upon this, the living being, such 
as a servant, has nthing but an outward choice and the acquisition of 
voluntary actions. We say outward choice only, because inwardly he is 
compelled, because Allah, the Exalted, is the One who creates his choice 
Just as He creates the action and the’power that accompanies It He Is 
‘compelled, but in the image of one with choice, just like @ pen in the 
hhand of a writer. Allah hes made legal responsibility, reward, and 
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punishment the results of outward choice and acquisition, Allah does 
With His creation as He wills. There is no one who can counter His 
Judgment or counteract His decree. He isnot asked about what He does 
‘and to Allah belongs the penetrating procf.” 
We have some comments to make on this passage, and for that reason, 

we choose net to include it in the main text, We do not agree with his 
statement that the servant fs compelled inwardly, because being 
compelled br] is when an action occurs against one’s will f we say 
tat Allah only creates the voluntary ection in the servant according to 
the created will ofthe servant—which is a result of Allah's krowledge 
as we explained above—then how can it be said thet the servant is 
compelled internally and given a cheice externally? This is incorrect. 
Just because Allah creates the servant’s will, action, and power, does not 
necessitate in any way that the servant is compelled. On the contrary, 
that is choice itself, for it follows the will of the servant thet Allah has 
eternally known, This point was mentioned by the verifying scholar, 
nam sda Tatntin his cammentary ono Agta Nips. 
He said: “Objection may be raised that his act of free choice is 
necessary oF impossible, because Allah's knowledge and will are ited 
cither with the existence ofthe action, thereby making it necessary, oF 
linked with its nor-existence, thereby making it impossible, and this is 
Inconslitent with free caoice, To reply, we say this postion ic inal 
because necessity by choice verifies choice as a reality and is not 
inconsistent with it, Furthermore, this postion is contradicted by the 
actions ofthe Creator, the Exalted, for His knowledge and will are inked 
‘with His action, ot follows that His action is necessary to Him.” 
Thi statement of his is very useful and subtle. The meaning of his last 

sentence is as follews: since itis known that His action is net necessary 
to Him, your objection is false. The expression: “The servant is 
compelled in the image of one with free choice" was explained by 
Shaykh ih in hie commentary on al-Sandsyya al-tubrd. He said: “the 
servant is compelled internally and in his voluntary action, for itis not 
possible for him to leave it ater the creation of desire, inclination, wil, 
the resolve to act, and the power to carry itout. As for him being given 
free choice outwardly to either do er leave something, itis because 
cutwardly he does it i he wills or leaves it ifhe wills. tn reality however. 
hhe has no action, for all actions belong to Allah, the Sublime and 
Majestic, who isalone and without partner..” 
‘This is how Shayth ‘lish explained this expression, andi is good and 

subtle. n other words, we are able to conceive of a servant desiring 
something after having let off his action and after having had resolve, 
ielination, desire and so on; however, in that situation, we perceive 
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4,59 INABILITY To AFFECT WHAT I5 POSSIBLE 
It Is impossible for Allah to be unable to affect the possible, no 
matter what it may be. It is also impossible for Him to bring 
anything into existence that He detests and does not want to 
exist®—in other words, something against His will. It is also 
impossible for Him to bring something into existence through 
puzalement, forgetfulness, causation," or through nature.” 

that his action is necessary, because acting when there is power, motive, 
snd wil is necessary. This goes against the notion of wil, the occurrence 
sof which we conceptualized coming from him after it, so understand this 
well.) 
® Detesting isin oppesition to will and nat in oppesition te love, as 
is clear In other wards, nothing can exist without His will. It should not 
be said that He brings things into existence because of His love for 
them. You should contemplate this ell, because some of the 
anthropomorphists explained it in other ways. Some of them claimed 
that the Ashiaris say that because Allah brought disbeliefinto existence, 
and because nothing exists that He detest, then it follows that He 
brought it into existence with love for it. They claimed that the Ash’aris 
say that Allah loves disbelief unrestrictedly! This is obviously false as 
you can see, because detesting is in opposition to will and not love, so 
take notice. (F) 
"The word tall is found in the words of many from Ail cl-Sunna, but 
their usage of the word was different from the usige of the 
philosophers. The intent [of the Sunni scholars) by the word is the 
rational, empirical, or legal correlation between two matters, so do not 
be deceived by the outward expressions.(M) 
Ibn Taymiyya took advantage of the word “cause” found in the works 

of jurisprudence authored by some of Akl a-Surna. in their works they 
would say that the ratio legis [ila] for the prohibition of alcohol is 
drunkenness, tbn Taymiyya claimed that they contradicted themselves 
and invalidated their own principles. This claim of his is completely 
false, because ah alSunnc mentioned that when they use the word ‘lla 
in the science of jurisprudence or legal theory [usil a-ihl, they mean 
that which signifies something else, what is a “notfyer” [marr] as is 
well known in legal theory. Thisis completely different from the “cause” 
mentioned in the words of the Mutaxla. When they used the word 
“cause,” they intended what possesses efficacy an independent effect. 
ton Taymiyya would often resort to this method of discourse when he 
argued with the Astvaris; he would build a straw-man argument and 
refute his opponents based on his mterpretation of their words and 
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The reality of inability is to be incapable of bringing a 
contingency into existence or to bring it into non-existence, This 
is the contrary of omnipotence and omnipotence is necessary 
for Allah, the Exalted, and its oppesite, inability, is impossible 
for Him. 
If Allah were described with inability, that incbility would be 

either pre-eternal or contingent. Ifthe inability was pre-eternal, 
it would entail that it is unceasing because that which is pre- 
eternal cannot cease, So if this were the case, the Master, the 
Exalted and Blessed, would not be described with omnipotence 
because it is impossible to gather between two contraries 
[didayn).1f He were not described with omnipotence the universe 
would not exist—and this is impossible, as proven by observation 
and direct knowledge. If Allah were described with contingent 
inability along with His emnipatence it would necessitate that 
two contraries are gathered together. If He were described 
with contingent inability that is without omnipotence it would 
necessitate that His omnipetence is contingent, for everything 
that js susceptible to non-eaistence is contingent. A contingent 

attribute to them things they never said. Contemplate this vell and do 
not be deceived. Allthese who have been deceived by him are like this, 
such es al-Mu‘llimi, al Mughilt, and al-shawkiini and others, and this is 
well known to those who are well read. These individuals fllowed the 
tail coat of tbn Taymiyya and parroted what he said without any 
verification on their part, They would appear as independent scholars, 
bout how far were they from that? (F) 
° According to those whe believe in both, the difference between cause 
Cillt] and nature [tcba] (even if both share in the fact that they lack 
will i that bringing into being by way of causation dees not depend 
upon the falfiiment of a condition or the removal of an impediment. 
Therefore, there no conception of a hand that moves when there isan 
impediment preventing the movement of the ring that is on the hand. 
‘This is different from bringing into being by way of nature. An example 
of this nature is the combustion of ire: it depenes on the fulfilment of a 
condition, which is physical contact. and it depends on the removal of 
an impediment, which is wetness. According to those who believe in 
both cause and nature, the one who acts [with them] can only do actions 
and not “leave off action” [tark], Our Master, the Glorified and Exalted, is 
ely we wt oe wil eas bth So ago ee 
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attribute entails the contingency of the One who is described 
with it, and that negates [the existence of] the werld, which we 
know is impossible because itis observed, 

It is impossible for Allah to bring anything of the world into 
‘existence that He detests and does not want to exist because that 
is the opposite of will [rida Will is necessary for Allah and to 
detest is imaossible for Him, What is meant here by detesting is 
the rational detesting that indicates a lack of will. The detesting 
that is ore of the five legal categories of the Sacred Law does not 
negate this. That which is detested according to this [legal] 
‘moaning occurs by the will of Allah, the Exalted, for if He did not 
will it, it would not have happened; nothing takes place in His 
dominion that He does not will, At the same time, He did not 
order those [detested] things because, according to 4h! al Sura, 
there Is no inherent link between the will and the command. 
Rather, there exists between the two generality and specification, 
Both will and command are illustrated in the example of 
‘Abii Bakr's faith: he was commanded with it and it was the will of 
Allah, The Divine will alone is illustrated in the example of Abii 
Jahl's disbelief and the disbelief of other rejecters. The command 
alone is illustrated in the example of their (the disbelievers’ 
faith, for they were commanded to have faith, but Allah did 
rot will its accurrence because He knew that they had no desire 
frit. 
Itis impossible for Allsh to be puzzled [dhuhiil]. Puzzlement is 

when something is forgotten after having been known. Itis also 
impossible for Allah to be heedless when He brings things into 
existence, Here heedlessness means being completely unaware 
cof something. That is to say, itis impossible for Allah to bring 
anything of this world into existence out of puzzlement or 
heedlessness." 

"at has been said that puzzlement is more general than forgetfulness 
eecause forgetfulness is when something ic no longer sensed 
‘even though it remains in the memory. Puzzlement, on the ether hand, 
fz when something is completely lest. Based upon this, sahw 
(absont-msindedness) isa synonym of hesdlessness. This is taken from 
the lexicons, for it i said: “So and sa was heedlest of something, i, he 
neglected it and forgot about it." Forgetfulness is more speciic than 
pusslement, because it is when something is neither sensed nor 
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It is impossible for Allah, the Exalted, to bring anything of the 

world inte existence through causation [tail] in that His Divine 
Entity isa cause for the existence of the creation without will and 
omnipotence. These who hold this belief are the “people of 
cause” among the philosophers. According to them, the reality of 
“cause” is that from which an action springs—as opposed to 
Jeaving off an action [tar‘|—without any prerequisite condition 
or removal of impediments. They seid that an example of this in 
the visible world is the movement of a finger being the cause for 
the movement of a ring. They said that the movement of the 
finger entails the moverrent of the ring, and that without the 
movement of the finger, the ring will nat move. This is their 
belief, As for Ah al-Swina, the truth of the matter is that the 
‘movement of the ring and the finger are beth creations of Allah. 
They are both inseparable due to the creation of Allah, the 
Exalted; the movement of the finger is not a “creator” of the 
ring’s movement, or vice versa. On the contrary, they are both 
outwardly inseparable, Some might go so far as to say that one of 
them is the means (sabab] for the other, and by that they intend 
the customary means, not an independent effect, 
Ahl al-Sune refuted the “people of cause” by saying to then: 

“if you claim that the Pre-eternal Divine Entity entails the 
eternality of the world—because. as you say, the cause mast be 
accompanied with an effect without lag~and if you claim that 
a contingent needs a doer and that the doer is nothing but a 
cause, that ontalle infinite regress and a vicious circle, both of 
which are impossible.” 

Itis impossible for Allah, the Exalted, to bring something of the 
world into existence through nature fata’) According to them, 
the reality of innate nature is that from which an action springs— 
48 opposed to leaving off an action—with the prerequisite of 
fulfilling a condition or removing an impediment’ They said 

remembered, The reasen why puzslement and heedlessnese are negated 
from Hic will is because they go run counter to knowledge, and 
whatever runs counter te knowledge goes against will, Both of them, 
therefore, negate will since they negate knowledge. (8) 
The difference between causation and nature ie that the former dset 
not depend upon the fulfilment ef a condition and the removal ofan 
impediment, unlike the later. (8) 
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that an example of this in the visible world is combustion and 
fire. Combustion [they said] s the innate nature of fire; however, 

is preconditioned with obtaining something (which in this case 
would be contact) and the removal of a preventative barrier 
(which in this case would be wetness). in their argument they say 
that if precondition thet continues to remain is obtained, the 
world is brought into being without will, so they are not forced 
by implication to say that the world is etemal, Akl al-Sunna 
responded to them by saying: “If you say that the preventative 
barrier is eternal, then that implies that it could never be 
non-existent because it is impossible for the pre-eternal to be 
non-existent, thus, the world could not exist. If you say that the 
preventative barrier is contingent, it would need a preventative 
barrier before it, and this entails infinite regress, which is 
impossible. According to their own view, a precondition can only 
bbe contingent, thus it would need a precondition before it, and 
another before it, and so on, which would entail infinite regress 
and a negation of the world, which is Impossible, Thus, creation 
via the modes of material cause and innate nature is void, which 
in turn necessitates that Allah does actions with choice, 
omnipotence, and will, 
The belief in material cause and innate nature is disbelief 

according to scholarly consensus. Their belief that combustion is 
the innate nature of fire is false because it is disbelief according 
to consensus there is no doer other than Allah alone and He is, 
the Doer and the One who chooses. 

Itis also impossible for Allah to be ignorant. This is the opposite 
of knowledge, Ignorance is two categories: Compound ignorance 
and simple ignorance. Compound ignorance is to conceptualize 
something other than the way it truly is, Its to be ignorant of 
something while at the same time being ignorant of one’s own 
‘ignorance concerning it; hence it is composed of two types of 
ignorance. Simple ignorance is to be knowingly ignorant of 
something, The reality of simple ignorance is to lack knowledge 
of something that should be known. These two categories of 
ignorance are both impossible for Allah, the Exalted. It is also 
impossible for Allah to possess other akin to ignorance, such as 
doubt, conjecture, fancy, negligence, heedlessness, forgetfulness, 
self-evident knowledge, non self evident knowledge, or acquired 
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knowledge. According to the view of some scholars, acquired 
knowledge is aknowledge that was preceded by ignorance. 

Ie 1s also impossible that His knowledge be described as 
certainty, because certainty is affirmed via evidence, and it 1s 
impossible that His knowledge is acquired through investigation 
or acquisition. 

NOTICE 
‘That which is known inchudes what is necessary, impossible, and 
possible. 

orice, 
‘This opposition between knowledge and compound ignorance is 
‘an opposition between two contraries, On the other hand, the 
‘opposition between knowledge and simple ignorance is from the 
realm of “lack of knowledge” and acquired {knowledge}, When 
Divine knowledge is affirmed, the reality of ignorance and 
acquired knowledge is negated. Divine knowledge is an actual 
[wujidil attribute 

It is impossible for Allah to die, This is the contrary of life.” it 
is also impossible for Him [to be described] with what is 
analogous to death, such as saying that His life is via a coul or 
spirit or through eating, drinking, sleeping, resting, or any other 
quality of contingent beings. 

Nomice 
There are two schocls of thought concerning the reality of death. 
The first school states that death is an accident that comes after 
life, According to this school of thought, death is real and 
existing. The second schoo! of thought states that death is the 
absence of life from something that is qualified by life. According 
tothis school of thought, death is non-existent, 

* according to Ahtal Sunn, deat i an existing thing, According to the 
Mottazila, itis the absence of life from something that is qualified with it, 
Based on the view [of shlalSunna}, the relation of opposition between i 
and life is the relation of contraries, and based on the view [of the 
‘Mutasie], the relation of opposition between it and life isthe relation 
between privation and pessession, (2) 
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It is impossible for Allah to be deaf, This is the contrary of 
hearing. The reality of deafness is to lack all hearing due to a 
defect preventing it.”* 

It is also impossible for im to be described with what is 
analogous to deafness—such as Him hearing some sounds and not 
others—for His hearing to be through ears, auditory means, and 
soon. His hearingis linked to all of existence." 

% according to Ah luna, it [deafness] isan existing thing. According 
to the Nurtax, itis the absence of hearing frem something qualified 
with hearing. (8) 
mam San si in shar Suh: Regarding our statement that 
“hearing and sight are linked to all that exists; this means that His 
hearing and sight disclose all existing things, be they pre-eteral or 
contingent. His bearing is not lke the hearing ofthe creation, which is 
usually relited to sounds, and His sight is not lke the sight of the 
creation, which usually only relates to physical bodies, colours, and 
substances, The rational proof thatthe linkage of His hearing s general 
fs the fact thatthe linkage of both [hearing and sight) i existence. Were 
they both linked with only some existing things ané not others, they 
‘would both be in need of a determiner, and wouid thus be contingent — 
‘bu itis impossible for contingents to subsist with Allah the Exalted. 
“The upshot ofthis is thatthe afirmation ofthese two attributes is taken 
from the Sacred Law, and the fact that they are linked to all existing 
things istaken from rational proof” 
What imam al-sandst meant above was that this issue calls for more 

investigation and explanation, and that it ts not enough to rely merely 
upon what appears at first glance in either the rational sciences or the 
religious scences, Some scholars opposed him in his view that these two 
attributes arelinked with all exsting things. One of them sad tha these 
‘wo attributes are linked with that which is heard and seen, to which 
{mam al-San0sl responded with a lengthy rebuttal, and there occurred 
‘much correspondence between the two. This sa very detaled issue, 39 
no matter what the case may be, it isnot allowed for one to imagine that 
what Is meant by “that which is heard” i thet it applies only to sounds, 
‘because the relied upon pesition according to mest of AHI a-Sunna is 
that Alld’s inner speech (kira raf) can be heard, and that Allah hears 
it, and itis not composed of sounds or letters. In addition to this, i 
‘cannot be said ebout things seen that they are colours only, because 
Allah sees Himself end He isnet acolour nor does He possess acolour. It 
is a must that the intelligent person keeps these matters in mind 
because they will shed light on the words of tmam al-Sanisi. It is aleo 
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Itis impossible for tim to be blind, This is the contrary of sight. 
‘The reality of blindness is to lack all sight due to a defect 
preventing it 
It is also impossible for Him to be described with what is 

analogous to blindness, such as [Him possessing] eyeballs, eyelids, 
pupils, and the like. 

It is impossible for Him to be dumb. This is the contrary of 
speech. The reality of dumbaess isto lack speech in entirety due 
to a defect preventing it. It is also impossible for Him to be 
described with what is analogous to dumbness, such as His 
speech being composed of letters, sounds, and other contingent 
attributes. 
‘As for the impossiility of contraries and things that negate the 

predicative attributes, itis obviously clear and it becomes even 
clearer after learning the impossibility of contraries for the 
qualitative attributes mentioned above. 

3.6 WHAT 15 POSSIBLE FOR ALLAH, THE EXALTED 
It is possible for Allah to either do or leave every possible thing," 
It is permissible for Him to do or leave off every possible thing 

important that ene not rush to objections before gaining « thorough 
understanding ofthis, since itis finely detailed and precise theological 
point. We have o research thet affirms this; however, the summary is 
not suitable for reproducingit here. (F) 
According to Ail e-Sunna, itis an existing thing that is the opposite of, 
sight. According to the Nu‘tazia, it is the absence of sight from 
something qualified with sight. (8) 
according to Ahlal-suma, it [dumbness] isan existing thing that the 
opposite of speech, According to the Mu'taril, iti the absence of specch 
from something qualified with speech. (0) 
"what is possible for Hi, the Exalted, is restricted to what the author 
mentioned here. (8) 
‘According to the scholars of this science, “possible” is defined as 

everything whose existence and non-existence is considered equal. it 
is also called “permissible.” For Allah to “do” means for Him to bring 
it into existence, and for Him to “leave” means for Him to keep it in 
non-existence. Itis rationally permissible for Allah to ether do or leave 
4 possible thing, Rationally, there is nothing that obligates Him do 
anything of it. Rationally, it is not impossible for Him to leave off 
anything of it He does as He wills and leaves things off as He will; 
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and itis not permissible for Him to do every possible thing all at 
once, because there is no end to contingent possibilities; 
everything the rational mind can conceive as possible is possible. 
fall possibilities were done at once it would lead to an unending 
void, and that is impossible 

Nomce 
Included in the possible is the sending of the Messengers ase. Its 
neither obligatory, contrary to the [view of the] Mu'tacile, noris it 
impossible, conirary to the [view of the] Brehmins and 
Sumaniyya,"” nor Is it acquited, contrary to the [view of the] 
philosophers, nor is it intrinsic, contrary to the [view of the] 
Karramiyya. The Brahmans and the philosophers are misguided 
and the Mutazila and Karrdmiyya ate innovators. The belief of Ail 
al-Sunna is that prophecy and messengership are both bounties 
from Allch, the Exalted, 
Included in that which is possible is the reward given to the 

obedient and the punishment allotted to the disobedient." 

whatever Allah wills shall come to be and whatever He does not will 
shall not come to be. All of His actions, Exalted is He, are called matters. 
Fe said: (Every day He is bringing about a matter) This means that at all, 
times, He—the Lord, the Exated—'s bringing about matters according 
to His decree and beginningless will: bringing things into existence, 
bringing things out of exstence; honouring, abasing: enriching, 
impoverishing; giving to a petitioner and responding to a supplicant, 
and other matters of His, the Glorified an¢ Exalted. (M) 
tn addiion to this, for Him to bring all possibiles into being at once 
would lead to avoiding of His onmnipotence, whick means that He would 
te unable to bring encther possibility Into being because He already 
brought it into being, Contemplate this well (F) 
+ a group of Buddhists in eastern Persia and iraq. Their name derives 
from the Sanskrit whence also comes the Greek Samanaioi, which was 
used by later Greek historlans to describe Buxidhsts. tmam ‘Abdullah 
al-Baydawt says in Towa cl-Anair:“[They are] an idol worshipping folk 
‘who believe in the transmigration of seul, and who deny absolutely 
Logica reasoning)."—r. 
Some possible things might enter Into the realm of the necessary 
because of the Sacred Law informing us that they will occur. These are 
called contingently necessary or neceswy for ether than ivelf [wit 
leghayrld). Some possible things might enter into the realm of the 
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1n addition to this, [itis also possible) to see Allah, the Exalted, 
The believers shall see Him without there being a direction, “face 
to face” encounter, place, or any other conventional meas. just 
as they [the believers] knew Him as exaltedly transcendent, so 
too they shall see Him in the same way. The beatific Divine vision 
i rationally] possible and sal ake place in the Hereafter for 
the believers. 

‘As for seeing Him in the life of this world, it is rationally 
possible, but according to the Sacred Law, it cannot occur 
because of the Hadith: “Yeu shall not see your Lord until you 
die" 

Impossible because of the Sacred Law informing us that they will not 
‘occur, These are called contingenty impossible oc impossible for other than 
ituelf (musabilI-gharihi]. An example of the former is the obedient 
person entering Paradise, and an example of th latter isthe disteliever 
‘entering Paradise, Both of these are rationally rossible in and of 
themselves, yet the former is a legal necessity and the latter is legal 
impossibility. (N) 
1 This was narrated by al-Nasit in his Sunan al-Kubrd from "Ubaida b. 
alSimit from the Messenger of Allah #8 who said:"I have spoker to you 
about the fae Messch al-ajll for fearthat you wil not know who ke 
{s, He is skort in stature, with curly hair. He is blind in his right eye and 
it is wide and protruding. If is affair confuses you, then know that you. 
shall not see your Lord until you die.” This was also narrated by 
a-Tabardni in Musnod al-Shiniyin from "Ubada b. al-Samit from the 
Mesienger of Allah # who said: "I have spoken to you about the Falve 
Messiah [e-Dajl] for fear that you will not know who he i. He is bird 
in one eye and itis wide and protruding, You should know that Allah, 
the Sublime and Majestic, is not one eyed, and that you shall not see 
‘your Lord until you die.” 

‘A certain foolish person inferred from this Hadith that Allah possesses 
two eyes, and that this means the same thing as when itis said that a 
person possesses two eyes, Although he refrained from using the words 
“mb,” “appendage,” or “part.” thisis the meaning that he affirmed ard 
falsely attributed to the Salaf and AH al-sunna, But ths is pure 
uuadulkerated antarepomorphism. The fact that he did not explicitly 
uwse the words “part” and “limb” does not save him from being 
fan amchropomorphist. Our judgment upon him that he is an 
anthropomorphist is bssed upon the meanings that he affirmed for 
allah, the Exalted, and not the words themselves, Notice also that there 
{smo mention of any of this in the report, yet this persom inferred It by 
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According to the relied upon view of the investigating 
scholars," the beatific vision has not occurred for anyone in the 
life of this world. All of this is rationally possible; however, the 
Sacred Law has informed us that it shall occur, so faith in It Is 
obligatory, 

\way of divergent meaning (mafhiin cl-mukhdlfl, which is weak. There 
isa difference of opinion regarding its acceptability in juridical matters, 
so how could this person take it asa fundamental principle in matters of 
doctrine? In addition to this, the concept of divergent meaning implies a 
resemblance tetween the two divergent things, which, in the case of 
this report, implies a resemblance between Allah and His creation! 
According tous tisis false, This report is nothing more than anegation 
of deficiency from allah the Exalted, and brings attention te the fact 
that blindness is a flaw that does not befit Kim. It does not imply the 
affirmation of two physical eyes, because the negatiot of being bind in 
one eye [awa is more general than Him possessing two eyes, or more, 
orless, or no evesatall. 
Perhaps this report indicates that the majorty of the Daj’ followers 

{nthe last days will be the anthropomorphists who believe that Allah is 
inthe form of a mar. These are the only kind of people who could go so 
asray as to actually believe that the Dajal is the god they worship 
especially after he manifests breaks in natural phenomena by 
the permission of Allah. The Messenger of allah gs informed the 
Companions—in a manner commensurate with their ntellects—that the 
Dail is blind in one eye and that it is not fitting for Allah to be blind in 
one eye-evenif He was in the form of aman as they clan. f we were to 
concede to the anthropemerphists' argument, this report would be 
a proof agtinst them, for if it really means that Allah, the Exalted, 
possesses txo eyes, then it must also mean that Allah is no diferent in 
shape from the Daj, except that the Daijl is blind in one eye and that 
Allah isnot] f this i impossible, then the opponent must concede that 
the report is enly a negation of deficiency from Allah, the Exalted, and 
not, a& they claim, en aficmation of two eyes. Within this Hadith there 
is a great waming from resemblance and anthropomorphizm, a 
obvious, and there ae other benefits found within it, but this isnot the 
proper place to mention them. (F) 
5 Some have debated and claimed that it happened with the Prophet d&, 
although itis « weak view and the difference regarding itis minute. (F) 
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Looking after what is of benefit and most advantageous 
[at-salah wal-aylah}" is also inchided in the possible, contrary to 
the belief of the Mutazla who stated that it is obligatory 
{for Allah] to look after benefits and what is most advantageous, 
‘What is meant here by benefit is the opposite of corruption, and 
that which ts most advantageous means the opposite (elative] of 
benefit, 
‘You should know that bringing things into existence and 

non-existence and other possible actions are calied attributes of 
action.” 
The attributes of action express effective links: a linkage of 

action to Divine omnipotence, such a creating so-and-so by 
action, causing so-and-so to die by action, and so on. All of these 
things are contingent because they are possible, and everything 
that is possible is contingent. The attributes of action are 
contingent and are not from the attributes that subsist within the 

© according to the Murtaza, what is meant by benefit and best interest 
{sts relation tothe individual and not as a whole. (F) 
©" according to the esteemed Maturidis, these things are expressed as 
the active attribute of tahun. To be more precise [according to them) 
the attribute of creating Is the attribute from which these actions are 
inouedand itis not the same a9 the actions themselves. According to 
them, omnipotence is linked to the possiblity of the existence of that 
‘which is decreed, and the atributs of creating [tala] is linked to the 
‘existence of that which is decreed and is the effecting agent of it, Thi 
was stated by Abi ‘Adhba in al Riwa al-Rahiya, al Sad (a-Taftasini} 
said in his commentary on al-Agiid [al-Nacofivya} “Creating is a real 
attribute that is the basis for the relationship which isthe bringing of 
tho non-existent out from nor-existerce into existence, but not the 
relationship itsele" From this we understand that, according to them 
[che Maturiis), the action isnot pre-sternal, bt rather the attribute by 
‘hich the action occurs, According to them, the attributes of action are 
roternal attributes from which the contingent actions are issued. The 
relied upon position [ofthe Nataridisis the affirmation ofthe atritute 
of creating [tal], which is an attribute of action according to the 
meaning mentioned above, As for the view of the Ashiars, their verified 
view is mentioned in the main text, namely thatthe actions are linkages 
to the attrbute of omnipotence. and because they come from an 
attribute. they call them attributes of action—this is the view of the 
verifying scholars. () 
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Divine Entity, lest they entail the indwelling of contingencies 
within His Entity, which is impossible, The actions have only 
been counted as His attributes because they are from His Divine 
omnipotence; hence, they are an effect of it. and because they 
are possible they do not subsist within His Entity. That which is 
possible does not subsist within His Exalted Entity. 
{Another reason for this] is because the attributes that subsist 

within His Entity do not have an actual presence outside the 
human mind, whereas this is not the case with the attributes of 
action, for they are ascriptions and linkages between the Divine 
‘ommipotence and that which is acted upon. Ascriptions are 
relative and have no outward existence, For this reason, the word 
“contingency” that meene “coming. into keing after non-being” is 
not used for the attributes of action. The word “contingency” 
is used for them [the attributes of action) with the meaning 
of renewal, for there is no doubt that they are constantly 
renewed. 

This passage was taken from al-Marghant's commentary, Know, that 
in some of his works, tbr Taymiyya attempted to make it Seem that the 
esteemed Maturidis believed that contingent attributes subsist 
with Allah and that actions are pre-eternal, because they stated that 
“The attribute ky which the action [occurs] & pre-eterual and not 
the actions” He sought to explain thelr words regarding the attribute 
of creation [tcknin]-which is what is meant by attribute of action as 
we explained above. ibn Taymlyya claimed that le thete view, the 
affirmation of this attribute implies that contingencies sutsist with 
Allah the Exalted. bn Taymiyya only sought to aid his own school of| 
thought, which state that contingencies subsist with the Entity of Allah, 
the Exalted. He alco said thet Allah's actions subsist within His Entity. 
This isnot the view of the Afituriis, This is the manner in which ton 
‘Taymiyya would explain his opponents’ position. He would explain as 
hhe wished, not as they wished, and then he would uso it to solidify his 
anthropomorphic school of thought. The one who is ignorant ofthe real 
view of the folk (the Maturidis] is then deceived and misled by his 
statements and claims. (F) 
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4.0 THe RATIONAL Pkoors 
‘You should know that what we presented was a clarification of, 
the three categories [of rational judgment): what is necessary, 
‘what is impossible, and what is possible for Allah, the Exalted, but 
without any mention of proofs. If someone accepts these things 
and believes in them he is a believer although he 1s still @ 
‘conformist [rmuqalli]. We have already mentioned the difference 
of opinion regarding the ruling on the conformist, so in order to 
avoid the difference of opinion we shall mention the rational 
proofs for everything mentioned, 

4 Tite RATIONAL PROOF FoR ALLAH'S EXISTENCE 
The rational proof for Allah’s existence™ is the contingency of 
the world. What is meant here by contingency is existence after 

1 Same scholars have said that itis net far-fetched for knowledge of 
Allah, the Exalted, to originate in aservant by way of inspiration [dhém, 
Despite that, however, itis not allowed for one to say that knowledge of 
Him, the Exalted, occurs in all servants by way of inspiration. In most 
cases, knowledge of Allah comes through investigation. In ather wards, 
fone must look into the matter; that path might be long or short 
depending on the clarity within the soul of the one investigating. You 
should also know that knowledge of Allah, the Exalted, is a type of 
science, and it cannot be said to originate within a person through his 
primordial nature [ftral, in the sense that it exists within a person from 
his birth, That claim would mean that some sciences exist from birth, 
which is clearly false because it contradicts the words of che Exalted: 
allah took you out of your mother’s wombs not knowing anything. And He 
saci for yout hearing, sight, and hearts so that perhaps you may show thanks.) 
This is an explicit text stating that when we come out from the wombs 
cof cur mothers we know nothing at all, including knowledge of Allah’s 
existence, On the other hand, if someone intenced that faith in Allah's 
existence agrees with the primordial nature and disposition and its 
‘pursuit of perfection, they would be correct. When someone is born, 
they are receptive to learning, and there is no type of knowiedge that i 
innately acquired. Leaming takes place only by the means that Allah 
smentioned ia the same verse above: hearing, sight, and hearts. 
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non-existence. What is meant here by the world is every existing 
thing besides Allah, the Exalted, Alternatively it may be said that 
the world's coming from non-existence into existence is a proof 
for Allah's existence, because in that case the world is 
contingent,” ie, itis made, and everything that is made must 

“This topic has a lovel of detail that i+ not suitable for this book. The 
imujorty of the scholars of All cl-Sunna have said that knowledge of 
Allah, the Exalted, is usually scquired from investigation and 
acquisition. It is not farfetched for seme to obtain it as self-evident 
knowledge. as we have mentioned. The crass anthropameephists 
claimed that knowledge of Allah, the Exalted, is only through the 

wordial nature. Their intent was not to describe the reality of man 3s 
itis; instead, their intention was to oppose the people of truth in their 
methods of proof ir establishing Allsh’s existence. That is because all of 
these methods demolish their anthropomorphic beliefs. These are the 
same folk who seek to dissuade people of intellect and rational thought 
Its as if they believe that the people will all nto disbelief if they use 
the minds Allah created within them! tn His Mighty Book, Allah 
{informed us that the intellect leads people to the truth and guidance, so 
these folk have opposed the texts within the Qur'an in order to aid their 
sect! This isthe state ofthe innovators, and with Allahis all success. (F) 
You should know that the syllogistic structure of this rational 
argument is as fellows: 

{p11 The worldis contingent 
{p2k Every contingent must havean originator 
(cl: Therefore the world has an originator, and He is 
Allah, te One whose existence is necessary, 

‘The One who originates the world must be “other” than the world. 
‘And since the world is contingently possible, itis a must that Allah is 
One whose existence is necessary. If He too was contingent, He would be 
in need of someone to originate Him, Know that the frst premise, ie, 
that the world is contingent, requires investigation and it is’ not 
self-evident. It calls for rational proof to establish it. The second 
premise ie. that every contingent must have an originator, is close to 
being self-evident andit can be claimed as such since proving its easy. 
‘The only thing that requices thought isthe first premise, and it has been 
the focal point of the scholars. Ahl al-Sunna and the theologians have 
exalsed stromgpronsfor te etoned nthe more egy works 
theology. 
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have a maker. This Maker is the One whom the Prophets called 
Allah, 
Ifthe world was not contingent and it originated itself—in other 

words, if its existence was preponderant over its non-existence 
without an external cause—then one of two things that are equal 
in the rational mind would be preponderant over the other 
without an external cause, and this is impossible because It is a 
‘gathering between two contradictories [nagidayn]."" 

NOTICE 
What is meant by “two things” is existence and non-existence; in 
other words, a specific point in time as opposed to any other 
points in time: a specific direction as epposed to other directions; 
a specific size as opposed to any other size; a specific attribute as. 
opposed to any other attribute; and a specific place as opposed to 
any other place, All ofthese six things are in contradistinction to 

* This means that the argument that a contingent originated itself 
without an originator leads to the gathering of two contradictories or 
contraries, depending on how you frame it. It leads to [the clair} that 
[the proverbial scale} is both in equality and preponderance at the same 
time. Looking at the world, [we see that] it is contingent, which 
therefore means that itis contingently possible [mumkin]. That whic 
possible can be equally existent or non-existent [because it is possible 
‘So ifit is argued that this contingently possible world originated itself 
{ve retort that] “existence” entails the preponderance [of the proverbial 
scale] of existence over non-existence, which further entails that [the 
world] in itself gathered the equality of existence and non-existence, 
and the preponderance of existence over non-existence, and this is 
knownto be falee.(F) 
Know that “possibility” i affirmed for the world before its existence, 

50 it cannot serve as a universal proof for the existence of Allah, the 
Exalted, On the contrary the existonce of romething that ic posible isa 
proof for the necessity af a preponderating cause (murah. Inferring 
evidence from the existonce of the world is stronger if we establish that 
it mist be contingent and that it cannot possibly be eternal. This 
establishes the necessity of One whose existence is necessary [iid 
alssyjtd], and one of the unique qualities of the One whose existence is 
necessary is pre-eternality. So possibility alone isa proof that something 
possible is in need, and when one investigates the matter he will ee that 
the existence of something possible isa proof for Allah's existence (F) 
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another six. When applied to a substance, all of these six things 
with respect to the other [possibilities concerning them] are 
inherently equal, 30 it is impossible for one of them to be 
preponderant over the others, for that would entail a gathering 
between two contradictories. This implies by necessity that the 
world has a preponderating reason: a doer who brought it into 
existence from non-existence, In addition to this, all of these 
mutagabilét] assume a doer who acts with choice, and there is no 
doer other than Allah. 
‘Through investigation and observation, [we see that] the world 

is divided into substances [sjrém] and accidents [arid]. 
Substances are thing: that subsist within themselves, such as 
physical bodies. Accidents are things thet subsist within 
substances, such as movement, stillness, colours, and other 
modalities, The way in which the contingency of the world can be 
rationally proven is by rationally proving the contingency of 
these two things [substances and accidents]. Thisis how we prove 
the contingency of the world, because there is nothing other than 
these two. 
‘The rational proof that substances are contingent is that every 

substance is linked with contingent and ever-renewing accidents 
such as movement, stillness, gathering, and separation, These 
four accidents are called the “four things” [akwin], and a 
substance cannot be free from any of them. A substance is either 
moving or still” or gathered or dispersed. Other accidents 
include tastes, odours, colours, and so on. Accidents are 
contingent, and the proof [oftheir contingency] is their change— 

The reason why the scholars speak absut movement and stillness 
when they seek to prove the contingency of the world is because 
accidents usually refer back to them. (8) 
ALBIfUri said: "The reason why movement andstilness re mentioned 

15 because the inseparable link between them and substances is 
self-evident for every rational person, That being said, there i some 
question atout them being considered accidents. “Accidents” is the 
plural of accident, which is particular to an existing thing, such as 
blackness and whiteness, whereas this is not the case here [with 
movement and stillness). Movement is the displacement of a substance 
from one boundary to ancther. stilinessis the opposite of that..°(8) 
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as shall soon be discussed. The substance that is linked with it is 
also contingent due to its link tit 

“© The premise that whatever is linked to a contingent is itself 
contingent is an extremely strong proof. It has been established via 
observation and rational thought that substances are linked with 
accidents, and it as been established that accidents are contingent. $0 
{nother words, every accident has a beginning and a first that did not 
lexis: prior to ft, Since it is impossible fora substance to exst without 
accidents, its almost as If ts own existence is conditioned upon the 
existence of accidents. And since accidents are contingent, it folows, 
therefore, that the existence of substances is conditioned upon 
something contingent. Anything that has tts existence preconditioned 
on the existence of something that Is itself contingent must teo be 
contingent. With this we can esteblish the contingency of substances. 
row that ibn Taymiyya attempted to cast doubt om this premise. He 

aimed that there was no evidence for it and that It is net a strong 
premise. As you see here, this premise isin fact trong and is supported 
With evidence. When tba Taymiyya cast doubt on this, It was not cut of 
pure objective investigation on his part. He was not looking atthe issue 
Itself rather, he was looking at what it entailed, namely the negation of 
contingents subsisting with Allah, the Exalted, which isthe view of the 
‘esteemed Ash‘aris—and indeed all of the other Islamic sects, with the 
exception of the anthropomorphists, which includes tb Taymiyya. 
‘When he noticed the implication ofthis premise, he strove to contradict 
it, although all he breught against it was weak. The fat ofthe matter is 
he did not bring anything more than the claim that this premise ts not 
‘mentioned in the Book or the Suna, and he was unable to prove that 
it was contradictory to the intellect. ahl alSwine refuted him and 
established that thio premise is proven by the Book and the Sura, and 
that Allah is exaltedly transcendent from having contingents subsist 
with Him. 
{bn Taymniyya,on the other hand, was among these who held the belief 

that contingents subsist with Allah. According to his belief te (Allah) 
roves and displaces Himeelf from one place to ancther. According to his 
belief, contingent will [rida] subsists with Him [Allah] when He wills to 
create a new creation; sounds and letters—that ho claimed are His 
speech—subsist with Him and are two of His attributes subsiting with 
His Entity; contingent anger subsists with Him when He takes notice of 
the disbelievers and their deeds; and contingent retsbution and 
pleasure subsist with im, as well as other contingents. All ofthis stance 
in stark opposition tothe textually stated positon of Ahi al Sima, and 
against the doctrine of islam. There is no rational or legal procf 
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Nonce 
What is meant here by movement is the displacement of a 
substance from one bourdary to another. What is meant here by 
stillness is for a substance to remain in one boundary. What is 
meant by gathering is for two indivistble substances [Jawitaray] 
to gather in such a way that there is no third, And separation is 
the opposite of that: 
‘The rational proof for the contingency of the world is that 

whatever is linked to a contingent is itself contingent. The details 
of this argument asit pertains to the contingency of substances™* 
ace as follows: Were substances eternal, it would entail that they 
ace linked with contingent accidents, and it ic impossible for an 
etemal to be linked with a contingent, hence it follows that 
substances are contingent. 

establishing such s belief the doctrine of contingents subsisting (with 
the Divine] is one ofthe reasons for which the scholars of lam declared 
Ibn Taymiyya an innovator. So, dear Muslim, beware of these corrupt 
beliefs. (F) 
You should know thet the proof for the contingency of substances 
depends on another affirmation, namely the affirmation of accidents 
and that substances and accidents are linked, and the invalidation ofthe 
‘argument of contingencies without beginning [hawédith la avrwal lah). 
“The opponent might object and say: "We do not admit that there is 
something additional to substances” But we invalidate his objection by 
observation: there is no one of sound mind save that he senses within 
brimself that his being possesses something additional to it. The 
cpponent can then say: "We concede to that; however, we do net adrnit 
to alink between the two {the being and the “other’}” We invalidate his 
bjection by observation of the fact that there is no separation [between 
substances and accidents]. The opponent cen then say: “We concede to 
that; however, we do not admit that it proves the contingency of 
substances, for itis possible that itis eternal and that this “extra” is a 
contingent without a fst. There is no movement except that there isa 
proceeding movement before it, and so on—so individually, it is 
Contingent, and as a genus, i is eternal.” What the opponent means is 
that the genus of movement is etemal, whereas the individual 
movement is contingent. We are able to invalidate this in many ways. 
‘Among them: There is no existence of a genus except as contained with 
its individual ciass or part. if the individual partis contingent, then it 
follows that the genus is as well, and this invalidates the claim of 
contingencies without a firs. (8) 
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The rational proof for the contingency of accidents™ is our 
observation of their change from non-existence to existence and 
their change from existence to non-existence. Any [accident] we 
have not observed [undergoing such change] is still disposed to 
it." This may be compared to the first because both are equal in 

°© The rational proof for the contingency of accidents is conditioned 
upon the invalidation of the view that an accident can subsist within 
itself, that it can displace itself to something else, its concealment 
Cumin}, and that something eternal can cease to exist. The opponent 
right deny that an accident can change from non-existence to existence 
and vice versa, The opponent could say, for instance, that movement 
alter stillness was not non-existent and then came into existence. and 
that rather, it existed before tha. In response we ask him At that time, ‘was it subsisting within itself or did it displace itself from: one locas to 
another, or did it conceal itself in its locus? If he claims that it was 
subsisting within itself that implies that an accident is self-subsistent, 
‘which is false. If he claims that it displaced itself from one locus to 
another, that imples the same thing, because i: entails that an accident 
subsisted within itself during the moment of its displacement. If he 
claims that it concealed itself in its locus, then that implies the 
gathering of two contraries, which is false, After explaining this he 
night say; “We submit to that; however, we do not submit that it proves 
its contingency, fr it might be eternal and change from non-existence 
to existence and vice vers.” To that we reply that something eternal 
cannot cease to exist. (8) 
"= Itcan be suid that of the accidents we observe in the world, we see the 
contingency of some, such as the swaying of trees and the like. Other 
accidents we see in constant movement, uch as the movement ofthe 
‘sun and tae moon. Other accidents we see in constant stillness, such 
a the stillness of the mountains. The first category is observably 
‘contingent and the second and third categories are contingent based 
‘upon their analogy with the fist, with the common link between them 
being corporeality [tsmyya]. In other words all three are bodies and 
substances, all substances take the same ruling—what is permissible for 
fone is permissible for all, Since it is permissible that some possess 
movement and stillness, we know by unequivocal analogy that it is 
permissible for things we have not seen changing, such as the last two 
categories. If it is established as permissible for that which is not 
perceived by our senses follows that i is contingent. conemplatethis 
well. (F) 
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that they share in the basis of substance, so whatever is true for 
one is true for the other. 

Norice 
This rational argument is completed if we say that an accident 
‘remains for two instarces of time. If, however, we say that it does 
not, then all accidents change with coming into being [husil] and 
not receptivity. The syllogism ofthis argument is as follows: 

P1. if accidents were etemal they would not change because it is 
impossible forthe eternal to cl 
2, But itis impossible to negate change from accidents because 
their change is observable, 
[ci Therefore, accidents are not eternal.) 

You should know that there are seven foundations upon which 
the rational proof for the world’s contingency is built: 

san accident [1] Affirming something additional toa substan: 
[2] invalidating the view that itis self-subsistent 
{p] invalidating the view that it ean displace itself 
[4] invalidating the view of ts manifestation or concealment 
{s] Establishing that itis impossible for something etemal to 
ease in its existence 
[6]Affirming that substances are inseparable from this addition 
[theaccident] 
{7 Establishing the impossibility of contingencies without a first 
Uanwaalith awa aha 

°° This is also called the infinite regress of contingencies in eternity lvasabul aFhawadch ft agian). What it means ts for one thing after 
another to go beck tothe pest without end in eternity I would be akin 
to someone imagining that zayd originated ‘amr and that ‘An 
originated Khalld, and that Khalid originated Bakr, ané so on without 
end, Infinite regress Is filse because it entalls the existence of 
contingencies without a frst. Ths I false because every contingent has 
been rationally proven tohavea begining. (i) 
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4.1.1 AFFIRMING SOMETHING ADDITIONAL 
10 A SUBSTANCE: AN ACCIDENT 
‘This is to affirm something additional to a substance with which 
the substance is described, such as movement, stillness, and the 
like, This is self-evident and in no need of proof. There is not 
« single intelligent person except that he sonses additional 
attribates within himself, 

4.1.2 INVALIDATING THE VIEW THAT IF 1S SELE-SUESISTENT, 
AND INVALIDATING THE VIEW THAT IT CAN DISPLACE SELF [2 AND 3] 
The proof for the invalidity of these two views is the following: If 
an accident subsisted within itself or displaced itself, it would 
imply by necessity that the reality of an accident has been altered 
(gab al-haga'iq). For example, movement is when substance 
displaces itself from one boundary to another. If movement was 
elfsubsistent or if it displaced itself, this reality would be 
altered and movement would be a substance, and that is false, 

4.13 InVaUDaTINO THE VIEW 
OF ITS MANIFESTATION AND CONCEALMENT 
We invalidate this by saying that this, by necessity, leads to the 
gathering of two contraries in one locus. 

4.1.4 ESTABLISHING THATIT IS IMPOSSIBLE 
OR SOMETHING ETERNAL TO CEASE IN ITS EXISTENCE 
We establish this impossibility by stating the following: If 
something eternal ceased to exist, its existence would be only 
contingently possible, and the contingently possible can only be 
originated, which would mean that the eternal is originated, and 
this isa contradiction. 

4.1.5 AFFIRMING THAT SUBSTANCES ARE INSEPARABLE 
FROMTH'S ADpITION [THE ACCIDENT] 
This is self-evident because it cannot be conceived that a 
substance can be without the state of either stillness or 
movement. 
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4.1.6 ESTABLISHING THE IMPOSSIILITY OF CONTINGENCIES 
‘WHTHOUT AFinsT [WAWADITH LA AWWAL.LAHA] 
‘The most straightforward proof against this is te say: If every 
individual contingent was originated, it follows that they were all 
non-existent in pre-eternity. Furthermore, there are but two 
scenarics: either an individual contirgent among the series of 
contingents has forever accompanied this non-existence, or it 
has not. If it has, there is implied a gathering between a thing's 
existence and non-existence, the impossibility of this is rationally 
self-evident. On the cther hand, if no individual contingent 
accompanied non-existence it implies that all of them had a first 
and that none of them are beginningless. 

“That i to say: Whatever contingent thing comes to your mind, you 
will assert that ithas a frst. The unequivocal rational judgment tells us 
that all contingents which come to mind—whether they have an end 
‘number or nct—have a first, and hence the necessity of all of them 
having a first. Some people might imagine that what we say here is a 
case of begging the question, but they are mistaken. For the most we 
have done here is analyzed’ the contention of those who believe in 
contingents without a first. So essentially what we have sad is this: Let 
us examine your contention; if it stands up to scrutiny It I rationally 
possible, but if not it is rationally impermisstle [impossible]. Let us 
assume that we say every contingent has a first. All incelligent people 
will assert that this is rationally sound. And similarly, if we were to say 
that there is achain made up of finite number of contingent parts, ll of 
us will assert that i, too, has a first, This is alo [rationally] scund by 
agreement. 
‘Now, if we say that this chain is formed of an uncnding number of 

contingents, we cannst, at first glance, maintain that it must have a 
First. That bs because we bave previously assumed that itis unending, 50 
therefore, the fact that iis not possible fer tte have a first comes as 
reault of oar claim that itis unending. This is just an assumption on 
their part and they have 1 proof fori Its justa claim. 
Gur assertion, that every contingent thing, whether it has a fit or 

not, must necessarily have « beginning is unequivocal ané rational, for 
covery individual contingent must have a frst, and if every individual 
contingent was originated, it would follow that they were all non- 
existent in pre-eternity—ie, itis a must to affirm that all of them were 
previously non-existent. 
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4,2 THE RATIONAL PROOF OR PRE-ETERNALITY 
‘The rational proof that pre-eternality is necessary for Allah is 
that if He were not Pre-eternal He would be originated 
and contingently existent. That is because existents are either 
pre-etemal or contingent, and there is no intermediary 
alternative between the two. Were Allah contingent He would 
need an originator, and if we were to assume that this originator 
was like Him [i.e., contingent—according to this argument], 
the same would apply, and it would be a never ending circle 
or infinite regress, both of which are impossible and falsity:!* 

‘This argument is not a mere assumption; rather, itis conceded on both 
ends, and since each contingent was at one point non-existent, this must 
be affirmed for them in pre-etemity. Were we to assume that one 
of them has always been in pre-eternity, it would necessitate that it had 
been both non-existent and in pre-eternity. But that is a contradiction 
because it is the simultaneous existence and non-existence of 
something, 
‘One might maintain that pre-eterity is not a limited thing, that one 

say argue the presence of a contingent therein, but the fact of the 
matter is that ‘pre-eternity” is a terra that expresses beginninglessness, 
And furthermore we say that beginninglessness is a. description of 
something and not something that sef-subsists on its own, Moreover, it 
is not possible to say that something was created in beginringlessness, 
because of the contradiction in terms between beginninglessness and an 
existent that kas a beginning. This means that pre-cternity is neither & 
specific moment in time nor it i anon-specific moment in time, letone 
claim that a contingent or contingents were created therein. Instead, 
“pre-etemity” is a word we use to express the beginninglessness of 
something, and the mere usage ofthis word contradic the usage of the 
woed “contingent” Gince contingent has a beginning). Understand this. 
If you come to realize that pre-eternity is not a specific or a rom 

specific thing, and that it is rather aterm that describes the concept of 
beginninglessness for something, you will come to understand that 
pre-etemity contradics the existence of either an unending series of 
Contingents that extend to pre-ternity or a specific contingen: being in 
preeternity. () 
in other words, if we were to assume that this supposed originator i 
also contingent, then the same argument woald apply. if this supposed 
originator bad an originator or originators that have e definite number, 
it would be a never ending circle. if this supposed originator had an 
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that is because 2 never ending circle implies forwarding 
and delay for both at one instance and that each is the 
subject-doer and the object creating the other. If he is the 
subject-doer it would necessitate that he precedes the object, 
and if he is the abject it would necessitate that he is after the 
subject-doer. It is impossible for something to be both 
“Jorwarded” and “delayed” at the same time because that is a 
‘gathering of two contradictories. 
As for infinite regress, it implies a void [fardgh] and a non- 

ending chain, because infinite regress assumes the arrangement 
of a never ending series of past events. The fact that this never 
ending series of past events enters into existence dictates that it 

does have an end, because everything that exists has an end, 
Belief in infinite regress necessitates the gathering of two 
contradictories, which is impossible. If infinite regress and a 
never ending circle are invalidated, it is proven that God cannot 
be contingent, Ifit is proven that He is nox-contingent, it follows, 
that He must be Pre-eternal. 

NOTICE 
‘The difference between the contingently possible existence and 
the Necessary Existence is that the former is preceded by non- 
existence and it is possible for it to meet with future non- 
existence. As for the latter, He is not preceded by non-existence 
and itis impossible for Him to meet with future non-existence. 

4.3 THe RATIONAL PROOF FOR ENDLESSNESS 
Endlessness is a negation of non-existence occurring after 
existence, if it were possible for Allah's existence to cease, He 
would not be Pre-eternal. Pre-eternality is necessary for Him 
according to clear cut and unequivocal proofs, for without it, His 
existence would be permissible, The permissible existence can 
only be contingent and can only be preceded by non-existence. If 

riginator oF originators without end, it would entail infinite regress. 
“The never ending circle applies to a set mumber, and infinite regress 
oes not Te 
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itis proven that pre-eternality cannot be negated (from Him], 
proven that future non-existence is also impossible, and if that 

is proven impossible, it necessitates that God is Endless, 

Notice 
‘The above is an expression of the noble principle: “Everything, 
whose pre-etemality is affirmed, its non-existence is impossible.” 
‘There is nothing pre-cternal but Allah, the Exalted. 

4. THERATIONAL PROOF 
FOR ALLAH'S ABSOLUTE DISSIMILARITY FROM CONTINGENT BEINGS 
Contingent beings are those things that exis after non-existence, 
be they substances, accidents, or other than that (if t is assumed 
that the world contains that which is neither a substance 
nnor accident, such as. pure abstractions mujarradit). Allah 
is absolutely dissimilar to all of that. Everything besides 
is contingent, as is mentioned in the Hadith: “Allah was, and 
there was nothing with Him..." if Allah were similar to 

"This was narrated by al-Bukbri from ‘Imran b, Husayn & who sac: “I 
came to the Messenger of Allah # and tied my camel to the gate. when 
some people from Banfi Tamim came to him and he saids ‘Accept the 
ghad tidings, 0 Bani Tamim!’ They twice responded: ‘You have already 
‘given us glad tidings.’ Soon after. some people from Yemen came to him 
and he 4 said ‘Accept the glad tidings. 0 people of Yemen, because 
Band Tamim did not accept them.’ They replied: ‘We have accepted it, 
‘© Messenger of Allah!" They then said: We came to you in order to ask 
about this matter.’ He # ssid: ‘Allah was and there wes nothing else 
besides Him, and His Throne was upon the water, and He wrote 
everything in the reminder and created the heavens and the earth’ 
Suddenly, a caller called out: "Your she-camel has gotten away, 0 son of 
Hasayn!' 1 [imrin] set off to go and fetch it and lo and behold, it was 
stopped by a mirage. By Allah, 1 wished that I had left t.” Elsewhere, 
this narration of ran was narrated with the wording: “Allah was, and 
there was nothing before Him, and His Throne was upon the weter, then 
He rated the evens ard the art” tn the version narated by 
al-Tebardni in a-Mutjam al-Katir, itis related with the wording: “Al 
‘was, and there was ncthing besides Him, and His Throne was upon the 
water.” Al-Bayhaai narrated it with the wording: “Allah was, nd there 
‘was nothing besides Him, His Throne is upon the weter.” He [l-Bayheai} 
then said: “This means—and Allah knows best—that He then created the 
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some contingent beings ite would have also been contingent 
existing after non-existence—like them, because two similar 
things share in everything that is necessary, possible, and 
impossible, Contingents must be originated and itis impossible 
for them to be eternal, so if He were similar to contingent beings, 
contingency would have been necessary for Him as it is for 

water and ther created the Throne upon the water and then created the 
pen and ordered it to write everything inthe reminder." Ibn Hibbi also 
narrated it with the wording: “Alah was, and there was nothing else 
besides Him, and His Throne was upon the water.” In another route, he 
{ibn Hibban} narrated it with the wording: “Allah was, and there was 
nothing before Him, and Fis Throne wes upon the water, then He 
created the heavensand the earth.” 
thn Taymiyya chjected to this report in all of its different narrations 

thet prove Allah was and that there was nothing else besides Him. He 
claimed that there was no such proof found in the report, and with 
dubious evidence, he objected to al of the narrated wordings except the 
ome that reads: “Allah was, and there was nothing before Him.” That wes 
a distortion on his part in order to profess his belief in the generic 
sternality of the universe, and to buttress the views of his 
anthropomorghic school of thought. We detailed all of this in our 
annotation of al-tkhenim’s rebuttal fof fon Taymiyya on this issue, 
as well as in our bock The Small Disclosure Regordong the Decirine of 
bn Taymyya. 

In his Musia, Imam Ahmad narrated fom al-Nukarrarb, Abi Hurayra, 
from his father who seid that the Messenger of allah # said: “People 
will not cease questioning until they say: Allah was before everything, 
50 what wes before Him?” What this means is that inquiring tnto the 
beginning of every created thing fs a sound question, and it has an 
answer because every created thing hasa beginning, As for asking about 
the beginning of Allah, the Exalted, its a false question from the star 
because He, the Exalted, does not have a beglaning, He is before 
everything. Contemplate this narration, for it clearly points to and 
proves the falsehood of infinite regress. thn Taymiyys on the other 
hand, believed that there is an unending series of contingents going 
back to etemity. In thet, he opposed all ofthese rarrations and verses 
‘which prove that Allah, the Exalted, brought all of the creation into 
existence and gave them a beginring. It is impessble for there to be a 
continuous series of creation without beginning, yet Ikn Taymiyya based 
most of his scbool of thought on this false principle. (F) 
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them." itis rationally impossible for Allah to be contingent, as 
‘was proven in the section regarding His pre-etemlity and 
‘enidlessness and the rational proof for each. 
Another proof is to say: IF Allah were similar to any contingent 

thing it would necessitate that He is contingent on account of 
his similarity, and His divinity would necessitate that He is 
[also] Pre-eternal. Its impossible for something to be both pre- 
eternal and contingent because that is a gathering between two 
contradictories. 

4,5 Tite RATIONAL PROOF FoR ALLAH'S SELF-SuBSISTENCE 
Self-subsistence means that the Divine Entity is free of needing a 
locus or determiner. itis an intrinsic self-sufficiency and freedom 
from needing a locus or determiner for Allah’s Entity. Self- 
subsistence is therefore composed of two portions: freedom from 
needing a locus, and freedom from needing a determiner. The 
rational proof for the first partion is as follows: If He, the Exalted, 
were in need of a locus—that is to say, if He were in need of an 
Entity in which to subsist just as an attribute subsists within the 
one described with it-He would then be an attribute [of 
something else], which is a meaning among qualitative meanings, 
Nothing but an attribute needs a locus; an Entity dees not need a 
locus in which to subsist. If it were possible for an entity to 
subsist within another entity, that would entail that the latter 
‘entity also subsists within an entity, and so om, and this 
necessitates infinite regress, That is because receptivity (qubil] is 
& quality of every entity. an attribute is not described with 
qualitative or predicative attributes, because if an attribute was 
receptive to having another attribute subsist with it, that other 
attribute would be receptive to the same, thus necessitating an 
infinite regress and an unending series of existing things without 
end. 

This judgment, that His contingency would have also been necessary 
ue to similarity, follows from the rational principle that is agreed upon 
ty all intelligent people: that resembling things take the same 
Judgments. This principle isthe foundation for a wide range of sciences 
and branches of knowledge known to man. It is not permissible for 
anyone to oppose it because it is self-evidert in the mind. (F) 
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Norice 
The understanding of the qualitative and predicative attributes 
is that they are described with essential or negating attributes, 
such as saying for example: “Allah's knowledge exists.” This 
fexistence) is an essential attribute, as are other qualitative 
attributes. So, the existence of every attribute is essential, In 
describing the negating attributes itis said: Allah's omnipotence 
is pre-eternal and endless, and so on. The same is said regarding 
Allah's knowledge and other qualitative attributes, 
‘The attributes are orly called negating attributes because, in 

and of themselves, they are non-existent and without an external 
reality, As for the qualitative attributes, they are existent and the 
predicative attributes ore inseparable from them, which in itself 
entails infinite regress. For this reason [to avoid that implication} 
we say that an attribute is nt described with either qualitative or 
predicative attributes itis proven both rationally and textually 
that Allah, the Sublime and Majestic, is described with qualitative 
and predicative attributes; that means He is not an attribute. 
Rather, He is an Entity that does not resemble attributes; hence 
Hedoes not need a locus. 
‘The rational proof for the second portion [that He is free from 

needing a determiner] is as follows: If He was in need of a 
determiner and subject-doer He would be contingent, for only 
contingents are in need of a determiner. Based on the 
aforementioned rational and unequivocal proofs that He is not 
contingent, this is proven false, 

4.6 THE RATIONAL PROOF FOR ALLAH'S ONENESS 
‘There are various categories of Divine oneness: the oneness in 
divinity [abihiyyal, the oneness in actions, the oneness in 
attributes, and the oneness in Entity. Oneness in divinity points 
to the fact that Allah is the only God. In other words, He is the 
only One uniquely described with divinity based on the Fact that 
every contingently possible thing is in noed of Him. Oneness in 
actions points to the fact Allah is the only Doer. In other words, 
Allah is the only Creator. Oneness in attributes points to the fact 
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that Heis the only One who is Eternally Living and Selfsubsistent 
[Hayy]. Oneness in Entity points to the fact thet Allah is the traly 
Existent. 
‘The rational proof for Alleh’s oneness is 2s follows: If He were 

not One in His Entity, attributes, and actions, then nothing of the 
universe—be it substances or accidents—would have existed 
because He would have been incapable [jz]. Further clarifying 
this we say: If there was something similar to Him in divinity it 
would necessitate that both [He and that thing] are incapable, 
‘whether they were in co-operation, non co-operation, or had 
apportioned [the act of creation between them}, Each of these 
categories must either be by choice or by compulsion, If they 
‘were by compulsion it would necessitate that both are incapable, 
and thus the existence of the universe would be negated, which is 
absurd, If they were both in agreement by choice [to operate as 
gods), and both brought an indivisible element (iawhar fara] into 
being, such would entail the divisibility of that which is 
indivisible." which is impossible because it camnat be divided. 1f 
they both brought the exact same thing into being it would imply 
the acquisition of what is already acquired, which is impeseible. If 
‘one of them brought it into being while the other was incapable, 
the incapable one would not be a ged because God is not 
incapable. It would also entail that the god who was able is not a 

° The meaning ofthe statement: “the truly existent” i that alla, the 
Exalted, is the only existent whose existence does not derive from other 
than Him. As for everything else besides Him, they all derive their 
existence from Him, the Exalted, who brings them into being I is as if 
ther existence isnot real because it is non-intrinsic and is derive from 
‘another. Allah's existence is real because it is intrinsic, Ths is aso the 
meaning of the statement “He is the only Eternally Living and Self 
subsistent (Hayy)” You should understand this well and not imagine 
that it refers to the concept of oneness of being. () 
° This argument rests on the premise that there are two doers that 
bring something into being, It is assumed that they both bring the 
indivisible element into being, the only way this can de conceived is if 
Wwe assume the “acquisition of what i already acquired [thst al-fasi, 
which is impossible. if this point was not assumed, the mind will 
Immediately presume that each (god) brought a part of the single 
clement into being-which we already assumed to be indivisible, so that 
‘would imply the division of that which indivisible. (2) 
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‘ged because it has already been acsumed that he is like the other, 
and the ons who is like something that is incapable is also 
incapable. ifboth are incapable then neither of the two is a god. 
If itis clear that both are incapable of bringing an indivisible 
element into being, it follows that they are incapable of bringing 
all other contingents into being as weil, for there is no difference 
between one contingent possibility and ancther. If they differed 
with each other, in such instance as one of them wanted to move 
body ina particular point in time and the other wanted to keep 
‘tin rest at that same time, neither of their wills could be fulfilled 
because that would be a gathering between two contraries. It is 
invalid for neither oftheir wills to be fulfilled because that would 
entail the raising of two contrerics even though « body {that can 
be created] accepts bota, It is invalid fer one of them to carry cut 
his will without the other because the incapability of one is a 
proof for the incapability of the other—as be is lke the other. 1f 
they separated [ie,, went their own way so to speak] by choice it 
‘would entail that both are incapable of effecting that which is 
with the other, because the condition of god is that his 
omnipotence must be generally linked with all contingently 
possible things. From this rational proof you come to know that 
there is only one God. This isa clear-cut and unequivocal proof in 
support of that. 

Nonce 
‘This rational proof for oneness entails that the servants possess 
no independent efficecy in their contingent power, neither 
directly nor derived. They have only an acquisition’ thereof, 
‘which is the connection of the contingent power with that which 
is decreed, without there being independent efficacy. 

Notice 
‘There are three schools of thought regarding the affirmation of 
contingent power. The school of Ahi al-Sunna states that it exists 
‘and that it is connected with the action without independent 
‘efficacy. The school of the Ma'tazila states that it exists and that it 
possesses efficacy in voluntary actions. The school of the Jabriyya 
(fatalisis) states that it does not exist at all, The correct school 
fs that of AMI cl-Sunna and the other two schools are false. The 
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school of the Mu'tezila is in opposition to the rational and textual 
proofs, because the rational proofs establish that there is no 
creator except Allah, the Exalted—as is found in the rational 
proof for allak’s oneness. As for the textual proof, Allah, the 
Exalted said: (Alla i the Creator of everything.) (al-Zumar: 62]. The 
school of the Jebriyya is self-evidently false because of the clear 
distinction between voluntary movement and trembling, The 
upshot of allthis is that the power and action of the servant are 
both creations of Allah, the Exalted. He who created contingent 
power and choice within him {the servant] is able to command 
him (kallajaha], even if ths servant does not possess independent 
efficacy in that. He [Allah] is not asked about what He does 
{shibab al-Din al-Maggari] the author of Kaa al-Dujunna, sak: 

‘The power ofthe servant and other than that 
Areal creationsof the Al-Powerful King 

Yes, he possesses acquisition—by ithe is legally responsible; 
“Andyet he possesses no independent efficacy thatis own 

Acquisition [kasb] is the connection of the contingent power with 
aan action, without there being independent efficacy. in addition 
to this, there is no efficacy within the conventional-customary 
‘means; fire has no effect in combustion: water has no effect in 
quenching thirst; a wall has no effect in providing shade; a 
garment has no effoct in covering; a knife has no offect in cutting; 
and no other causes or contingent things have effect, for there is 
no doer but Allah alone. 

4.7 THE RATIONAL PROOF THAT ALLAH 5 DESCRIBED WITH 
OwsipoTENCE, WILL, KNOWLEDGE, AND LIFE 
If any of these four qualitative and predicative attributes were 
negated from Him, or if any of their premises were negated, no 
contingent thing would exist because itis impossible for there to 
bbe something dependent without something on which it depends. 
The existence of the universe is dependent upon ¢ doer who 
is qualified with these attributes. If omnipotence was negated, 
it would necessitate incapability, and one who is incapable 
cannot bring any contingent thing into being. If will was negated, 
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specification would be negated and no contingent thing would 
exist, If knowedge was negated, all contingent things would be 
negated because itis impossible to intend something unknovm. iF 
life wes negated, all of these attributes would have been negated 
and no contingent thing would exist. Direct observation proves 
that it is impossible to negate the existence of contingent things, 
50 if the negation of contingents is proven false, the negation of 
any of these attributes is also proven false and it follows that God 
‘must he described with these attributes, 

4.8 THe RATIONAL PROOF FOR HEARING, SIGHT, AND SPEECH 
‘the proof for the affirmation of these attributes is found in the 
Book, the Sunna, and the rational faculties. The proof found in 
the Book and the sunna has already been mentioned. the 
rational proof is to sey: If Allah, the Exalted, was not described 
with these attributes it would necessitate that He is described 
with their opposites: deafness, blindness, and muteness. These 
‘opposites are imperfections and it is not permissible for us to 
ascribe them to the Glorious Master. because imperfections are 
impossible for Him. This means that it is impossible both 
textually and rationally. If He is not described with these 
attributes it follows that He is described with their oppesites 
[deafiess, blindness, and muteness], because that which is 
described can be described with either itself, its like, or its 
‘opposte. It is impossible for Him to be described with these 
‘opposites because they are imperfections, and imperfections are 
impossible for Him beceuse they entail that He needs one who 
‘can remove them, and being in need negates self-sufficiency, and 
negation of self-sufficiency is impossible, 

Nomice 
You should know that the textual proof for hearing, sight, and 
speech is stronger than the rational proof. 

4.9 THe RATIONAL PKOOFS FOR THEIMPOSSIBIITIES 
‘The rational proofs for that which 1s necessary for Allah entail 
rational proofs for that which is impossible as well, That which is, 
necessary can only be affirmed by negating the impossible. For 
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example, itis impossible for Allah to be both All-Knowing ard not 
all-knowing. ifthat were possible it would entail the gathering of 
‘two contradictories, and that is false, That being said, He is either 
All-Knowing or He is ignorant—and there is no third alternative. 
Since we have affirmed that tle is All-Knowing, He cannot be 
ignorant. The same can be said for the remaining attributes as 
well. 

4.10 THERATIONAL PROOF 
‘THAT ALLAH CAN AFFECT THE POSSIBLE OR LEAVE IT 
If it were rationally necessary or impossible for Allah to affect 
something that is contingently possible, the contingently 
ozsible—the existence or non-existence of which the mind 
Judges as equally plausible—would be necessary and the mind 
could not conceptualize its non-existence. If it were rationally 
necessary for Him to affect some contingently possible things, i 
would necessitate that all possible things are transformed into 
necessities. If some were rationally impossible, it would 
necessitate that all possible things are transformed into 
impossibilities, This is false and inconceivable because such a 
proposition would entail the gathering of two contradictories. 
Looking at such things as possibilities, they accept both existence 
and non-existence. Locking at them as necessary, they can be 
existent. Looking at them as impossible, they can only be 
non-existent. For something to accept two things and not accept 
any but one at the same time is contradiction and is false. 

Notice 
If some are necessary all are necessary, and if some are 
impossitle all are impossible, There is no distinction between one 
contingent possibility and another, whatever is affirmed for 
something is also affirmed for that which is like it. The upshot of 
thie rational proof is that if the transformation of a contingent 
posstility into something necessary or impossible is proven 
false, the necessity or impossibility of something is elso proven 
false. If that is proven false, then it follows that the contingent 
possibilities are permissible i@za. 
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It is not rationally or legally necessary for Allah to do or leave 
anything. The textual proof for this found in the Book is the 
statement of the Exalted: (And your Lond creates what He wills and 
chooses [al-Casas: 68). And from the Suana: The Prophet sald: 
“Whatever Allah wills shall be and whatever He does rot will 
shall not.” 
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5.0 THE MESSENGERS 
PEACE AND BLESSINGS BF UPON THEM 
‘A Messenger™ is a male adult human who is free and intelligent, 
to whom Allah has revealed « Sacred Law-te it in book form or 

© tmam ‘Abd al-Qldir al-Saghdidi seid: “The distinction between the 
two [Prophets and Messengers ac] is that a Prophet is one to whom 
Alla, the Sublime ard Majestic, has given revelation and the angel has 
brought it. A Messenger 's one who brings 2 new Sacred Law or an 
abrogation of some of the rulings found in the Sacred Law preceding 
him!" in his commentary on al-Mogasd, tmam al-Taftazani clined to 
the view that the terms “prophet” and “messenger” are synonymous in 
meaning. He said: "A Prophet as well as a Messenger is a human whom 
Allah tasks to convey whats revealed to hia.” 
‘This is the same view followed by Imam al-Sandsi in Umm al-torahin. 

AL-Nulla Ahmad aljundi said in his gloss upon the commentary of 
Agaid al-Nasfiyye: “It is, however, opposed to the view of the 
rajority, as well 2s what’ was preferred and chosen by al-cidt 
al-Baydaw in his exegesis of Allah's words: (and We have ct sent before 
‘you a Messenger or Prophet except.) In his exegests he sald that a 
‘Messenger is one whom Allah has sent with a renewed Sacred Law and 
‘who calls others to it, ad that aProphetis more general, beingone who 
fs sentto the creation to affirm a previous Sacred Law, It hes elso been 
sald that a Messenger isone who gathers between a revealed book given 
to himand an accompanying inimitable miracle, whereas a Prophet who 
{s not a Messenger has no book. t has alo been sag that a Messenger is 
‘ne who receives revelation via an angel, wheres a Prophet isone who 
receives his revelation by way of dream visions’ 
‘AL Malla Abnnad sad: “He [l-Baydi] dd not tackle the ise of them 
oth being equal." It is understood from his words that the preferred 
view regarding the “sameness” between the two (that was chosen by 
l-se‘d al-Taftszdni) stands opposed to the view of the majrity. Notice 
‘ls that in all of these statements queted from Ah! al-Surna, none of 
them stated that a Frophet is not ordered to convey. Or the contrary, 
some of these statements explicitly state that a Prophet is ordered to 
convey, and others are elese to being explicit, Notice also the aspect of 
prophecy [nibssrea) mentioned in the definition. For this reason, we 
have declared preponderant and correct the position that « Prophet is 
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otherwise—and who was ordered by Him to convey it to the 
servants. This [definition] excludes an angel or Jinn, Allah has not 
sent either of the two as Messengers, This also excludes a slave 
because a Messenger can only be free person. Thisalso excludes 
a female, a hermaphrodite, a young child, as well as a simpleton, 
an unintelligent person, anda claimant to prophecy [mutans 
who is a liar. This definition also excludes a Prophet [Nabi] 
because he [al-Sanisi} said: “and ordered him to convey it. 
‘A Prophet, therefore, is an adult human who is free and 
intelligent, to whom Allak has revealed a Sacred Law, even 
though He did not order him to convey it tothe crestion.”* 

commanded to convey, and that this is a point of agreement among. 
them {the scholars), inasmuch as a Prophet is commanded to follow the 
Messenger before him. 
‘We have interpreted the definitions mentioned above to mean that & 

Prophet is not ordered to convey the unique end exclusive Divine 
rulings that Allah teaches him—as you see in the above gis. This 
definition does nct mean that a Prophet Is not ordered to convey 
anything whatsoever, because he is ordered to follow the Messenger 
before him. Contemplate this well. (F) 
"As for a Prophet, he is a human who rectives a Sacred Law via 
revelation, whether he is ordered to convey it or not. A Prophet is more 
general thana Messenger, and this isthe relied upon view. The opposing 
side holds two views: the first view states that a Nessenger is one who 
receives a Sacred Law vis revelation and who also hasa book. According 
to this view, a Messenger must have a book and a Sacred Law; however, 
just because he has a book does not necessarily mean that he has a 
‘Sacred Law, for itis possible that the book contains exhortations only 
{and not religious law]. Some have objected to this view, arguing that 
there are very few books but there are « great number of Messengers, 50 
hhow can having a book be a condition for one to be a Messenger? The 
second view states that « Messenger must possess one of two things: he 
‘must possess either @ bock or he must possess a Sacred Law that 
abrogates the sacred Law before him. when the Torah was revealed 
to MUsd and one of the later Prophets from the Children of israel 
‘was ordered to convey Its rulings, that Prophet did not receive & book, 
ror did his Sacred Law abrogate that of MUs8 2; hence, he was not 
aMessenger.” 
This was taken from the gloss of al-Dasiqt upon the commentary on 

al-Santst's Umm aF-Bardkin, and this gloss Is one of the best and most 
beneficial glosses. Concerning the meaning of prophecy and the 
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A Messenger Is more specific than a Prophet; every Messenger 
is a Prophet, but not every Prophet is a Messenger. Some 
Prophets are Messengers and some are not, for they [the 
Prophets 238] were not ordered to convey {their message]. 

difference between a Prophet and a Messenger, tmam al-talint said in 
al Minha “Prophecy [nubawna] is 8 word that is etymologically derived 
from the word “infermation/news” [nabs], bat in this context, it refer 
to special information, something that Allah, the Sublime and Majestic, 
grants to one of His servant, thereby distinguishing him from others by 
it in which He acquaints him with His Sacred Law and what it contains 
of commands, prohibitions, exhortations, guidance, and Divine Threats 
and Promises. Based upon this, prophecy is information and knowledge 
regarding reports, and we have mentioned the description of 
this earlier. A Prophet is one who is informed of these things. If in 
addition to this blessing, he is ordered to convey it to people and call 
them to it, he is a Prephet and Messenger. If, en the other hand, it is 
revealed to him to act upon it within his own self and he isnot ordered 
to convey itor call others to it, he is a Prophet and not a Messenger. 
Every Messenger is therefore a Prophet but not every Prophet is a 
Messenger.” (F) 
The fact of the matter is we must provide more clarity regarding the 
distinction between prophecy and messengership [rida] and we should 
seek to understand and direct the view of our scholars who expressed 
this definition—as opposed to those who are overly hasty and declare 
them grossly mistaken because of this definition, and who seek to 
convince readers that their view is without evidence, pure blind 
conformism, unadulterated error, and in clear opposition to the texts 
of the Qur'an! It is not the way of Ahl al-Sunna to unequivocally state 
something [one way or another] when it is nuanced and carvies many 
possibilities. 

If only this chjection came from opponents among the 
anthropomorphists, it would nat call for this much detatl, but for this 
objection to come fram one who scribes himself to Ah! al-Sunna is 
shocking indeed. Here we shall mention a summary due ta lack of space, 
and we will clarify and explain the definition mentioned in the main 
text, We say, and with Allah is all success: 
Here we shall explain how our scholars understood the manner in 

hich our master Muhammad && ascended the ranks of prophecy and 
messengership. This will clarify for the readers what the scholars 
intended in their distinction between a Prophet and a Messenger. It is 
quite easy for someone ignorant of these rani to oppase them in their 
distinction. 
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When the time drow near for the prophecy of our liege lord 
‘Muhammad gs and he was forty years of age, Allah made solitary retreat 
and seclusion beloved to him. 1t was made beloved to him de atan age in 
‘which his faculties and strength were complete, so a5 to prepare him for 
his mission and destiny. He dt would withdraw to the cave of Hiri! for 
many nights ata time, and it has been said that he would withdraw 
there for cre month in a year, as was the custom of the Quraysh when 
they weuld fulfil vows to spend time at Wir. After hie withdrawal, he & 
‘would return to his family until he went back to the eave again as Allah 
willed. His food and drink would be brought to him and he d would eat 
from it and give the rest away in charity to the poor. During this time, 
hhe was unaware of prophecy. To the people, it was ambiguous, and to 
the people of the previous scriptures it was known, in order that ite 
sudden and unexpected descent serve as prevention of any affectation, 
lest others claim he & made it up—and had someone made up a claim 
[to it] and affected behaviour hinting to it the means and signs of that 
‘would be uncovered over time and it would not ke hidden to others who 
‘wishtto take on the same role or interpret 

The Messenger & remained in his solitary retreat until Allah made 
‘manifest upon him the portents of his prophecy: by it. waking him up from being unaware and giving him glad tidings after an extended 
period [between Prophets. After the glad tidings, He tasked him & to 
deliver the message and enabled him to traverse that path in steps and 
‘ranks 50 as to prepare him to shoulder its burdens and knw its rights 
and not be caught unaware, This was a subtle gentleness and bounty 
from Allah to him %, ard a motivation for his nation to follow him, 
Glorified and Exalted is He who is gentle with His servants and who 
bestows favours upon Hiscreation! 

‘The states that he % traversed, from the time he knew he was @ 
Prophet, tothe time he was a Messenger who comeyed the revelation, 
are six in number: 
[1] Having true dream visions showing his future. 
[2 Being granted unique things that distinguished him # from the rest 
‘of creation; his being purified from filth and impurities so as to cleanse 
him and secve asa portent and warning of things tocome. 
[5] Recewving glad tangs of prophecy from an angel who informed him 
‘oft on behalf ofhis Lord. This was a feeling and sensation and it was 
not accompanied by any lege cbligations or warnings, and was net sent 
Vie revelation. He & did not see anything or anyane, rather it was a 
feeling and sensetion ofan angel accompanied by a sign and portent, the 
sensation of which sufficed from seeing itor speaking about it. This 
stage wes in order for him & to know that he was a Prophet, $0 as to 
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prepare for the ccming revelation and make easy for him the long gaps 
in time, making him more patient in times of difficulty and more 
thankful forbounties. 
[a] The angel Jibri’s descending to him # with revelation from his Lord. 
He fs saw his form ané heard his address. Jitril informed him that he 
(Muhammad 4] was the Prophet of Allah and His Messenger. jbcil 
sufficed with informing him 4& of that and did nct command him to 
«convey it [to others), so as to allow him to directly and experientially 
witness it fist hand and gain confidence in it andits veracity and dispel 
ay notions of doubt. This occurred wien Jibri, came to him # while be 
was in the cave of Hird’ and he ordered him to recite, The revelation 
Jiorl brought to him was only to inform him thet ke & was a Prophet 
and that Allah had chosen him, enabling him thereby to awa Kis 
commands and what was to be revealed to hitn, and following His orders 
and awaiting his cuties. At this time, he & was alowed to inform others 
and was net allowed to warn: (And as forthe favours of your Lord, peak 
shout then.) In ether words, “speak to cthers about the bounty of 
Prophecy.” He f& would make mention of it as a way of spreading glad 
tidings. 
16] after recetving prophecy he de was commanded to warn others, 
effectively becoming a Messenger, At this time, the Qur'an was revealed 
to him with tts commands and prohibitions. During this period he # 
was sent [as x Messenger], but was not yet commanded to openly 
jnnounce itand warn all At this time he #& would convey the message 
tw those with whom he fel sefe and he would lold tightly to those who 
responded to his call. At this stage the words of Alla, the Exalted, were 
revealed to him fé: €0 you who covers himsdf {with 2 garment} arse 
snd worn; glorify your Lord: purify your garments; avo filth; do not give a 
favour to ccqaire more; and be patient for your Lor} This verse established 
his 4 prophecy with revelation and warning others, ever though the 
revelation continued tocome, 
[6] tte #& was ordered to convey the werning te others outside of his 
family ard openly proclaim and call to islam after having kept it a 
secret, Allah, the Exalted, revealed to him &: (Be strong with that wieh 
‘which you have ben commanded and tara ama from the ignorant) tbe shi 
‘ie: “This was [revealed] three years after his fe prophecy. 
This is the sum of what was mentioned by al-Nabahani in his book 

‘ja Allah ald al’Alamin ft Mujisie Sayyid a-Murslln, in al-Mawahib 
«l-Ladiniyya, al Qestlani quoted Imam al-Nawawi “The Grst thing that 
‘must be called to and warned about is Divine oneness [tawhid, followed 
by the obligations mentioned by Allah inthe frst part of the chaptor af 
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‘al-Muzammil 1¢ was then abrogated by whet is at the end oft and that 
wes subsequently abrogated by the obligation of the five prayers that 
‘were made incumbent on the night ofthe mirsculous journey in Mocca.» 

“Afterwards, the revelation stopped for a period of time, and this 
proved dificult and sed for him [the Prophet J]. This peri of time 
denotes a delay, and this was done so as remove the terror that he 4 
hhad and to cause im to long for the revelation's return. The opinion of 
thn Islhig is that this delay was fora period of three years. 

“alt it lear that his prophecy” preceded his messengership: the 
revelation of the chapter: (Recite..) made him g& a Prophet, and the 
revelation of e-Nuddathir made him a Messenger sent with glad tidings. 
‘warnings, and legsltion—and this most certainly came after the first 
chapter, because the chapter Iqra' contains mention of the stages of 
Ihuman development: creation, teaching. and understanding, and this is 
fitting to be the first chapter revealed and this isa natural order: the 
Exalted mentioned the knowledge, understanding, wisdom, and 
prophecy He conferred upon His Prophet. and reminded him of His 
favours in the context of informing His servants of the bounties of 
eloquence in understanding, expression, and written communication. 
‘After that chapter He ordered him to arise and warn His servants.” 

Consider here how the scholars textually state that our liege lord 
Mahammad 4 was a Prophet after receiving revelation and then he 
became a Messenger after receiving the command to convey the 
message. This is how the scholars understood the distinction between 
prophecy and messengership. The way in which our liege lord 
Muhammad was dispatched isa true example ofthe soundness oftheir 
understanding, and based upon it, their principle proves true that 
“Every Messenger is a Prophet but rot every Prophet is a Messenger.” 

‘upon the view of the one who says that a Prophet is a person 
whom Allah commands to convey the Sacred Law before him, not every 
Messenger is a Prophet, because not every Messenger is given a new 
Sacred Law and they ae [instead] commanded to follow the Sacred Law 
before them. 

The most Correct thing to say i that if we assert that the meaning of 
the well krown definition mentioned in the main text is thet ¢ Prophet 
might not be commanded to convey the message, then it is a weak 
definition because everyone 1 commanded to convey the message, 
‘which a least entails conveying the message of a previous Messerger. If 
every believer is ordered to convey the message, how can a Prophet not 
bbe commanded to convey it as well? This notion Is preposterous. If, on 
the other hand, we said that the meaning of prophecy i fora Prophet 
to convey something from the Lord, regardless if that Prophet was 
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commanded with its conveyance or not. then it would be a strong 
‘meaning. This ithe apparent meaning of al“Izb ‘Abd al-Salat's words 
fn c-Cawitid al-Kubrd, The sum of his statement that the word 
“Prophet” isa name given to a person who receives revelation from his 
Lord about certain matters, and the word “Messenger” is for someone 
who, in addition to that, is also ordered to convey to the people. In 
this way, messengership can be conceptualized and understood to be 
rationally separate from the concept of prophecy, even though there is 
1 separation in reality—which means thet it is not possible to find « 
Messenger who isnot a Prophet. A Messenger is one wo has passed the 
two levels, whereas a Prophet is one who has passed only one level. in 
thisregard, al-izzsaid that the rank of prophecy is better than the rank 
of messengership because the former is connected to Allah from both 
sides, whereas with ip the connection to Allah is with one 
side only. He did not say that a Prophet is better than a Messenger, 
because a Messenger, in addition to him being a Messenger, is « Prophet 
2s well, We are most certain that the one who obtains two virtues is 
better that the one who obtains only one. There is no call, therefore, for 
rebuke or censure, Contemplate this wel 
Im this hasty write up, ot intention is only to clarify a permissible 

angle and logical explanation for the well knawn definition, This issue is 
in need of more detail and investigation, especially given the fact that 
the apparent words in the main text might be understood to mez that 
there could be found 2 Prophet who was not commanded to convey 
whatsoever. Furthermore, that is incorrect unless we say that the 
Iowledge Allah revealed to such a Prophet only relates to His Divine 
Entity and Exalted Names, s0 as to incresse said Prophet in knowledge of 
Him. There is no reason to convey such knowledge to the generality of 
people because what they have already heard from their previous 
Prophets is enough to set straight their affairs. Such knowledge i only 
the privy some of the elect. For this reason, we say that some of what 
Allah revealed to the Messenger % was for him only, and he was not 
‘eedered to convey it, such as the secrets of Godhood and s0 on. IF 
understood in this light, the words of the scholars are correct. This does 
not detract from the fact that a Messenger is ordered te convey 
insemuch as he is ordered to follow the Messenger before him, because 
the scholars explicitly stated that iti an obligation upon a Prophet to 
inform the people of his prophecy so they can show him proper respect 
and realize the bounty of Allsh upon humanity, thereby increasing 
in their exaltation and humility before Him. This itself is a type of 
conveyance, s0 contemplate these words wel. (F) 
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Norice 
Messengers do not convey everything they know. There are other 
matters that the Messengers sx know but do not convey," 
however they do convey everything thet they are commanded. 
This is because there are three categories of things: that which 
they are ordered to convey, that which they are ordered to 
conceal, and that in which they are given.a choice, 

5.1 WHAT IS NECESSARY FORTHE MESSENGERS 3b 

To add to this, after the publication of the first edition, our pupil, 
Shaykh Muhammad al“A‘di, and his colleague Shaykh Rabi—may Allah 
‘grant both of them success—informed us that they found a passage in 
al-Shabarkhit’s commentary upon al-Nawaw's Forty Hadith collection 
that speaks about the meaning ofthis preference between a Prophet and 
‘8 Messenger. I looked it up and reproduced it here for its benefit. 
‘AlShabarkhiti said: “The reaion why messengership is better than 
prophecy wis mentioned by al-Carifi, who maintained thet 
Imessengership results in guidance for the Umma, whereas prophecy 
{is only for that Prophet. So, the comparison between the two inthe area 
of prophecy is like the comparison between the devoat worshipper and 
the scholar. Furthermore, this difference exists insomuch as both 
are gathered within one place and subsisting within one person, When 
they are in separate places, however, there 1s no disagreement that 
messengership is beiter than prophecy. This is self-evident, as 
‘messengership isboth t [prophecy], and more.” 
Before these words, he sad: “And sccording to consensus, he is better 

than « Prophet because e is distinguished with messengership, which 's 
better than prophecy according to the mest correct view and contrary 
to the view of tbn ‘Abd al-Salém.” This does not detract from our 
‘explanation of al-Tze's words; rather, it qualifies it further according to 
what we stated. () 
8 This is especially with regards to the secrets of Godhood and the 
affairs ofthe Hereafter (P) 
What is meant here by “necessary” are those things that are 
inseparable [from them], even if established] only by a logl proof. This 
is because the proof that faithfulness ard conveyance are necessary is & 
legal [proof], whereas the proof for the necessity of truthfulness is a 
ratioral [proof]—according to the view thatthe evidence established by 
an inimitable miracle is rational—or itis stipulatory according to the 
view that its indication is stipulatory because itis akin to Allah saying: 
“My servant is truthful in what he says.” So, bated on the words of 
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Of these, truthfulness [sidq)™*in their claim ta messengership and 
what they convey from Allah, the Exalted. The meaning of 
truthfulness is the agroomort of information with the self same 
reality, whether it conforms to the actual belief [ofthe conveyor] 
or not. Another necessary quality is faithfulness [ardra). 
‘This means that they a safeguard their outward bodies and 
inward selves from falling into that which is either unlawful 
or detested." 
Another necessary quality is conveyance [wblighl, This is 

conveyance of what they 3 were ordered to convey to the 
qeation’ And further, both intelligence and sagacity are 
necessary qualities, 

‘al-Sanast {ts indication is stipulatory. The correct view, however, is that 
kts conventional based on the fact tht is indication is conventional In 
‘ther words, its based upon the common notion that the inimitable 
iniracle isa sign of trithfulness. (8) 
You should know that truthfulness is of three categories: truthfulness 
{in the claim to messengership, truthfulness in the rulings they convey 
from Allah, the Exalted, and truthfulness in their words regarding 
worldly matters, such as the statements: "Zayd stood up,” “AM sat 
down," and “I ate" and “t drank,” and s0 on, 
What is meant here fin the main text] are the frst two categories, 

because the rational proof that be later mentions only proves these two. 
4s for the third category, it is included in faithfulness. fone argues that 
the fint two categories are also included in faithfulness, or that even 
‘conveyance is included in it thus there being no need to mention them 
all separately, we respond by saying that it has already been mentioned 
how dangerous ignorance isin this tremendous science, o generalities 
ace not enough, (8) 
2® Some have defined it as not displaying treachery by ding that which 

unlawful or detested. Others said that it is a firmly entrenched 
strength that prevents its pessescer from falling into prohibited 
matters, No matter the case, faithfulness refers back to what some 
‘eepressedasingall bility. (@) 
"There are three categaries of things: that which they are ordered to 
convey, that which they are ordered to conceal, and that in which they 
are given a choice tt is necessary for them to convey the first category 
and it is necessery for us to believe that they conveyed it; it c necessary 
for them to conceal the second category and it is necessary for us to 
believe that they concealed it an inthe third category they were given 
choice, sothey informed whomeverthey wanted. (F) 
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5.2 WHAT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE MESSENGERS 393 
Ue is impossible for them—peace and blessings be upon them— 
to possess the opposites of these necessary attributes, They are 
asfollows: 

S.A LYING 
‘The meaning of lying isthe non-conformity of information with 
the selfsame reality, whether it conforms to the actual belief (of 
the conveyor] ar not. 

5.2.2 Treacuery [ruurvAna] 
Treachery ie threugh committing an unlawful action that they 
av forbade, such as the prohibition of fornication and drinking 
alcohol, or committing an act that is detested, such as reciting 
the Qur'an in bowing and prostration. As for them—peace and 
blessings be upon them—doing something detested in some 
instances for the sake of legislation, such an act is permissible. 
The detestable act that cannot and will not be done by them 
is the detestable act that is not for the sake of legislation. 
Faithfulness is necessary for them and treachery is impossible for 
them: they xq are divinely protected from minor sins and 
enormities before and after prophecy. Not a single unlawful 
or detestable act occurs from them intentionally or 
unintentionally" from the time of their birth until the time they 
xa move on the Abode of Honour [Paradise]. 

9 What 1s meant by “detestable” here also includes that which 
[is termed] “against what is best” [Wlgfcl-awli]. This is not countered 
by citing that he 4 relieved himself while standing, and performed 
ablutions by wiping the linbs only once or twice [lustead of three 
tes}. That is because he relieved himself [whist standing] in order to 
demonstrate its ermisitility-ard that demonstration i obligatory for 
hhim 4. From this itis known that they—peace and blessings be upon 
them-—did net fll into the unlawful or detestable insomuch as itis 
detesiatle n addition to this, they do not engage in the legally neutral 
[imubst] acts insomuch as they are merely permissible; rather, they 
engage in them for the sake of doing aa act of closeness [to Allah} 
legislating, o gaining strength to perform acts of worship, and son. ll 
of their actions revolve arourd the sphere of what ie obligatory and 
recommended, How ean this not be the case [for the Prophets}, whea 
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NOTICE 
‘There occurs in a Hadith: “The believer can be stamped with 
every trait except treachery and lying,” 

5.2.3 CONCEALMENT 
It is impossible—whether intentionally or urintentionally—for 
them [the Messengers 2] to conceal anything they were ordered 
toconvey to the creation to whom they were sent. 

Norice 
AL-Qidi ‘lyad said in his al-Shifi: “Likewise, it is impossible for 
them to be insane or afflicted with leprosy or smallpox. That 
which our liege lord Ayyab had was not leprosy.” 

even some of the saints are given success [in reaching that]? If that isso, 
itis more appropriate to befor the choice-clect of Ali's creation. (8) 
'8You should know that there is no difference between a minor sin and 
an enormity: they [the Messengers 22] de not ‘all into minor sins or 
evormitie:—even if only out of forgetfulnes:—cither before they are 
tasked with theic prophetic missions or after. It cannot be said that what 
occurred out of forgetfulness, or before being tasked with the mission, is 
not in fact disobedience, because we say thet it is in the image of 
disobedience. Any report that would allude to them having fallen into 
sin must be interpreted {twill (8) 
‘This was narrated by al-QudaTin Musnad al-shib from Musab b Sad 
from his father: “The Messenger of Allah i said: ‘The believer can be 
stamped with every trat but that of treachery and lying." It was elso 
nnarreted by ibn Abi el-Dunya in Makirim al-Athlag from Mus'ab b, Sa'd 
from his father: “The Messenger of Allah # said: ‘Every trait can be 
stamped or marked on the believer but that of treachery and lying.” (F) 
ts impossible [for them ae] to unintentionally forget to convey the 
message. Its, however, permissiole for them to forget in other matters, 
Once, he & forgot while engaged in prayer; however, it was only 
because his mighty heart was eccupied with Allah, This meaning was 
alluded [hy the poet] who suid 
Oye who cakameabout de Mesnger sf Ala 
Howhe ul abet minded 

‘And asermindednes comes oly from the heart f rey hele one 
‘Whereas hisinnermos secret was sent from every 
Sohe was absentnindd rom everything other thar Ala, 
“and extn for Allah 
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5.2.4 STUPIDITY AND DIM-WITTEDNESS 
Stupidity and dim-wittedness are both impossible for them— 
peace arid blessings be upon themall. 

5.3 WHAT Is POSSIBLE FOR THE MESSENGERS 2 
It is both rationally and legally possible for the Messengers— 
peace and blessings be upon them—to possess accidents, which 
are incidental and renewing characteristics (as opposed to the 
pre-etemal attributes of allah, the Exalted, for no one else can 
be given those attributes because the centingent cannot be 
described with the attributes of the pre-eterna), It is permissible 
for the Messengers xa to postess human qualities that do not 
Jead to deficiency or detract from their lofty stations with allah, 
suich as mild sicknesses like fevers, headaches, and the like. 
As for serious illness and ailments like leprosy and smallpox 

that people would find disgusting, or madness (whether small or 
great), blindness, being one-eyed, having sexually transmitted 
diseases like herpes, repulsiveness, being castrated, or being 
‘impotent, none of those are permissible for them. Similar to the 
permissibility of mild illness is sleop, injuries, being Iilled, 
experiencing harm from the creation in word or deed, death, 
marriage, divorce, buying and selling, hunger, thirst, and 
forgetfulness in prayer. All ofthese things are permissible, 
Everything that fs necessary for the Messengers sp is also 

necessary for the Prophets. The Prophets have not been sent or 
ordered to convey to the creation; however, its obligstory upon 
a Prophet to inform the people that he is a Prophet so they can 
show proper deference to him. 

Norice 
The Christians described Prophot ‘isa 1a with the attributes of 
allah. They claimed that he was the pre-eternal attribute of 
knowledge subsisting in the body of isi at. For that reason, they 
made him into a ged, and that was based on a gross error on their 
part that no rational person could possibly make. 
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Nomice 
The Jews described the Prophets with unbefitting traits ond 
claimed they were negligent, whereas the Christians went to 
‘extremes exalting {53.48 above his rank, saying that he is the son 
of allah. 

Notice 
The report stating the Prophet Shu'ayb = was blind is not 
reliable, as was mentioned by the verifying scholars. As for 
Ya‘qib 33, he experienced a covering that did rot prevent him 
from seeing and it was soon after remaved from him. As for the 
affliction of Ayyab xa, it was not an affliction that drove people 
sway, nor did itctay with him for a long time, On the contrary, 
‘after his affliction his body became even more beautiful than it 
‘was prior to the affliction, 

Notice 
‘The eyes of the Prophets sleep but their hearts do not sleep. 
‘That i either all of the time or most of the time, as verified by 
Imamal-Nawawi. 

“Ths was narrated by al-Bukhartin bis rigorously authentic collection 
fom Abi Salama b,‘Abd al-Rabman, who asked ‘Kisha d: "How was the 
prayer of the Messenger of Allah f& in the month of Ramadin’™ she 
replied: “He would not add more than eleven prayer units either inside 
‘or eutside of Ramadin, le would pray four prayer unitsanid do not ask 
boat their beeuty and length-then he would pray four prayer units— 
‘and do not ask about their beauty and length-then he would pray 
three | asked him: “© Mesvenger of Allah! Do you ge to sleep before you 
‘pray the odd unit [wir] prayer?’ He repliod:'My eyes sleep but my heart 
does not sleep.” 
AlBukhiri abo narrated from Shurayk b, ‘Abdullih b. ABT Ninar who 

stated: “theard Anas b, Milik narrete to us about the night in which the 
Prophet & was taken on the night journey from the Mosque of the 
Kaba, He # mentioned that before he received the revelation, three 
aries came to him while he was sleeping in the Sacred Mosque. The 
first of them said:“Which one is he? The second of them replied: ‘He is 
the best of them’ The thied of them said: “Take the bost of them,’ and 
that was tha: ot long after, they came back another night and ssw his 
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5.4 THe RATIONAL PROOFS 
After having explained the things that relate to the Messengers 
‘@, here we shall present the rational proofs for them. 

5.4.1 THE RATIONAL PROOF 
‘THAT TRUTHFULNESS Is NECESSARY FOR THEM 38 
If the Messengers <8 were not truthful and had they lied, it 
would have implied that there is falsehood in the inimitable 
miracles” that indicate their veracity. These miracles are like 

‘heart his eyes sleep but his heart does not. The same is for the other 
Prophets as wel; their eyes sleep but their hearts do not. After this, 
‘bel took him and ascended with him into the heavens.” 

In his Sunan a-kubr, al-Nasai narrated from Said b, Jubayr from lon 
“Abbas, who seid: “Some Jews came to the Prephet g and said to him: 
“0 Abi al-Qisim! We would like to ask you about some things; if you 
answer us correctly we will follow you, confirm you,and believe in you.’ 
‘Soe # took a covenant from them as israel took a covenant from his 
sons when they said ‘Alleh is ever a witness over what we say.” They 
said: Inform us ofthe sign ofthe Prophet.’ He # replied: His eyes sleep 
‘but his heart does nct..”" This was also narreted by al-Tabarént in 
‘al-Mujam a-Kabir 

In his Sunan a-fubra, al-Sayhagi narrated from ‘Aisha & in the Hadith 
regarding the night prayer: She & said: “I said:'0 Messenger of allah! DO 
‘you go t0 sleep before you pray the odd unit [wir] prayer?” He replied: 
“0 ‘shal My eyes sleep but my heart does not sleep.” Al-Bayhag] sald: 
“This was narrated by al-bukhatt in the rigorously authentic collection 
from al-Qa'anti, Muslim narrated it from Yehya b. Yebya from Malik. We 
have narrated [reports] from Jabr b ‘Abdullah, AbG Hurayra, and Anas 
bb Malik from the Prophet dp that indicate that his two eyes would sleep 
‘but that his heart would not sleep. Anas b, Malik sald: ‘And likewise, the 
eyes ofthe Prophets sleep but their hearts do not.” 
Tis was also narrated by al-Hakim in his Mustadrak from Anas & who 

said: "The eyes of the Prophet 4 would sleep but his heart would net.” 
‘This report is rigorously authenticbased upon the conditions of Muslin, 
although neither [he nor al-Bukha] relayed it. (9) 
an inimitable miracle {s a break in natural phenomena that is 
accompanied by a calm of prophecy or messengershp.Itistaken from 
the word {jz [inimitabilty] Uecause others are utterly incapable of 
producing anything lie &. An inimitable miracle could be a statement, 
such as the Quran, or it could ke an action, such as when water poured 
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Allah's way of saying: "My servant who claims prophecy is 
truthful in everything he conveys from Me.” An inimitable 
miracle indicates the truthfulness and veracity of the Messengers 
‘s® just like speech; if, therefore, the Messengers 2% were 
Uuntruthful, it would imply that Allah was lying when He 
confirmed them via inimitable miracles, and it is impossible for 
His statements to contain lies because what He informs is in 
agreement with His knowledge, which can only be truth. if itis 
proven that He cannot lie in what He informs, it is proven that 
the Messengers se$ cannot lie in what they relate. (fit is proven 
that that the Messengers 2 cannot lie in what they inform, it 
follows that they must be truthful, which ts the conclusion 
sought after here. 
‘The proof that the Messengers 22 are truthfl is from the texts 

of the Book, the Sunna, and consensus. As for the Book, the 
Exalted said about our Prophet &: ¢He does not speak from his own 
desire. It is but revelation revealed} [al-Najm: 3~4] and He said: (So 
let the trathfil ones be asked about their truthfihness) [al-Ahzabs: 8] 
and He said: (And Allah and His Messenger were truthful [ibid, 22). 
4s for the Sunna, there is the Prophet's statement #: “You shall 
not find me asa miser, a liar, or a coward."** As for the 

from the fingers of our Prophet &, or when the moon split for him. TE 
could also he other than a statement ar an action, such as when the fire 
did not consume eur liege lord tbeshim 32. 
‘No matter what form an inimitable miracle takes, it proves that Allah 

declares the veracity ofthe ene upon whose hard it manifests, because 
it is akin to a declaration from Allah, as if He is saying: “My servant is 
truthful in everything that he conveys from Me" Ifthe Messengers 2 
‘were not truthful, that would imply that the inimitable miracle sent by 
Allah—that was akin to Him informing [others)—is a lie, and lying is 
impossible for Allah, the Exalted, (M) 
This was narrated by al-Bukhiri from Muhammad b, Jubayr who sae 
“jubayeb. Mat'am informed me, saying that when he was travelling with 
the Messenger of Allah J along with other people in 2 caravan from 
unayn, the people surrounded him and asked him so fervently that he 
was forced to go to Samura (b. Jundub] and in the process, his upper 
garment came off. the Prophet then stood and said: ‘Give me my 
Upper garment; if 1 possessed bounties equal to the number of these 
prickly shrubs, 1 would have apportioned them among you all, and you 
shall not find me as one whois stingy alicr, or a coward.” Al-Tabarani 
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consensus, the Muslims have unanimously agreed that it is 
necessary for the Messengers and Prophets—peace and blessings 
beupon them—ro be truthful, 

NOTICE 
The meaning of an inimitable miracle [mujizal is a break in 
natural phenomena accompanied with a challenge that meets no 
opparition. 

Norice 
A miraculous gift [kardma}* isa breck in natural phenomena that 
's not accompanied with a claim to prophecy or a precursor to it. 
This s for the saints.A miraculous gift that is accompanied with @ 
claim to prophecy is called an inimitable miracle [mujiza]. When 
itis aprecursor to prophecy it is called irhas and it precedes their 
claim to prophecy, such as when the clouds shaded the Prophet 
&, There is also something called ana (assistance), which occurs 
with some of the common believers when they are rescued from 
trials and destruction, even though they have not reached the 
level of sainthood. Being lured into destruction [isidrdj] is 
{a break in natural phenomena] that occurs with some of the 
disbelievers and corrupt people, and is in agreement with their 

«alse narrated this in his al-Mu'jan ol-Awsat from ‘Ame b Sku‘ay from his 
father and then from his grandfather. It contains the wording: “and you 
shall not find me as one who is stingy, a coward, ora lar." in [l-Nutjam] 
al-Nabir itis reported from Muhammad b, Jubayr b. Mat'am with the 
wording: “and you shall not find me as one who i stingy, a coward, or 3 
lian” This was also narrated by fbn Hibbin from him, and was narrated 

ikin the Muwatta’from’Amrb. Shu'ayb. (F) 
‘Abi ‘Abdalldh al-alimé (from AhlalSunna) and the Nu‘tazia denied 

the occurrence of miraculous gifts [karandt]. They claimed that if 
miraculous gifts existed they would be confused with the inimitable 
iniraces ofthe Prophets, which would result in confusion about who i 
Prophet and who is not. They also claimed that if miraculous gifts were 
found, and if they remained and became numerous, then miraculous 
sifts would no longer be considered preternatural phenomena. ($) 
‘The majority view of Ahlal-Surna is that miraculous gifts ae rationally 

possible and may occur both during the life of the saint and after 
his death. Whoever denies this should not be given any consideration at 
alL(op 
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desires. Belittlement [ihn] also occurs with the disbelievers and 
corrupt people, although it 1s against their desires, as what 
occurred with Musaylama the liar when he spat into a well to 
increase it in sweetness and it became bitter and salty. “Being 
lead to misguidance" [idl] is what occurs upon the hand of one 
‘who wishes to lead the creation astray, such as the False Messiah 
{al-Dajiall. As for magic and sleight of hand techniques, neither is 
considered a break in natural phenomena because there are 
‘means for learning them. There is no independent causality for 
the servants with the breaks in natural phenomena; the only 
Doer is Allah alone. 

5.4.2 THE RATIONAL PROOF 
‘THAT FAITHFULNESS 1S NECESSARY FOR THEM 29 
If they 4a had proven themselves treacherous by committing an 
unlawful or detestable act, bath the unlawful and the detestable 
‘would have become obedience for them. This is because Allah 
commanded us—the assembly of servants—to follow them age in 
their statements and ections."” 

° Allah also commanded us to follow them 3x4 in their tacit approvals 
and intentional silence when an action is done [in their presence) I is 
impossible for them to tacitly approve af an error. The only exceptions 
to this are those things unique to them, such as marrying more than 
four [wives]. From this it is known that no legally responsible perion 
‘among us shotld hesitate in doing anything established from the 
Prophet &, with the contention that it might be unique to him. On the 
contrary. one should fellow him in all of his statements and actions 
except that which is established to be from those things unique to him. 
This is because the statement of the Exalted is all inclusive: (Say: “if you 
Tove lla, follow me") 
‘The Companions unanimously agreed about following him ge in all of 

his statements and actions without hesitation. That was usually the case; 
however, there are certain instances in which they hesitated, such asin 
the conquest of Mecca, when the Prophet # ordered them to break 
their fast yet they continued [fasting] until he tock a cup and drank 
from it, and then they drank. Another example it during the battle of 
Hudaybiyya, when he % ordered them to sacrifice the animals and then 
shave their heads, They did not doit because they were so engrosted in 
thinking about the extreme difficulties they had experienced. He # and 
his Companions set cut to perform the minor pilgrimage [urra] and 
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they descended in the lowermost part of Hudaybiyys and the idolaters 
prevented them from entering Mecza. As a result, the Prophet fe cont 
“Uthman b.‘Affin with a liter to the nobles of Mecca informing them 
that he has come to perform the minor pilgrimage and thst he hag not 
come to fight. The dolaters were persistent and stubbornly refused him 
# entry into Mecea that year. There then occurred come fighting 
in which one of the two groups attacked the other, and  ckirmish 
involving rocks and arrows erupted. When this occurred, the Messenger 
of Allah # held some of them {the iolaters] and they held ‘Uthmi b 
‘Afan 2A. Iblis then spread the rumour that they [Phe idalater] had 
Killed him [Uthménl, so the Prophet & said: “We shall prepare war 
against them’ and he called the people tothe tre in order to take the 
pede of fealty from them withthe condition of ether death oF not leing, When the disbelievers heard of this pledge, they became 
frightened and dispatched 2 man from among them to apologize and 
explain thet the fighting only took place from thei folish ones, and to 
request the release of those imprisoned [from the idolaters]. The 
Prophet % responded: "I will not release them until you release all my 
‘companions." The man responded: “You have behaved fairly toward us," 
and he informed his compatriots [in Mecca), who then released ‘Uthmn 
along with a group of the Muslims. An armistice was agreed to between the Prophet 4 and that man with the condition that fighting cease 
beeween the two partes for ten years and that esch grant a surety of 
protection to the other, and that they [the Mustims) return that year 
(to Medina} and come back the nest year to perform the minor Pilgrimage, and for them {the Muslims] to return to them (the Meccans] ‘whoever comes {fo Medina] asa Muslim, while not calling for the etura 
of those who come to teccafrom them. 

‘ab, AB Talfo wrote all of this down in aleter. The Muslims detested 
these conditions and said: “O Messenger of lah! Are we to return 
[people] and they wil no?” He said: "Yes. As for the ene among ws wh 
oss to them, then may Allah make him remote, and whoever among therm comes tous, then Allah shall make an opening and a way out for 
him.” He & then sed to his Companions: "Stand up, offer the sacritic, and shave your heads." The narrator added "By Allah, rot a single one 
among them stood up until he 4 repested his eormmanis thrice, When 
they die not comply, he went to Umm Salama and saié “the Muslims 
have fallen to destruction; 1 commarxied thera to shave thelr heads and offor the sacrifice but they did not comply. she stid ‘0 Messenger of Allah! Do not blame ther, for this ammstce is diffcue for them yo out 
and do not speak to any of them untl you do it yourself! So he # went 
‘out and sacrificed with hie own hand and then called for his barber. 
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‘The Exalted said regarding our Prophet %: (Say: “If you truly love 
Allah fllow me; Allah shall love you and forgive you your sins, and 
Allah is the Most Forgiving, the Merci) [Alteran 31], and 
And folow him so perhaps you may be guided.) [al-A'r3f: 158). He fs 
said: “stick closely to my Sunna, and the Sunna of the rightly 
guided and upright Caliphs."** Allah, the Exalted, does not order 
something that Is unlawful or detestable, because He sald: 
(Say: “indeed, Allah does not order with vileness.") (al-Avaf: 28). It 
is impossible, therefore, for the unlawful or detestable to 
transform into obedience for them because that is a gathering 
between two contradictories. if the transformation of the 
unlawful and detestable into obedience for them is proven to be 
false, it also follows that they act cannot be treacherous. If 
treachery from them is proven to be faise, it is neceseary that 
they s¢ are faithful 

54.3 THE RATIONAL PRoor 
‘THAT THEY 2a CONVEYED WHAT THEY WERE ORDERED TO CONVEY 
‘This is along the same lines as the previous rational proof. if the 
Messengers had concealed, then concealment—which is 
unlawful-would have become an act of obedience for them, 
because Allah commanded us to follow them in their statements 

When they saw that, they all stood up, sacrificed, and shaved the heads 
of one another. so much so thet ey almost Killed each other" Tht is 
nacratecinal-Bukhar. (8) 
28 This was narrated by al-Tirmida in alJi a-Si from ale 
Striya who said: “once, after the afternoon prayer. the Messenger of 
Allah 8 delivered a powerful sermon that caused the eyes totear up and 
the heats to shake. A man said “This seems tobe a farewell adres. so 
‘what do you counsel us with, 0 Messenger of allah? He sai: coursel 
you to ave fear of Allah and to hear and obey {you leader] even ihe is 
fan Ethiopian slave. for whoever shall live among you shall most 
certainly see much differing Beware of newly inaugurated matters, for 
they are misguidance. Whoever among you lives to see tht, see to it 
that you stick to my Sunna and the Sunna of the rightly guided and 
‘upright Cals, tick o them wth your molars.” Abd Ts [al-Timigh] 
said this isa rigorously authentic Hadith It has also been narrated by 
alakim in d-Mustadrak, al-Tabardri in ol-Muym al-Kabir fen Majah 
in his sunan, al-Bayhagi in his al-Siwan al-Kabri, and ab-Dirint in his 
Sunan.(F) 
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and actions, yet Allah does not command the unlawful or 
detestable. Ifthe transformation of concealment into obedience 
{for them is proven false, it fellows that they ag canaot conceal. 
If concealment by the Messengers 2# is proven to be falze, it 
fs necessary that they convey, which is sought here. The proof 
that is it necessary for them 2 to convey is contained in the 
Book, the Sunna, and the consensus. As for the Book, the Exalted 
said: {Today 1 have completed for you your religion} [al-Ma¥ida: 3), 
and He said: (The right course has beceme clear from the wrong) [al- 
Bagara: 256], and He said: éSo leave them for you are net to be 
blamed.) [al-Dhiriy’t: 54). As for the Sunna, the Prophet asked 
{his Companions}: “Have 1 conveyed the message?” and they 
replied: “Yes.” He said: “O Allsh, bear witness! Let the one present 
inform the one ebsent, for how many recipient understands more 
than the one who hears directly." The Selaf were in uaanimous 

* This was narrated by al-Bukhéri n his rigorously authentic collection 
from Muhammad b. Sirin who seid: “Abd al-Kahman b. Aba sakra 
related to us trom Abu Bakra, and a better person is ‘Abd al-Rahmin 
umayd b, ‘Abd al-Rahman [who related it from) Abu Bakrs who said: 
“The Froghet % delivered a speech on the day of sacrifice. He sald: “Do 
you know what day st is?" We said: “Allah and His Messenger know 
best." He remsined silent tll the point where we thought that he was 
going to give tc a different name, He then said: "Is this not the day of 
acrfice™ We replied "Of course.” He then said: “What month is this?” 
We replied: “Allah and tis Messenger know best." He remained silent tll 
the point where we thought that he was going to give ita different 
fname, He then sad: “Is this not che month of DhG abtija?” We replied: 
“Of course." He ther: asked: “What city i this?" We replied: “Allah and 
His Messenger krow best He remained silent till the point where we 
thought that he was going to give it different name. He then sad: “Is 
{isnot the Sacred City?" We replied: “Of course.” He then said “Indeed, 
your blood and wealth are inviolable, just like the imviolability of this 
day of yours and this month of yours and this city of yours, until the day 
you all meet your Lord. Have 1 conveyed the message?” They replied: 
"Yes." He said “0 Allah, bear witness! Let the one present inform the 
tone absent, for how many a receiver understands more than the one 
who hears directly. So do rot turn back as disbelievers after me by 
Dkrking the necke of ene another" This wes also narrated from ton 
‘Umar ard relayed by al-Nasi in cl-Sunan a-Kulbr. t was also narrated 
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agreement that the Prophets st did not conceal anything they 
were ordered to convey te the creation, whether intentionally or 
unintentionally. 

5.4.4 THE RATIONAL PROOF 
‘THAT INTELLIGENCE AND SAGACITY ARE NECESSARY FOR THEM 34 
Intelligence is having a sharp mind. Its not permissible for the 
Messengers 224 to be dolts, simpletons, or fools, because they 
hrave been sent to establish evidence and counter the doubts of 
the argumentative opponents. That cannot be achieved by a dolt, 
simpleton, or a fool. Furthermore, we have also been ordered. 
to follow them in their statements and actions, and the ore who 
is followed cannot be a dolt because that is an attribute of 
imperfection that detracts from his noble station. 

5.4.5 THE RATIONAL PROOF THAT IT 15 POSSIBLE 
FORTHE MESSENGERS 2 TO POSSESS INCIDENTAL QUALITIES 
‘The permissible incidental qualities [accidents—a'rdd] are those 
that do not detract from their lofty station. The proof of their 
permissibility is the fact that they occurred from them 32. 
Whoever was in their time saw their incidental qualities, 
and whoever was not in their time learned of them through 
rmass-transmitted [mutawtt] reports. The upshot of this is the 
cccurrence of incidental hurran qualities has been: witnessed 
from them at times, and not been witnessed at other times. 
Something of that nature is considered permissible. If the 
negation of incidental quaities [from therr] is proven to be 
false, it also follows that it cennot be impermissible. If its 
‘impermissibility is proven false, it is necessary that incidental 
qualities are permissible, which is sought here, 
‘This is proven by the Book, the Sunna, and the consensus. The 

Exalted said: (They said: “Who is this Messenger that eats food ard 
walks in the markets?”) [al-Furqan: 7] and He said: (And We have not 
sent any Messengers before you except that they would eat foot anal 
walk in the markets.) [al-Furqan: 2]. As for the Sunna, tt is 

ly abaiakim in bis ab-Mustadrak and al-Tabaraat in (al-Mujan] al-rabir 
from tbn ‘Umar as well. This expression is well known in the books 
of Sunn. (2) 
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authentically reported that the Prophet & and the other 
Prophets—peace and blessings be upon them—would eat, drink, 
sleep, marry, divorce, buy, and sell. He 4 said: “As fer me, by 
Allah, 1 fear Allah the most among you and { am the most 
conscientious of Him emong you, but i fast and break my fast, 1 
pray and sleep, and I marry women. Whoever seeks a way other 
than my Sunna fs not from me," The Umma ts in unanimous 
agreement ugon this. 

5.4.6 THE BENERTS OF THE MESSENGERS 32 
POSSESSING INCIDENTAL QUALITIES 
[Some of these benefis include the] multiplication of rewa 
‘That isto say, the abundant rewards they x shell receive for the 
problems, changes, and pains that befell their bodies and 
drinking from the cups of death. The Prophet J fell sick and ill 
and experienced bitter cold, hunger, and thirst—and much 
greater things befell the previous Frophets 2. All of these 
incidental occurrences befell them and they patiently endured 
them. They ast were the most severely tried of people, He # said: 
“we, the assembly of Prophets, experience increased pain in 
order to receive an increase in reward." These incidental 

° This was narrated by al-Bukbdrt in his Sahih collection from Humayd 
'. Abl Humayd al-Tawil who said that he heard Anas b. Malik & say: "A 
‘r0up of three people went to the houses of the wives of the Prophet 
asking about his acts of devotion. When they were told of them, it 
appeared that they had deemed them as being too few. ‘What is our 
position, they sad, ‘when compared to that ofthe Messenger of Allah 
whose sins, past and future, have been forgiven” One of them sa 
'T shall pray all night!" another said: ‘t shall fast every day without 
exception!” Another sai: "I shall shun women and I will never marry!” 
The Messenger of Allah # appeared and said:‘Are you the ones who sad 
these things? By Allah, I ear Allah more than any of you, and am more 
conscious of Him; but sometimes 1 fast and sometimes 1 eat; and 
sometimes 1 pray and sometimes 1 sleep; and 1 marry women—and 
whoever desires other than my example i ot from me.” 
‘This was also narrated by a-Nasil in al-kubrd, al-Mujtaba, ‘Abd b. 

‘Mumayd in al-Muneakheb,al-Bayhagt in al-Kubra, ibn wibkar, and Ahmed 
inhlsMusnad. 
This was narrated by fbn AbI al-Duny@ in Kab al-Morad wal-kaferae 
from Aba Said al-Rhudi who said: "1 went to see the Prophet d& 
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qualities are upon their outward selves; their inward selves do 
not experience any of that. If they 3s were protected from 

when he was sie; {placed my hand above the water cleth and felt the 
heat of his fover and szid: How het is your fever 0 Messenger of Allah” 
He said: We, the assembly of Prophets, experience increased pain in 
order to have an increase in reward, 1 said: ‘0 Messenger of Allah! Who 
experiences the most tribulations?” He replied: “The Prophets I then 
ssked:‘And then who?’ He replied: ‘Then the righteous; one of them will 
bo 10 severely trisd with poverty that he will find nothing but an over 
garment to wear and cover himself with, and encther of them will be 
tried with lie to the point that the lice will kill him, and that will be 
rote beloved to them than receiving [from ethers]. This was also 
narrated by al-43kim in al-Mastadrak from "Ata b. Yassar from Abi Said 
l-Khudei & who said: "I went to see the Prophet de when he was sick; 
placed my hand above the water loth and felt the heat of his fever and 
tid: How hot is your fever, O Messenger of Allah!’ He 4 said: ‘We, the 
assembly of Prophets, experience increased pain in order to have an 
‘increase in reward’ I sic: ‘0 Messenger of Allah! Who experiences the 
most tribulations? He & roplied: The Prophets I then asked:'And then 
‘who?’ He f& replied:‘Then the righteous; one of them will be 20 severely 
tried with poverty that he will fd nothing but en over-garment to weer 
and cover himself with, end another of them will be 2o severely tried 
with lice to the point that the lice will kill him, and that will be more 
beloved to them than receiving from you.” This is a rigorously 
authentic report based on the conditions of Muslim, though neither [he 
oral Bukhii] narrated it (F) 
Imam al-Qushayri said: "Not everyone is fit for receiving tribulation; it 

fs for the saints, thus those whe are foreign to it should be left alone to 
0 their own way. tt was reported that the Prophet % once wanted to 
‘marry a particular woman, and it was said te him: ‘She has never been 
sick,’ whereupon he decided against it. tt has been reported that ‘Ammar 
'. Yasir once married awoman who had never fllen sick so he divorced 
hee” (@) 
‘You should know that being subjected to these difficulties i fitting for 

the Prophets and saints, and that isin accordance with their role which 
Allah has ordered them to carry out. For certain, they must deal with 
the burden, annoyance, and the inconveniences of the commen peopl:, 
and that entails a greot reward. This is the state of all who rise up to 
fulfil this role. tt i a serious matter and it contains a penetrating, 
intense effect. Whoever fits this description will mest certainly 
acount those who oppose him and eject to him, stake coun i 
a) 
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sleep—which is the least of inward incidental qualitie—then 
what say you ebout other things? 
[Another benefit is} legislation, that is, to educate others. We 

know the rulings related to prayer because of the forgetfulness 
that happened to him J, we also know how to perform the 
prayer during times of sickness because of his actions #. 
[Another benefit is] solace. in other words, observing patience 

and experiencing comfort and delight when the worldly things 
are lost. So if they 2a experienced difficulties despite being the 
noblest of Allah's creation, lesser hurmans are even more prone to 
safler, in which case they can take solace in the example of the 
Messengers’ ab attitude toward the world, 
[Another benefit is] counsel regarding the paltriness of the 

‘world in the sight of Allah. When intelligent people learn what 
the Prophets—peace and blessings be upon them—faced in this 
world, it becomes decisively clear to them that the world’s value 
is paltry and base in the sight of Allah. if it had any value 
whatsoever He would have given it to the esteemed and noble 
cones and prevented it from the corrupt and blameworthy."* 
Considering the states of severity and difficulty experienced by 

the Prophets, Allah isnot pleased to make this world the abode of 
His reward, 

Nomicr 
You should know that the Prophet # and the other Prophets 
abandoned the world’ and observed renunciation. The 

the Prophet # sald ‘1f the world’s value was equal to a gnat’s wingin 
the sight of Allah, He would not have given a sip of drink to a 
dlisbeliever.” Speaking to tbn ‘Umar (and directed to everyone else as 
‘well he f suid: “Be in the world asif you are 6 stranger or awayfarer.” 
Alirmidht added in his version: “and count yourself among the 
inhabitants ofthe greve.” (8) 
‘The first report was narrated by ton Majah and al-Tirmidhi 

ALTirmidhi said thet it is an authentic (hasan gahih) narration, The 
second report was narrated by al-Bubhiei and Ahmad, ten Mjah, and 
alTirmidhi with the addition: “and court yourself among the 
inhabitants of the grave” (F) 
4 You should know that the condemnation of the world is directed to 
the world insomuch ae it distracts one from Allah, the Exalted. That is 
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mountains offered to turn themselves into gold yet the Prophet 
# refused. It should not, however, be said that the Prophet 4. 
‘was poor or indigent. Saying such a thing is punishable by 
death—and this applies to the other Prophets as well, peace and 
blessings be upon themall. 

Norice 
The meaning of mass-transmission is a report mentioned by a 
group [so large) that it is normally impossible for them to all 
‘Come together upon a lie. A mass transmitted report can only be 
about something sensed and not something understood, 

the understanding of the Hadith: “The world is cursed and that which is 
{mit is cursed, ave the remembrance of Allah and that which comes 
after it" In other words [what comes after it] such as: slorification, 
praise, and declarations of Allah’s oneness. The aspect of the world that 
dees not distract the believer is not condemned: rather. it is 
praiseworthy. And that isthe understanding of the other Hadith: “How 
‘geod is the world as 2 resting place for the believer! By it, he reaches 
‘good, and by it, he is delivered from evill” From this you come to krow 
that it [the world] is not condemned in and of itself just as it is not 
praised in and of itself. (8) 
‘The Hadith: “the world is cursed..” was narrated by tba Majah, 

al-Bayhagi, and al-Tirmidhi, who said that it is an authentic Hadith. The 
Hadith in full reads: “The world is cursed and that which isin itis 
cursed, save the remembrance of Alah and that which comes after it, 
ard the scholar and learner.” (F) 
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CHAPTER VI 

(6.0 How THE MEANINGS OF THIS DOCTRINE ARE CONTAINED WITHIN 
“THE MEANING GF THE TWO TESTIMONIES: THERE IS 9 GOD BUT ALLAH 
AND MUHAMMAD ISTHE MESSENGER OF ALAR 
‘Whoever comprehend this section will gain both a detailed end 
general understanding of the doctrines of faith The testimony of 
There is no god but Allah and Muhammad i the Messenger of Allah 
gathers the meanings of all of the aforementioned doctrines. The 
meaning of this statement is a comprehensive summary of 
doctrine. Itis a must that one understands the meaning of There i 
no god but Allah and Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah, because he 
who fails to understand this statement will be unable to benefit 
from it. Its meaning entails bolioving in the oneness of Allah and 
believing in the message given to His Messenger #: believing 
that Allah is One and without partner and that Muhammad $ is 
is servant and Messenger. 
The phrase of Divine oneness {tawhid] entalls an affirmation 

of divinity [ulahiyya) for allah alone, and negating it from 
everything besides Him. What is negated [in this phrase] is 
divinity from every particular except our Master, the Sublime 
and Majestic. It is neither rationzlly nor legally possible to find 
that reality with any ather,¥” hecause both the Divine texts and 
the intellect have proven that the true God is Allah alone—the 
One whose existence is necessary and tho One who deserves all 
forms of worship. the worship of other than Him is false and is 
considered disbelief, Here we shall explain how this statement 
gathers the meanings ofall the previous points of dectrine. 

© Ibis obligatory upon the legally responsible person to note that it 
rot sufficient to merely affirm: Gochood for Allah, the Exalted; rather, i. 
rust be realized that itis impossible to affirm the meaning of Gedhood 
for other then Him. (F) 
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64 Seur-Sureiciency 
“The meaning of divinity** fs for the true God to be independent 
and free of need from everything, while everything besides Him 
is in need of Him, This is the concomitant [istizani] meaning 
of divinity. Without doubt, being free of need [from others] and 
for others to be in need implies all of the points of doctrine as 
wwe shall explain, The meaning of divinity by correspondence 
[mupabaqo)* is an expression expressing the Necessary Existence 
and the right to he worshipped. The meaning of god [jah] is 
universal, By rational and legal proofs i is restricted to One, and 
undoubtedly itis unique for Allah the Exalted. 

“Some have objected to fnnam al-Sendsi’s explanation for the word 
“divinity,” arguing that the well known meaning of it is that God is 
‘worshipped in truth, Tht, ofcourse, implis that He is fee of need from 
everything besides Him, so ifthe meaning of god is as he [the objector] 
‘mentioned, the mesning of the phrase There is no ged but Allah is Theres 
nothing that is wershipeed in truth but Allah, That implies that there is mo 
one free from needirg anything besides Him. The author, therefore, 
chose the explanation visitation bce the meanings of dctrine 
fit under it more cbviously than the meaning via concomitance 
[nautibega, This dispels the notions of some of the misguided sects who 
argue that the author did not know the meaning of the word—claiming 
thathad he knownit, he would not have explained it as he did"—Taken 
from al Bajar with slight editing. (F) 
You should know that the concomitant meaning of divirity is not as 

a-BéjGri mentioned here; rather, it is as we mentioned above in the 
main text Its concomitant meaning isthe necessary existence, because 
Allah was God before He wes worshipped by anyone of His creation. So 
the fact that He is worshipped in truth—or any similar meaning~is only 
an implication of Him being the One whose existence 15 necessary, 
‘which in turn implies that everything is in need of Him, which itself 
entails that everything besides Him isa possible exstence. Based on this 
meaning, the explanation ofthe testimony of Divine oneness is There i 
no one whese existence is necessary but Allah, the Exalted, and this meaning 
Clearly entails al ofthe tenets of fat. (F) 
“Notice thet the fact that He alore deserves to be worshipped is an 
tmplicacion of Him, che Exalted, being the One whose exstence 15 
necessary. That He Is the One whose existence is necessary Is the bass, 
and that He deserves to be worshipped i the branch, (F) 
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Based on this, the meaning of There ic no god but Allah is There is 
so one free fiom needing [mustaghni] anything besides Him, while 
everything besides Allch, the Exated, & in need of Him, or it means 
There is no god whase existence is necessary and who deserves to be 
worshipped besides Allah, the Exalted. He is the true God whose 
‘existence is necessary and who deserves to be worshipped. 
A for the points of doctrine that fall under this self-sufficiency, 
it is intrinsic and eternal self-sufficiency for Him, the Sublime 
and Majestic, in which He is free of needing all besides Himn. His 
self-sufficiency implies that His existence is necessary, for if His 
axistence were merely permissible He would have needed an 
originator, and that need negates self-sufficiency. It isimpessible 
to negate self-sufficiency from Him, the Fealted, because it 
has been established for Him both rationally and textually 
The Exalted said: (0 mavrkind! You are all poor unto Allah are Alla is 
free of all needs ani worthy of all praise.) [al-Fatir: 13]. As for the 
rational proof, itis the proof we presented for self-subsistence 
[agiyam bl-nafi). 

Norice 
The meaning of “Sublime” is His Divine transcendence above 
all imperfections. The meaning of “Majestic” is His unique 
possession of all perfections. 
His self-sufficiency necessitates His beginninglessness. In other 

‘words, it necestitates a negation of prior non-existence. Were He 
not Pre-eternal He would have been contingent, and were He 
contingent He would have needed an originator, and that negates 
self-sufficiency. Negating self-sufficiency is impossible because it 
has been affirmed both rationally and texcually. 
Kis self-sufficiency necessitates His endlessniess [bagi], which is 

anexpression that indicates a negation of future non-existence. IF 
it were possible for Kim to come into non-existence His existence 
would only be permissible, and he whose existence is permissible 
can only be contingent, and that would entail that He is in need 
of an originator—which would in turn negate self-sufficiency 
from Him. Negating self-sufficiency from Him, the Exalted, is 
impossible because it has been affirmed for Him both rationally 
and textuelly. 
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His self-sufficiency necessitates His absolute dissimilarity from 
all contingent beings. In other words, it negates any likeness 
between Him and contingent beings in His Entity, His attributes, 
and His actions. if He resembled anything from them [contingent 
beings] He would have beer. contingent like them and thus in 
need of an originator. Being in need negates self-sufficiency and 
negating self-sufficiency from allah is impossible because it has 
bbosn affirmed for Him both rationally and textually. 

His self-sufficiency necessitates His self-subsistence which 
entails being free from needing a locus or a determiner. Had He 
bbeen in need of a locus or a determiner, He would not be self- 
sufficient. Negating self-sufficiency from Allah, the Exalted, is 
impossible because it has been affirmed for Him both rationally 
and textually. Itshouldn't be said that self-subsistence means the 
same as self-sufficiency, for how can something be proven with 
itself? We say that self-subsistence is only exclusive to being free 
of needing a locus or a determiner. His self-sufficiency and 
freedom from needing all else besides Him is more general and 
inclusive, and using the general and inclusive to prove the 
specificand exclusive scorrect here, 
His sel-suffciency necessitates His Divine transcendence above 

Imperfections, which are lowly qualities. Were He no: divinely 
transcendent above them He would be attrituted with them and 
thus in need of ore who can remove them from Him. Being in 
need negates self-sufficiency and negating self-sufficiency from 
Allah is impossible because it has been affirmed for Him both 
rationally and textually, Incladed in the obligation of declaring 
His Divine transcendence above imperfections is the affirmation 
of hearing, sight, and speech for Him, the Exalted, and the 
obligation of affirming that He is All-Hearing, All-Seeing, and that 
He speaks. The existonce of qualitative attributes necessitates the 
existence of predicative attributes. 
Notice here that there are eleven necessary attributes that 

are subsumed under the meaning of self-sufficiency. One of 
them is selfsignifying, which is the attribute of existence. 
Four are negating attributes: pre-eternality, endlessness, absolute 
dissimilarity from contingent beings, and self-subsistence. Three 
are qualitative attributes: hearing, sight, and speech; and three 
are predicative: that He is All-Hearing, All-Seeing, and Speaking. 
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If these attributes are affirmed all of their opposites are 
negated, and they ere also eleven attributes. If these eleven 
attributes were nat necessary for Him, and were their opposites 
not negated, He would be in need of an originator. The proof 
establishing the necessity of existence, pre-eternality, 
cendlessness, absolute dissimilarity from contingent beings, and 
one of the meanings of self-subsistence (which is being free from 
needing a determiner) is that If these attributes were negated He 
‘would be in need of an originator. It is tmpossible for Him to be 
in need because it is rationally and textually established that He, 
the Exalted, is self-sufficient, If He was in need of @ locus— 
the negation of which is the second meaning of self-subsistence— 
He would be in need of one, and being in need negates 
self-sufficiency. It is impossible to negate self-sufficiency from 
Him, the Exalted, because it is both rationally and textually 
necessary. Ifit were [possible to negate self sufficiency] He would 
be in need of one who can remove imperfections from Him. 
This proof esteblishes the necessity of declaring His Divine 
transcendence above imperfections, An example of imperfections 
are the opposites of hearing, sight, and speech. Were He not 
divinely transcendent above their opposites He would be in nzed 
of one who can remove those imperfections. Being in need 
negates self-sufficiency and negating self-sufficiency from Allah 
is impossible because it has been affirmed for Him both rationally 
and textually, 

It follows from the necessity of His self-sufficiency, the Sublime 
and Majestic, that He is divinely transcendent above motives for 
His actions and judgments, The werd “motives” [aghraad] is the 
plural of motive [gharad] which is the incentive te look after what 
is advantageous and avert harms. His actions include bringing 
into being, bringing into non-being, honourng, abasing, 
impoverishing, bringing life, and bringing death. His judgments 
are the five legal judgments in the Sacred Law. If it were 
permissible that He not be divinely transcendent above motives 

% Ie isthe same whether you argued that the benefit is for allah, the 
Exalted and Transcendent, or that itis for the creation: i i impassible 
for there to be aay incentive for Allah. The benefits for the servants 
come only from His command and prohibition (7) 
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in His actions and judgments, it would follow that He isin need of 
that which will full His motive. We observe that all who have a 
motive for something need that which will fulfil their motive 
Were Allah in reed it would negate His self-sufficency, yet self= 
suificiency isestablished for Him, the Exalted, both rationally and 
textually, so how can it be conceived that He, the Exalted, is in 
need, when He is free from needing all things? 

It follows from His sel-sufficiency that it is not incumbent upon, 
Him to do any contingently possible thing, be it the act of 
bringing into existence, bringing into non-existence, or leaving 
it. Were it incumbent upon Him to da anything from the 
contingent possitilities, such as the act of granting rewaed, 
looking afier what is of benefit and most advantageous [al-alih 
wwel-asah], and sending the Messengers—peace and blessings be 
upon them—He, the Sublime and Majestic, would have been in 
need of those things in order to complete Himself with them, 
Hence, it follows that nothing is incumbent upon Him save that 
‘which is a completion for Him, however itis impossible for Him 
to be in need, How can He ke in need when He is self-sufficient 
and free of needing anything? If it is proven that nothing is 
incumbent upon Him it follows necessarily that either doing or 
leaving something is possible for Him, the Exalted. 

6.2. Ure 
All of this is an explanation of how the entire doctrine fits under 
self-sufficiency. As for all others besides Him being in need of 
Him, it retionally necessitates that He, the Exalted, is Living, 
Were He not described with life, nothing would be ia need of 
Him, because one who is dead cannot bring anything into 
existence and nothing stands in need of him, itis impossible to 
negate [that everything is in] need of Him, the Exalted, because 
it has been affirmed for Him both rationally and textually. 

* The nature of comething cbligatory ic that i brings about completion 
when itis dore. An example of thie ie the five daily prayers. Since they. 
are obligatary upon man, when: he performs them he is camplated by 
‘them, which entails that he isin need of them (7) 
Rased on this you realize why Ah! al-Sunna negate that anything is 

obligitory upon Allah, the Exalted. (F) 
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‘Textually, it is found in His statement: (O mankini! You are all poor 
unto Allah.) (ibid: 15]. Rationally, it is found in the proof for 
oneness because it proves that there isno other god besides Him. 

630mnuporexce 
‘That all others besides Him are in need of Him necessitates that 
the linkage of His omnipotence is general and that it is linked 
‘with all contingent possibilities. f He did not posses omnipotence 
with a general linkage He would have been described with 
incapability, and were He incapable, nothing would be in need 
of Him, 

awa 
‘That all others besides Him are in need of Him necessitates that 
He possesses will that is linked with all contingent possibilities. If 
He did not possess will with a general linkage He would have 
been described with detesting [lardha]. Were He to detest, 
nothing would be in need of Him. it is impossible to negate 
[that everything is in] need of Him, the Exalted, because it has 
been affirmed for Him both rationally and textually. 

6.5KNOWLENGE 
That all others besides Him are in need of Him necessitates that 
He, the Exalted, possesces knoveledgo that i linked with all that is 
mown. Were He to be described with ignorance, nothing would 
beinneedof Him. 

It fs impossible to negate [that everything is in] need of Hira, 
the Exalted, because it has been affirmed for Him both rationally 
and textually. 
‘The affirmation of these attributes implies the affirmation of 

the predicative attributes, namely. that He is ll-Powerful, 
Willing, and All-Knowing. IFany of these attributes were negated 
or any of their implications, or if all of them were negated, it 
would not be possible for ary contingent thing to exist. The 
reason for this is that it is impossitle for something to exist if it 
is conditioned without a conditioner [amutawoggif bidin 
al-mutawaggaf ‘alayhi]. it would follow from this that nothing 
is therefore dependent upon Him, because the reason for 
dependence is possibility and contingence. If any of these 
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attributes were negated nothing would be in need of Him, but 
hhow can it be conceived that nothing is dependent on Him, the 
Sublime and Majestic, when everything besides Him is in need of, 
iim, firstly in order to be brought into existence, and secondly to 
‘receive sustenance? 

6.6 ONENESS 
‘That all others besides Him are In need of Him necessitates that 
He, the Sublime and Majestic, is described with oneness in 
divinity. Were there a second being sharing in divinity, nothing 
‘would be in need of Him [Allah] because of the inability of both in 
that scenario—meaning in the case of their assumed co-existence. 
Inability would apply to both of them whether they were in 
agreement, disagreement. or if they each took their own share. 
The belief that nothing is in need of Him is false, as explained 
‘earlier, and how can it be when He, the Sublime and Majestic, is 
the One whom all others need forever? 

Ir follows from this need that the universe in its entirety is 
contingent. If anything from it was eternal, its existence would be 
necessary and tt would be free from needing Him, the Exalted, for 
its existence, and it would imply the acquisition of wat is 
already acquired |tahsil a-hasill, and that is impossible. That He, 
the Exalted cannot be described with previous of future non- 
existence is a proof that He is free from needing a determiner. 
Such determiner would be free of needing Him, the Exalted, and 
that is impossible because if some [part of the universe] was self- 
sufficient all of it would be self-sufficient due to the likeness 
[between the part and the whole}. It is impossible for any of the 
contingently possible thing to be self-sufficient from Htim, the 
Exalted, because everything must be dependent on Him. How can 
it be rationally conceived that anything besides Him can be self- 
sufficient, when it is rationally and textually necessary for all 
others besides Him to be in need of Him 

Norice 
‘You should know that, according to the consensus. anyone who 
believes in the etemality of anything in the universe or its 
‘endlessness—reaning its independent endlessness—or doubts 
about the matter, is considereda disbeliever. 
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It follows from this need that all have unto Him, the Sublime 
and Majestic, that no existent has any independent effect in 
bringing things into existence or non-existence, no matter what 
it may be and not matter how small." Fire, therefore, has ne 

° Concerning the issue of independent effect, there are four groups: 
[1] These who believe thatthe fire and the knife, for example, contain 
independent effect by their nature. There is no dispute regarding the 
disbelief ofthis group. 
[2] These who believe thatthe fire and the knife, for example, contain 
‘effect due to a power that Allah has deposited within them. There is a 
difference of opinion regarding the disbelief of this group. The most 
correct view isthat they are not disbelievers, a was said regarding the 
‘utara who believed that the servant creates his own voluntary 
actions due « power that Allah has derosited within him. 
[5] These who believe that there is no independent effect for anything 
but Allah, the Exalted, yet at the same time believe that there is ¢ 
rational and inherent link betweer the fire and the knife, on one hand, 
and their subsequent eifects, on the other. Those who believe this are 
not disbelievers; however, such a belie might push them to disbelief 
becouse it leads to the denial of the breaks in natural phenomena such 
4 the inimitable miracles ofthe Prophets—peace and blessings be upon 
them—and the resurrection of bodies. 
[4] Those who believe that there is no independent effect for anything 
tut Allah and that itis valid and possible for there toe a cause with no 
subsequent effect. Tis isthe saved group, Aish willing, 
The correct belief is thet none of these things possess independent 

cffect and that it is possile that there be a cause with no subsequent 
cffect. tis possible that fire exists without combustion, as occurred with 
‘our liege lord lorthim ist when he was thrown from the catapult and 
Allah, the Exalted, protected him from it (the fire]. in that state, Jbri 38 
‘ame to him and asked: “Do you have any need?” to which he replied: 
“As for having any need of you, no.” He [jibril x2] ordered him to call 
‘pon Alla, the Exalted, to which he sai: “His [alla’s} knowledge of my 
‘condition suffices me from asking.” The only reason he sald that was 
Yecanse of the overpowering of the Divine reatity [pagel upon biz, £0 
It doesnt negate the legality of supplication, ass found in many places 
inthe Book and the Sunna, 
‘To explain this further, we say Its possible forsomeone who has been 

chosen by Alleh, the Exalted, to be overcome by the Divine reality, 
thereby sufficing himself with Allah's knowledge from supplication or 
anything els. It is also possible for one [chosen by Allah] to be 
cvercome by the Sacred Law [Shariah], thereby supplicating to Hin. Iti 
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effect in combustion; food has no effect in satiety; and water 
has no effect in quenching thirst; and the same is seid for any 
other conventional cause. If anything from the conventional 
ccauses—or anything else—possessed independent effect, it would 
entail that it was independent from our Master, the Sublime and 
Majestic, while at the same time having a need for that thing it 
affected, This is impossible because if some were independent it 
would follow that all were independent from our Master, 
the Sublime and Majestic, and that negates dependence upon 
Allah, the Exalted. itis impossible to negate [that everything is 
in] need of Him, the Exalted, because it has been affirmed for 
Him both rationally and textually. How can it be conceived 
[that others) are self-sufficient when all are forever in need 
of Him, the Sublime and Majestic, ina general sense that includes 
all beings in all states"® and attributes, whether substances, 

possible that a knife exists [being used to cut] without cutting, a5 is 
found in the story of tsmail bared on the view that hs father passed the 
knife across his neck, even though the correct view is that he [his father] 
cl thought to do that. (8) 
Ig all states...” in other words, inthe state of being and non-being, 
‘The contingent being is dependent upon Him, the Exalted, in both 
states. As for the tate of non-being, it is because it sin need of Him to 
bring it into being. As for the state of being itis because if we said that 
an accident does not remain fortwo instances of time, that contingent 
beingis in need of Him, the Exalted, to sustain its essence with accidents 
that, without their continued renewal, it would be taken out of 
existence. If we say that an accident remains for two instances of time or 
‘more—which isthe correct view—then that contingent being i sso in 
need of Him, the Exalted, for its continued existence, and this is based 
‘upon the preferred view that the basis for the contingent being’s 
dependence and need is its own contingent possiblity. In other words, 
existence and non-existence are both equal considering its essence 
because this description is irseparable from it, so it is completely 
dependent upon Him, the Exalted, in every moment to keep it in 
existence, 
‘With regard to the less preferred view thatthe basis forthe contingent 
being’s dependence and need is its contingency—which refers to 
existence after non-existence—it is not necessarily dependent upon 
Him, the Exalted, fr tts continued existence, this dseription—meaning 
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accidents, or anything else (assuming that the world contains 
that which is neither a substance nor an eccident—as the 
philosophers claim)? 

Nomice 
If you assume that a being brings about effect by its nature 
and essence, the falsehood of that is inferred from the argument 
of dependence. If, on the other hand, you assume that it brings 
about effect due to a power that Allah has deposited within it 
which is a belief followed by many of the philosophers 
—the falsehood of that is inferred from the argument of 
self sulficiency. 

Norice 
There is no difference of opinion regarding the disbelief of the 
‘one who believes that causes bring about their associated effects 
innately or through independent causation. Whoever believes 
that the causes bring about their effects due to-a power that Allah 
has deposited within them is'an innovating reprobate. There are 
two views regarding the disbelief of such a person, and the most 
correct view is that he isan innovating reprobate. As for the one 
who believes that they neither possess effect by their innate 
nature nor due to a power that Allah has deposited within them, 

existence after non-existence—has already been obtained, so fit needed 
ivafier having obtained it, this would imply the acquisition of what is 
already acquired. (8) 
‘The view that holds contingency as the basis for a contingent beings 

dependence is extremely weak, if it. means that the reason for 3 
contingent being's dependence ln itself i its own contingency. This is 
because contingency is additional to the essence of something, and itis 
absurd for it to be the basis for something's dependence in itself. The 
‘correct position is to say thatthe reason for somethirg’s dependence in 
ivelf is its own inherent possibilty [inka]. Te has occurred to me that 
tw understand the second view to mean that the reason we Know that 
something is dependent is because we hnow its contingency. As you see, 
‘explained in this way, their statement would be very close tothe trath 
and would not contradict the view of those who said that the reason 
for sometiing’s dependence in itself is its own inherent possibilty 
Contomplats this wel.) 
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yet claims that there is a rational and inherent link that cannot 
be absent, then he is ignorant regarding the reality of empirical 
Judgment, and his ignorance might push him to disbelief by 
denying things like the inimitable miracles of the Praphets and 
the resurrection—becanse all of these things are breaks in natural 
phenomena and go against what is customary. As for the one who 
believes that the causes do not produce effect innately, or 
through a power that Allah has deposited within them, and says 
that the link between them and their effects is only conventional 
and may be absent, then he is the believer who has realized faith 
and he will, by the bounty of Allah, be saved from the destructive 
pit-falls in this life and the Next. 

Norice 
It i rationally impossible for something to bring an effect via a 
power that Allaf has deposited within it, f that were true (that it 
is rationally possible], then in order for our Master to bring about 
some actions, He would need the intermediary of that power. 
This is false, for it ts known that Ke, the Sublime and Majestic, 
must be self-sufficient and free of needing anything, This belief 
would entail that His will and omnipotence have undergone 
specification in order for something to not be included in their 
linkage, and this entails imperfection, which is impossible. 
With this its become clear to you how the statement There is 

no god but Allah, inclides the three categories that every legally 
responsible person must know, believe in with proof, and attach 
to his heart: the three categories a3 applied to our Master, the 
Sublime and Majestic: the necessary, possible, and impossitle, 

6.7 MUHANMAD 1S THE MESSENGER OF ALLAH 
We shall now clarify what is contained in the statement 
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah. This statement of ours, 
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah, entails belief in all of the 
Prophets 22 it includes belief in their existence and that they 
are from the servants of Allah whom He, the Exalted, choce with 
this unrivaled rank, and includes belief that they are divinely 
protected from miner sins and exormities, The first of them was 
our liege lord Adam and the last of them was our liege lord 
Muhammad % by whom Allah sealed prophecy, as He, the 
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Exalted, said: (And the seal of the Prophets) [al-Ahzab: 40]. May 
peace and blessings te upon all of them." It is obligatory to 
revere and respect them, and there is unanimous agreement thet 
belittling any of them—without repenting—Is punishable by 
death as a consequence of disbelief. According to the Maliki, 
if such a person repents he is still sentenced to death as a 
prescribed punishment [hada]. 

it is necessary to have detailed faith in those whose names are 
mentioned in the Bock and the Sunna."* such as Muhammad, 
Ibrahim, Misa, ‘is, Ayyab, Ya'qib, Yasuf, and others a0. it is 
necessary te have general faith in those who are not well-known 
by believing that everyone who is a Prophet in the knowledge of 
Allah is veracious. There is a disagreement regarding how many 
Prophets there were: is the exact number of Prophets and 
Messengers 2 known or not? It has been sald that their exact 
number is unknown because Allah said: (Among them are those 
whose stores we have related to yo and among them are those whose 
stories we have not related to you.) [al-Ghifir: 78) It has also been 
ssid that their exact number is known because of some 
narrations of the Hadith of Abii Dharr & who said: “I said: 
‘0 Messenger of Allah What is the number of the Prophets and 
Messengers?” He & replied: ‘One hundred and fourteen thousand 

"The Sacred Law of Muhammad gp has abrogated all previous laws, as 
‘was explicitly stated in the verse: Cand wioever seeks a religion oter than 
{stam it shal never be accepted from him, and inthe Hereafter, he wil be 
among the lsers) Ths verse does not accept any alternative 
interpretation, 0 fulth in itis must. 

AGREATENEETT 
“The best generation is the generation of the Companions, andit was one 
hhundred end twenty years, starting from the intial sending fof the 
Prophet i], then followed by the generation of the followers that was 
fer seventy years in which there were no Companions, ard then 
the generation ofthe followers ofthe followers that lasted for thirty 

ed the names of twenty-five Prophets; 
Whoever enles even one of them after knowing them is a disbeliever. 
@ 
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Prophets. I said: ‘0 Messenger of Allah! How many Messengers 
‘wore among them?” He fé replied: ‘Three hundred and thirteen— 
large group." 
[According to what was stated ky Ibn ‘Atiyya,? the possessors 

of strong resolve" among them were five: Muhammad, Noh, 

“This was narrated by al-Bayhagt in his abSunan abkutra from 
‘Aba Dharr de who sald: "I went to see the Messenger of Allah # while 
hhe was in te Mosque. said:"0 Messenger of Allah! What is the number 
of the Prophets and Messengers?” He i replied: ‘One hundred and 
fourteen thousand Prophets’ 1 said:‘O Messenger of Allah! tow many 
Messengers were among then?” He & replied: ‘Three hundred and 
thirteere large group. I said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! How many 
Prophets were there? He replied: ‘One hundred and twenty-four 
‘thousand Prophets 1 asked:"How many Messengers were among them” 
He f& replied, "Three hundred and thirteen.” This was a lone narration 
cof Yahya b. Sad al-Sxieh and it was also narrated in al-Mustadvak of 
alstzkim. @) 
"© tn akSunan a-Kubri, al-Bayhagi narrated from Abd al-Rlija: “th 
vverse: Be patient as the Messengers of strong will were patient) refers to 
Nik, Hid, and Ibrahim sep. The Messenger of Aah 4 was commanced 
to be patient as they weres they were threo in rumber and he became 
the fourth. Nays said (if my standing and reminding you of Alls signs 
és dificule for you..") and thoreby manifested to them his separation. 
‘When Hid's 20 people said to him: ("We donot see you saveas someone who 
cals to betttle our god:") he manifested to them his separation. When 
Irahim 2a said (as was mentioned in the versa} (You mot crtcinly have 

‘when he aad to hie people: “O my peopel 1 am 
") he manifested to them his separation, 

and while standing at the Kaba, Muhammad & said: "indeed, Ihave been 
forblden from worshipping those whom you worship beides Allh.."> he 
‘manifested his separation, to. (F) 
° tba ‘Atiyya said in his exegesis ofthe chapter a-Ahga, commenting on 
‘the words of the Exalted: (Be patient asthe Messengers of strong will were 
patient): “This mecns those who exerted themselves with effort and 
severity with their peopl, such as Ni, IbeShim, Misi, s5, and others 
‘a. This it the view of 'A42'al-Khurasini and others. tt has also been 
related from Abi al-Qisim al-Hakim that he said ‘All of the Messengers 
‘at were the poszessors of strong will except for YGnus az.” For cartin, 
there is no clear-cut and unequivocs) proof identifying them 
specifically; however, the verified view is the one that Is alto stated in 
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Ibrahim, Masa, and ist—may the peace and blessings of Allah be 
upon them all. In [al-Zamakhshari’s] al-Kashhaf, five more were 
added to that: Ya'qiib, Ishaq, Yasuf, Dawid, and Ayyab 3a.” 

Norice 
The correct position is that the one offered for sacrifice was 
Ismail. This was the position of al-shafit and many scholars. 
Some scholars wrote: 

The one offered for sacrifice was ism 
‘As was articulated by the Book and Revelation 
Anhonour given tocar Prophet from God 
‘And clarified in the exegesis and interpretation 

6.8 THE ANGELS 
Included in the statement Muhammad ts the Messenger of Allah is 
faith in all of the angels. Faith in them entails belief in their 
existence and the belief that they are honoured, that «they do not 
disobey Allah in what He commands them and they do as they are 
ordered.) that they are the envoys between Allah and His 

lb ‘Atiyya’s exegesis (5:107): “OF course, every Prophet and Messenger 
possessed strong will and patience.” This is the view that must be 
"upheld. (F) 
°° The scholars have differed about three people being Prophets or net: 
LLugmin, alAziz, and Dhi al-Qarnayn, (6) 
They do not disobey Allah in what He commands them and they do as 
they are ordered, This is not negated by what has been related regarding 
Hardt and Marat, because it is only cited by the historians from the 
Israelite traditions found in the books of the Jews and Christians. The 
scholars of Quranic exegesis have stated that there is no authentic 
report concerning it, The claim made by some historians that they were 
punished and physically altered is a lie and slander that cannot be 
believed. What must be believed in regarding the two [angels] is that 
they did not teach magic in order for it to be practiced, but rather to 
warn against it. The reason for this is that the ignorant folk thought that 
the inimitable miracles of the Prophets were magic, 20 Allah, the 
Exalted, sent them {the two angels] to teach people the way magic works 
50 as to distinguish between the two. This of course, is all based upon 
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creation, who interact with them as He permitted them, and 
belief that they are truthful in what they inform and that they 
are so numerous that only Allah knows, as the Exalted said: (And 
stone known the hests of your Lord but He.) [al-Muddathir: 31). The 
Prophet % said: “Heaven has moaned and it has every right 
to moan; there Isino place within it the size of four fingers except 
that there is an angel placing its forehead on it, prostrating 
toallah.””" 

the assumpticn that they were two angels. tt has also been stated that 
they were two rightecus men who were called two Nalcks (angels) due 
tothetr righteousness. (6) 

‘You skould know that some have sald that itis possible forthe angels 
to disobey Allah, the Exalted. Those who held this view relied upon the 
premise that this is from the angels. This isa very weak gosition—nay, it 
is false—because tt contradicts the clear verse: (Except Ils he was jrom 
the jan and was corrupted) This tsa clear text stating that ibis was not 
from the angels and that he was from che Jinn We know thatthe jinn 
are a diferent species from the angels and that they are not a part of 
them, There is no justification for those wio claim that some angels are 
called Jian, because there is no proof to back that up and ti against the 
apparent meaning. Contemplat= this well. (F) 
This was narrated by alTiemicht in alan a-Si feom aba Dhare 
who said: “The Messenger of allah f sai" see that which you do 
rt see and I hear that which you do not hear. The Heaven has moaned 
and it hes every right to mosn;there is no place within it the size of four 
fingers except that there is an angel placing its forehead on it, 
prostrating to Allah. By Allch, if you all knew what f know, you would 
laug: les and cry more, and you would not take pleasure from women 
in the bed. You would have gone cut to tho plains pleading to Allah 
[and saying] “would that 1 was a bush to be chewed up’ Aba 
[al-tirmidhi) said that there is a similar report from Aba Hurayra, 
"Risha, bn "Abbis, and Anas. He said that this report is hazan gharib [a 
lower grade of hssan).n other routes going to Abu Dhar i is ported 
that he sai 
‘Al-Hakim marrated in al-Mustadrak that Abc harr said: “The 

Messenger of Allah f& read the verse: Gis there net come upon man a 
period in which hy was nota thing even] mentined?) sil the end of the 
chapter. He % then said: see that which you do not soe and I hear that 
which you do net hear. the Heaven has moaned, and it has every right 
to mean: there is no place within it the size of four fingers except that 
there is an angel placing its forehead on it, prastrating to Allah. By 
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Nonice 
His statement that heaven “moaned” means it squeaked and 
groaned from the heaviness of the angels crowded within it. 
Some have said that this is a figure of speech denoting the 
extremely large number of angels, and said that there is no actual 
‘moaning, Some of the verifying scholars said that the first view is 
more appropriate because it is permissible for Allah to create 
comprehension and a sound within it. 

It is necessary to have detailed faith in those angels whose 
names are mentioned in the Bock and the Suntna, such as: Jibril, 
Mikail, Israffl, the Angel of Death,” Malik, Ridwan, Mankar, 
Nakit, Ragib, and ‘Atid 2g. jril is the bringer of revelation to the 
Prophets xt; Israfil is entrusted with the spirit and blowing the 
trumpet; Mikail is entrusted with provisions, the rain, and the 
seas; the Angel of Death is entrusted with taking the souls; Raqib 
is the angel who writes the good deeds; “Atid is the angel who 
‘writes the bad deeds: Ridwan is the gate keeper of Paradise: Malik 
is the gate keeper of Hell; and Munkar and Nakir are entrusted 
with interrogating the dead, As for other angels besides these, it 
is necessary for the legally responsible person to have general 
faith in them by believing that every angel in the knowledge of 
Allah istrue, 

Insulting the angels is just like insulting the Prophets: insulting 
them is punishable by death. 

Allah, if you all knew what | know, you would laugh less and cry more 
‘and you would not take pleasure from women in the bed. You would 
have gone out to the plains pleading to Allah {and saying] ‘would that 1 
was @ bush to be chewed up.” This report has a rigorously authentic 
chain and neither [el-Bukhari nor Muslim] relayed it. It was also 
narrated by al-Bayhaat in his Swnan from Aba Dharr as vell with the 
wording: “there is no place within it the size of a finger except thet 
theres an angel." t was also narrated by Abmed in his Musnad. (F) 
5 tis sai that his name is ‘Azra’. Some, however, say that this name is 
not authentically reported so he cannot be given it. Others say thet 
there are indeed some reports and that even if they are weak, itis 
enough in a matter such as thisand there is no harm with it. (F) 
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69 THe REVEALED BooKs 
Included in the statement Muhammad is the Messenger of allah is 
having faith in the heavenly reveated books. Fath in them entails 
belief in their existence and the belief that they are the speech of 
Allah—in other words, indicating His pre-eternal speech that 
subsists with His Divine Entity—and that they contain what isreal 
and truth sent to some of His Messengers 20. It is necessary to 
hhave detziled faith in four of them: the Qur'an that He revealed to 
‘our Prophet Muhammad , the Torah that He revealed to 
Prophet Miia s, the Gospel thet He revealed to Prophet ‘isi x2, 
and the Psalms that He revealed to Prophet Dawad as. Faith in 
any other books besides these four is in a general sense, and none 
know their number but allah, the Exalted. 

Norice 
Some scholars have said that generally speaking there are one 
hundred books: fifty revealed to Seth, thirty revealed to Idris, 
ten revealed to Ibrahim xa, and ten revealed to Masa x before 
tke Torah. The correct view is that we should abstain from 
enumerating them due to the disagreements in this matter, Apart 
from the four Books (in which It is necessary to have detailed 
knowledge and faith concerning them), it ss incumbent upon the 
legally responsible person to believe in general that Allah 
revealed books from the heavens, 

Norice 
They are called heavenly revealed books because Jibril brought 
thera from the direction of the heavens, for it is impossible for 
Allah to be in a direction. 

640THE LAST DAY 
Included in the statement Muhammad is the Messenger of allah is 
having faith in the Last Day. Faith in it entails belief in it and 
what is inclided in it, such as the resurrection of the physical 
bodies (and not a likeness of them). The Exalted said: (As We 
began the first creation, We will repeat it That isa premise birding on 
Us) [al-anbiya’: 104]. ts events include: the Gathering, in which 
the people will be driven to their standing places, each one 
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driven according to his works in the world; the Iruercession that 
all stall refuse to assume except the liege lord of mankind g who 
shall ay: "Iam for that, | am for that: my nation, my nation!”*” 

© Many of the Hadith masters ofthis Umma have narrated this, among 
them tmam al-Bukhiri in his rigorously authentic collection. He said 
““Matad b. Hilal al“Amat said "We gathered with some people from the 
inhabitants of Basra and went to Anas b. Malik, and slong, with us was 
‘Thibit al-Bandni, who was to ask Anas on our behalf about the Hadith on 
the Intercession. We approached his compound, and lo and behold he 
‘was praying the forenoon prayer. Afterwards we sought his permission 
and he gave us permission to enter as he was sitting on a mattress. We 
said to Thabit: “Do not ask him atout anything before asking about the 
Hadith of the Intercession.” He said: “o Ab Hamza [Anasll These are 
‘your brothers from the people of Basra. They have come to ask you 
regarding the Hadith on the Intercession.” He (Anas) said: “Muhammad 
& relayed to us saying: ‘On the Day of Resurrection, the people will 
surge with each other like waves and they will go to Adam and say: 
“intercede for us with your Lord!" He will say: “Iam not fit for that. Go 
to lbrthim, for he is the intimate friend of the all-Merciful” They will 
then goto ibrihim and he will say: “lam not fit for that. Go to Misa, for 
he isthe one to whom Allah spoke.” They will then go to Misa and he 
will say: "I am not ft for that. Goto ‘sd, for he is the spirit of allah and 
His word.” They will then goto Tsé and he will say: “I am not fit for that. 
Go to Muhammad.” They will come to me [the Messenger of Allah #| 
and Iwill say, "I am for that.” Then | will sk for my Lord's permission, 
and itwill ke given, and then He will inspire me to praise Him with such 
praises 2s 1 do not know now. Iwill praise Him with those praises ard | 
will fall down, prostrate before Him. Then it will be said, O Muhammad, 
raise your head and pea, fr you wl be sted toy ak foryou willbe 
‘granted; intercede, for your intercession will be accepted” Iwill say, "0 
Lord! My nation, my nation!” Then it will be said, “Go and take out of 
Hell all these who have faith in their hearts equal to the weight of « 
barley seed” Iwill go and de so and return to praise Him with the same 
praises and fall down prostrate before Him. Then it will be said, “O 
Muhammad, raise your head and spexk, for you will be listened to; ssk, 
for you will be granted; intercede, Yor your intercession will be 
accepted” { will say, “O Lord! My nation, my nation!” Then i will be 
said, “Go and take out of Hell all those who have faith in their hearts 
‘equal to the weight of an ant or mustard seed.” I will go and ¢o so and 
return to praise Him with the same praises and fll own in prostation 
before Him, It will be said, "O, Muhammac, raise your head and speak, 
for you will be listened to; ask, for you will be granted (your request); 
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He shall intercede in the judgment, which is called the greater 
intercession, Belief in the Last Day also entails belief in the Scale. 
‘The majority hold the view that what is weighed are the scrolls of| 
deeds and that the scale is only one, belief in the Last Day also 
entails belief in receiving the books. meaning receiving the bocks of 
the good and bad deeds; and belief in the Pond and the Traverse 
that people shall crass." 

and intercede, for your intercession willbe accepted" Lwill sy, “O Lord, 
zy followers!" Then He will say, “Ge and tak out of t [Holl] ll these 
‘who have faith in their hearts equal to the weight of the smallest of 
the smallest mustard seed"! will then go and do s0, taking them out of| 
the fire” 
When we left Anas | seid to some of my companions “Let's pass by 

Al-tasan (l-Rasr] who is hiding himself in the house of Abii Khalifa and 
request him to tell us what Anas b, Mall has told us.” We went to him 
and greeted him and he admitted us in, Wesaid to him,"O Abt Sad! We 
came to you from your brother Anas b, Malik and he related to us a 
Hadeh about the Intercession the like of which Ihave never heard.” He 
seid, "What is that?” We told him of the Hadith and said: “He stopped at 
this point [ofthe Hadith)” He said: ‘What then?” We said: “He did not 
‘add anything to that.” He said: “Anas related this Hadith to me twenty 
Years ago when he was young. | do not know whether he forgot or if he 
did not like for you to rely solely on what he might have said.” We sad, 
“0 Abii Sa‘d! Inform us!” He smiled and said “Man was created hasty. 
1 did nct mention it but that! wanted to inform you of it. Anas told me 
the same as he told you end said that the Prophet & added," will then 
retum for a fourth time and praise Him similarly and prostrate before 
+i, It will be seid: “0 Muhammad! Raise your head and speak, for you 
willbe listened to; ask, for you will be granted; and intercede, for your 
intercession will be acceptec.” will say:"0 Lord! Allow me to intercede 
for anyone wino said There is no ged but Allah.” Then Allah will say, “By 
‘My Power, and my Majesty, and by My Supremacy, and by My Greatness, 
1 will take out of Hell whoever said Theres ro god but Allah.” 
This was narrated by al-Nasé' in his [Suan] a-Rubra from him, ton 

‘Abbas, ‘Abdullah b. ‘Amr, and Abi Hurayra, al-Hakim narrated it from 
tn ‘Abbas, as did ab-Fabarara tn ab-witjan ol-Kabr. l-Darim nacraced tt 
in his Sinan from Anas b. Malik, 25 idl tbn Mibban, Msi narrated it 
from him, Abi Hurayra and ‘Abdullah, ‘Arne. Many others narrated this 
aswell. (0) 
™ According to the correct view, even the disbelievers [sll cross it]. 
(8) Everyone shall cross it according to their works in this world—not 
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‘There are other details conceming these things that are found 
in the Book the Sunna, and the books of the scholars.”* 

according tothe agit and bance, as imagine by some ignorant 
folk. (F 
‘ALQarafi—following the lead of al-Izz[b, ‘Abd al-Salém]-verified that 

it[the Traversel is wide and that it contains two paths: aright side and a 
left side, and that the people of felicity wil take the right and the people 
of wretchedness will take the lei, Some have stated that the more 
apparent view is thatit—in addition to the actual crossing—is of varying 
degrees of nareowness and expansion, and is commensurate with the 
states of the people. The more preponderantly correct view is that iis 
thinaer than a hair and sharper than a sword, Allah is capable of 
allowing them to pass even though it slike that (6) 
© The foundations of the beliefs transmitted via revelation [samiyét] are 
four bali inal of the Prophets, belie in the anges, ble inthe 
Heavenly Books, and faith in the Last Day. in addition to ths, there are 
other revelatory matters in which itis 2 legal obligation to have faith, 
suck at: the Divine decree and foreordainraent, the questioning in the 
grave and its delight and punishment, the gathering, resurrection, 
quickening, and account, the taking ofthe scrols (the Books}, the Scale, 
the Traverse, the Fond ofthe best of the Messengers f the Intercession. 
‘of cur chosen Prophet and others who are chosen and with whom 
[allahis pleased, 
Itis alse an obligation to have faith in the Paradise, the Fire, and their 

‘existence and that they are abodes of permanence for both the felicitous 
and wretched, and that the delights of Paradise include the large eyed 
Bouris (a-ir al‘Tn], young servants, and the noblest and most 
tremendous delight: the Beatfic Vision of the Creator the Sublime end 
Majestic. is also an obligation to have faith in the noble guarding and 
scribe angels—upon them be peace and blessings—the Angel of Death, 
tur liege lord Aziz, whotakesall ofthe souls and is entrusted with 
bringing death in general (meaning causing everything in the universe 
to perish except that which kas been excluded, such as the Throne, the 
Footstool, the Pen, Paradise, Hellfire, the tailbone, and the bodies of the 
Prophets and martyri—peace and blessings be upon them). 
Its also an obligation to believe in Ibis, the accursed—may the curse 

of Allah, the angels, and all the people be upon him and all of his 
followers~and that ke is the first one to disobey, reject, show envy, le, 
and behave arrogantly tis aso an obligation to believe in the existence 
ofthe linn, who are the offspring of tbls, and frem them are the devils, 
‘and antong them is the believer and the csbeliaver, 
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All of the aforementioned things are included in the statement 
‘Muuharumad is the Messenger of Allah, because he gs was sent by 
Allah to confirm all of these matters, which means that they are 
all true, He was also sent to order us with faith in all of thi 
Whoever doesnt believe in even one of these things cannot be a 
believer, because faith consists of believing in six things: Allah, 
the Prophets, the angels, the Heavenly Books, the Last Day, and 
the Divine decree’ —which entails balief that all that happens, 

‘One must also believe that our Prophet # isthe best of creation and 
that he was taken on a miraculous night journey in a wake state with 
his body, that his Companions—may Allah be pleaved with all of them— 
are the best of his mation, that his wile sha ch was innocent of the 
saanderous accusations levelled against her, 
‘One must aso believe in the descent of isi 2¢ on the cusp of the last 

days and his killing ofthe Dail, the disappesrance ard raising up of the 
Qur'an, the continued existence of souls, that death is foreordained, and 
that corruption does not remove faith. 

It is also an obligation to believe in the life of the Prophets and 
rmartyrs—peace and blessings be upon them—in ther graves in which 
they are provided for by their Lord. Itis an obligation to ffirm Divine 
protection and inimitable miracles forthe Prophets and Messengers 2, 
miraculous gifts for the saints & and affirm thebeneft cf supplication, 
‘These are many revelatory matters and they are the most emphasized 

and most important matters that a legally responsible person must 
now and believe in, both in general and in detail, the particulars of 
‘which were mentioned in the section on knowing Allah, the Sublime and 
Najestic, and nowing His Messengers—peace ard blessings be upon 
them. (M) 
‘Yeu should know that some of these matters mentioned by 

abMarghant are differed over, This is known in the more detailed and 
lengthy works and the difierences therem are mild, cantrary to what 
somte ignorant people imagine, (F) 
© They have differed regarding the definition of decree [gad]. The 
‘Ashiarisstld that it is all's bringing things into being according t0 
Fis foreknowledge and will, According to them, itis an attribute of 
action and therefore contingent. The Maturidis said it (sa pre-eternal 
demarcation [tdi] of every created being ard what |s found within 
them of good and evi. According to them, its the lickage of knowledge 
«znd will from which follows that decree is eternal. One might posit that 
the difference between the two f enly sementic; whoever looks at the 
rmarifestation ef creation will sey thet itis contingent, and whoever 
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both good and bad, is by the will and power of Allah, just ax His 
knowledge was linked with itbefore its existence. 

(6.11 BELIEF IN THE MESSENGERS 2 
Included in our statement Muhammad is the Messenger of allah 
is the obligation to have faith in the truthfulness of the 
Messengers—peace and blessings be upon ther: This means that 
their words are in agreement with reality. The linkage of 
imestenger to Allah entails that they 3 mast be truthful. 1 alo 
follows from this that it is impossible for them to lic. I is legally 
obligatory to have faith in the messengership of those who are 
witnessed with countless inimitable miracles, because such 
riracles come to confirm their truthfulness. Were they 2s} not 
truthful, they would not be trustworthy and faithful Messengers 
@ of our Master, the Knower ofall minute matters.” 
Included in our statement Mukarumad isthe Messenger of Allah is 

the belief that it is impossible for them to do any prohibited 
thing, be it unlawful or detested. This is impossible for al of the 
Prophets 23 because they were sent in order to teach their 
people with their statements, actions, and silence. If anyone did 
an action and the Messenger knew oft or was informed of it, and 
he remained silent and tacitly approved it without censure, we 
can infer from his silence that it is permissible, and that we are 
allowed to do it. If such a thing was within the realm of worship, 

looks atthe linkage of teginringless effective knowiedge and wil shall 
say that iis eternal tn our comprehensive defintion of in wich we 
ute the two views we say: It is all's bringing things into being 
according to His knowledge and will, the technical deflation of 
ordainment (gad has been defined by the Maturids as an action wth 
additional nastey/peetision, ard based on tha, tt is contingent. The 
‘Ashfaris defined it as the wil of lah at fsbeglanlnglessly ned with 
Ching, and based on that its eternal. Some seid that ordaiament and 
decree are one and the same: Alleh’s bringing things into being 
‘according to the linkege of His knowledge and power. The reality ofthe 

that what the Ashiarts called decree, the Mitusids called 
rent, and vice versa. (5) 

" atinute matters with respect to the creation [Khafyai] are the 
problematic and obscure things With respect to Allah, they are net, 
because He knows all thing in deta () 
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its either obligatory or recommended. If it was within the realm 
of customary matters, it is legally neutral, The Messengers— 
peace and blessings be upon them—did not approve of anything 
false, so it follows that none of them opposed the commands of 
‘our Master, the Sublime and Majestic, who chose them over all of 
His creation, His choosing them implies that they ag are to be 
described with truthfulness and faithfulness, and that He, the 
Enalted, entrusted them with His revelation. 

Nore 
Alzamakhshari took the view that Jibril was better than our 
Prophet Muhammad $. For that reason, some of the scholars of 
the Maghreb said: “Al-Zamakhshari was ignorant of his own 
school of thought, because the Mu'tazia believed that the Prophet 
&was better than all of the Prophets and angels.” 
Included in our statement Muhammad is the Messenger of allah is 

the belief that incidental human qualities are permissible for 
them—peace and blessings be upon them—because we attribute 
‘our Prophet % with messengership and not divinity, so it does 
not entail that incidental human qualities are impossible for him. 
Incidental human qualities do not detract from their message, 
prophecy, and lofty rank with Allah, the Exalted. On the contrary, 
incidental human qualities and their patience with them only 
increase them in rank, 

In conclusion, itis now clear to you how the two testimonies— 
despite the small number of letters they contain—gather all the 
doctrines of faith that a legally responsible person must believe 
in regarding Alleh, the Exalted, and His Messengers—peace and 
blessings be upon them, Perhaps the Sacred Law made it, due to 
its brevity and all that it contains, a summary of the feith found 
inthe heart. 
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7.0 THE MEANING OF IAN AND ISLAM 
‘The majority of the Maturidis and some of the verifying scholar: 
of the Ashiaris believed that imdn and Islam are synonymous. The 
majority of the Ash‘aris took the view that they are distinct from 
each other because the legal meaning of fndn is the heart’s 
conviction [tasdiql"™ in everything the Prophet # brought from 
the things known in the religion by necessity,” which means 
‘compliance and submission to it.” 

This conviction necessitates two matters: attributing the Prophet 4 
‘with trathfulness, and inner compliance with what the Prophet relayed, 
‘which some scholars call the “urging or encoareging of the self [hadith 
al-nas] that follows sure knowledge. Having said this, conviction is not 
merely the statement that the Prophet is truthful, contrary to how 
some ignorant crass literalist portray the way of Akl a-Sana. (F) 
© tmam al-Sa'd al-Taftazdni said in his commentary upon al‘Agd'id 
al-Nasafyya: “The majority of the verifying scholars took the position 
thar Bday Wat acon “of ee howe, a ay abeard 
confession of it is only a condition on which the worldly judgments 
[as to whether one isa believer or not] are passed, since conviction is by 
the heart, therefore itis @ hidden matter which must have a sign. So 
then whoever has conviction with his heart and does not confess with 
his tongue, then be is @ believer with Allah, even though he is not 
[abeliever] according tothe legal judgments ofthis world; but whoever 
‘confesses with his tongue and does rot have corviction with his heart— 
like the hypocrite—he is just the opposite. This s the chosen postion of 
shaykh Aba MansOr (al-Maturidi|—may Allah have mercy upon him— 
‘and the Divine texts support this position. allah, the Exalted suid: (they 
are those in whose hears He has writen fath,) And He seid: Cis heart bing 
tranquil with faith.) And He said: (Faith has yet to enter into your hearts.) 
“The Froghet & said ‘0 Allah! Keep my heart firm upon Your religion, 
He fp also said to Usama b, zayd when the latter killed a man who said 
‘Theres no god but Alt "bid you split open his chest?" 

‘You skould know that the disagreement between ant al-sunna in this 
tmatter is minor. Regarding their opponerts from the other sects, such 
as those who say that works are included in the bass of fatth, Imam 
alHalimt verified this matter in his book al-Mintd, and his conclusions 
can be found there. Those who held that view relied upon general 
statements made in the Sacred Law mentioning works being frm faith, 
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Within the Sacred Law, the meaning of islam is compliance with 
the [Divine] commands and ebstinence from the prohibitions 
based upon surrender of the heart. imin and Islam are two 
distinct concepts, even if they are both legally inseparable, There 
is no Muslimn who Is not ¢ believer [mumin] and there is no 
believer who is rot a Muslim, 

Norice 
If the word “Islam” is used to express the heart's surrender, 
acceptance, and compliance, itis synonymous with fdn: i itis 
used to express the meaning of outward actions such as prayer, 
fasting, Haj articulation of thetwo testimonies of faith and other 
actions, it is distinct from imén—even if beth are legally 
inseparable. This elucidation isthe truth, 

such asthe prayer, Zakat, and other things, The verfed position is that 
this refers back to the linguistic usage (ofthe word “faith”. The phrase 
“te believed,” followed by the governing particle bi, such 43 In the 
‘verse: (Those who Ulive in [bi] the unseer.-) ane (And those who belleve 
[bi in what has ben revealed to you and what has been revealed befere you.) 
‘means the conviction of the heart, which is the meaning of falth. The 
‘word “believe” followed by the transitive Kim partie means to follow, 
submit, and comply, as found inthe verse: (They said: “Shall we beieve in 
‘yo [ake while the lowly ones ellw you?"> Based upon this if said in 

jered Law that prayer is faith, it means that i is faith for Alla, 
[imanli-Bahl,ic., compliance with tlm, the Exalted. tn it use within the 
Sacred Law, fuith is divided into two categeries: faith in Allah [ima 
‘bila, and faith for Allah main lth]. Sines it is two categories, itis not 
permissible to put them bth under one definition; rather, both of them: 
‘must have their own unique definition. Faith in Allah (imdn blah) is 
conviction, and it it the meaning of the word “faith” when generally 
used. Faith for Allah [indi le lah] is compliance with Him, the Exaltod, 
with the condition of faith in Him (ondn blah] and this i the meaning 
of Islam. Those who inchde actions with cenvietion under the same 
name. faith] did not notice this distinction, not to mentien the many 
corrupt implications itcontainsthat are mentioned inthe more detailed 
and lengthy books, (F) 
*% This means that one cannot go withoat the other. The one who 
believes in his heart and has intemal surrender is not pardoned in the 
Sacred Law from the other legal obligations such as prayer, Zakat. Haj 
and so on, Furthermore, the one who prays and carries out the other 
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Iman has been explained as the self's urging (hadith al-nafs] 
that follows sure knowledge. The selfs urging means surrender, 
acceptance, compliance, and internal submission—all of this is 
one meaning, Believing in the Prophet & in all that he brought 
from Allah, and subvnitting, surrendering, and complying with 
him in one's heart is a distinct form of conviction, and It's not 
the same as mere confirmation that the Prophet # was truthful, 
devoid of surrender, or compliance. Based upon this imdn and 
Islamare synonymous, 
The takeaway from this is that belief in the Prophet # in all 

that he brought from Allah, followed by inner surrender and 
compliance, is Islam and ima. As for the outward actions such as 
prayer, fasting, and articulating the two testimonies of faith, that 
istslam. 
Faith is not accepted from the disbeliever who is capable of 

articulating the two testimonies of faith unless he actually 
articulates them. As for the Muslim who wes born into Islam, his 
faith is sound even if he does not articulate the two testimonies, 
even though he would be disobedient for not articulating them 
because itis obligatory at least once in one’s lifetime." 

outward obligations, yet does not have the foundation of belief in 
him, all of his acts are in vain because of his disbelief. The first one— 
‘who believes but does not perform works—is disobedient and not a 
disbeliever and his reckoning is with allah, According to us, if we do net 
see him perform anything from the actions of Islam, or kear him testify 
‘with the two testimonies of faith, then we judge him with dsbeliet 
outwardly and leave his tnward state to Allah, the Exalted. in addition to 
this t isnot permissible for us to say regarding a particular person that 
fhe 15a believer [mumin} and not a Muslim, or that he isa Muslim and 
not a believer; this ts what it means when it is suid that they are legally 
inseparable, () 
© The ruling of disbelief here fs according to what is apparent. As for 
the children of the believers, the agreed upon postion is that iti nat & 
condition or stipulation, This is similar to the ease of the one who is 
‘unable to artfculate it. They are all judged with faith even if they dont 
‘express it in the first place. Of course, itis obligetory for them to 
articulate [tin the prayer and not outst of itcontrary to the view of 
Imam Milik who said that itis obligatory upon them to articulate i 
at least once ike the praise (saying: alhandallah] and the prayer and 
salutations upon the Prophet. (9) 
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It is not a condition for the disbeliever to use the words 1 bear 
witness, nor is it condition for him to negate or affirm, Rather, it 
is enough for him to say Allah is One and Muhammad is His 
Messenger** 
‘The most correct view regarding the issue of faith is that it is 

the conviction of the heart only." articulating the two 
testimonies of faith is only a condition for applying the rulings of 
Islam upon someone," such as the bath, the funeral prayer, 

rom this you can gether that what the matn text mentions above is 
only according tothe juridical school of imam Malik and not that of our 
tmmar, imam a-Sha6t (2) 
"© This i according the juridical school of mam Malik. According to 
tmmam al-shafit and most of the jurists and shatits; however it 1s not 
enough for one to merely say that Allsh 's One and that Muhammad 
fs tls Mestenger, There must be an articulation of affirmation and 
negation. This is the relled upon position with the shafls. As for 
the Malikis, the relied upon postion ts mentioned above in the main 
teat. (6) 
* You should know that the meaning of conviction entails compliance 
and it is not simply eserbing truthfulness to the Prophet 4s. inner 
compliance is enough for that; however, & does not mean that other 
actions are net sbligatory—contrary te what some foolish and crass 
anthrepemorphists imagine. The other actions are obligatory, but are 
nota condition forthe validity of faith (shart sith). (7) 
"The opinion that articulating the two testimonies is a condition for 
the validty of faith isa weak view. The view that i a stipulation even 
though it alse contains weakness-is stronger. The more correct view is 
‘hat tia condition on which the worldly jadgments [as to whether one 
‘s abelieveror net] are passed, and in reality, it is a condition for faith's 
perfection (shar kamal Ac such, whoever complies witnin his heart and 
does nat articulate with his tongue (as longas it ie not obetinate refusal) then he is a saved believer: however, the worldly judgments [that 
pertain to Muslims] are not applied to him, such ae burial in the 
sraveyard ofthe Muslims and the funeral prayer upan him, The point of 
disagreement is with regards tothe original dsboiever [wha was born 
to distelieving parents]. (8) 
What this means is that he is considered a Muslim internally and a 

Aisbelever externally: externally according to whet we see from him 
and in accordance with the rulings of the Sicred Law that Allah has 
bliged us to follow, and intervaly because Allah, the Exalted, mows 
that he is in himself = believer, for He knows the inward and what 
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burial in the graveyards of the Muslims, and so on. if disbeliever 
hhas conviction with his heart and does not articulate it with his 
tongue. he is a believer with allah, the Exalted. If, however, he 
‘was requested to articulate the two testimonies and he refused, 
his inner conviction will not benefit him (unless he was unable to 
speak). The upshot of this is that the one who refuses and refrains 
from articulating [the testimony of faith] isa disbelieyer—and the 
‘one who Is unable to speak fs excused." 
‘The intelligent person must see to it that he frequently 

mentions the statement of Divine oneness, for that is highly 
recommended, When remembering this statement one mt 
bring to mind all of the doctrines of faith that it contains so its 
meanings can mix within the flesh and blood. The one who 
remembers it shall see the secrets of good inward religions 
character, such as renunciation, reliance—which is the 
confidence of the heart with Allah, the Exalted~shyness, 
exaltation of Allah, the Exalted, and other religious matters, He 
who remembers tt shall also see marvellous and manifest saintly 
gifts that are gained by remembrance of this phrase, Those things 

is even more concealed, wherees as it concerns us, we have been 
commanded to deal with people according to what is outwardly 
apparent, (} 
* According to the Shafts, faith is conditioned upon bearing witness, 
negating, affirming, knowing the meaning [of the testimony of faith] 
(even if in a general sense) and ensuring that its said im proper order. 
‘The relied upon view is that if someone seys it in reverse order, he wil 
not be considered a Muslim. Other conditions include saying it 
completely without gap, and that the one saying it bea sane adult. Based 
upon this, the islam of an insane person is invalid as is the Islam of a 
‘young child unless he is following his parents who say it as well [aba 
‘Another coridition is that the one saying it avoids manifesting anything 
that negates compliance—so the Islam of someone who is prostrating to 
‘an tdol isinvalidifhe is testifying while doing that act. 

For one's testimony to be Valid, it must also be said out of free will. 
‘Thus, the islam of someone who is compelled is invalid unless he is 
‘an apostate or belligerent enemy (hrbi, for in that case, compulsion ts 
in something that is right. if his disbelief was because of denying 
something unanimously agreed to be from the religion by necessity or 
by declaring lici that which is unlawful, he mast reject that wihich he 
previously declared ici and accept what he previously denied. (8) 
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only occur for the one who remembers it with the intention of 
servitude and sincerity for Allah, the Eyalted, He who engages in 
remembrance must not intend with his works the longing for 
saintly gifts or others things, for that will make his acts of 
worship like scattered dust and he will not cbtain that after 
which he is seeking, 
Enabling grace [tavjiq) is by Allah. There is no Lord or 

anything werthy of worship besides Him, We ask Him, the 
Glorified and Exalted, to make us and our loved ones among 
those who sey—with true knowledge—the testimony of faith at 
the time of our death, May Allah send blessings upon our 
liege lord Muhammad each time he is mentioned by those who 
engage in remembrance, and each time he is nat mentioned ky 
the heedless. 

* in his commentary on the Foundational Pref, the erudite scholar 
al-Hudhudl sat: "Enabling grace [Cavfa is the creation of obedience. It 
has been sald that it 1S the creation of the ability to cbey within the 
servant.” The verifying scholar and erudite al-sharqéwi commented on 
his words, saying: “His statement ‘the creation of obedience’ is the 
definition ‘of tmam al-ttaramaye [aljuwayat] and tt fs given more 
priority than [the definition of] those after him who ascribed themselves 
tw al-Ashiart because it ffi] is taken from the word wiiq [agreement 
That which i created within the servant is therefore i agreement with 
‘what is sought from him in the Sacred Law. Direct agreement is only 
through the act of cbedience and not the ablity granted [lor its 
performance]. Furthermore, the creaticn ofthe ability to obey is fousd 
even withia the disteliever, yet despite thet, he is not one who 
‘> granted enabling grace. Some have responded to this objection 
and acgued that ability Is an accident (ara that (s connected with 
‘edience, which is not found within the ciateliever because there isto 
sbedience within him. The mesning oft [swf] isnot the soundness oF 
the means, a3 9 understood ky the oppencat.” 

‘May Allah, out of Hisbounty and pare largesse, grant ws and al of the 
Muslims success in accordance with itis commands and prohiition: by 
the rank of the noblest of His Messengers and His mest honoured 
creation, our lege lord and master Muhammad, May Allah cond peace 
tnd blostinge upon him, his progeny, and his Companions. Al praise is 
due te Allah, the Lord ef th words!) 
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May Allah be pleased with all of the Companions of the 
Messenger as well as the Followers, and thase who fellewed them 
with excellence until the Last Day. Peace be upon all of the 
Messengers, and all praise is due te Allah, the Lord of the worlds, 

~Séid ‘Abd al-atifFoudsh 
25 Muharram, 1411 

17 August 1990 
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AUTHOR'S BIBLIOGRAPHY 
By Shaykh Galal ‘Ali ‘Amer al-Jihani 

Shaykh Sa'id Foudsh has written more than one hundred books 
on various topics, most of which have not yet been published. 
‘These topics include creed, theology, ‘legal theory, the 
explanation of Hadith and refutations of those who differ 
from the way of Ail al-Sunna wal-jamdta, as well as debates with 
non-Muslims, Shaykh Said has also written numerous articles 
and annotated and introduced many books upon the way of Ahl 
al-Surna wal-jami‘a which have been published on the internet, 

‘These are some of the titles that have been published: 

Ashab al-Nir wa-Masiruhum 
Bubiith f'tim al-Kalamm 
Bayan al-2a'f min Mughdlatat Amin N 
Al-Tabbir 6 Tafsir Thalatha Ayat min al 
alfakim 
aid al-Mantlg 
Tahdhib sharh al-Sandsiyya [Umum al-Bardhin] 
Hashiya ‘ala Sharh Sughr@ al-Sughra i-tmam al-Sandst &thm 
al-Tawhid 
Husn al-Muhajaja fi Bayan ‘an Allah la Dal al~Alam wala 
Khirijaha 
Rafa di-Itibah ‘on Kuliyya Lafsa-tth 
uh al-Usal f'n al-Usal 
Sharh Rsila Ibn Kamal Basha ft l-lif bayna 
l-Ashi'ira wal-Maturidiyya 
AL-Fang al-‘Azim bayna al-Tancth wal-Tajsima 
Al-kashif al-Saghir an‘Aqaid Ibn 
{iffya alii fi Fahm Magilat al-Sitt 
Mukhtasar Sharh al-Kharida al-Bahiyya ll-Imam_ 
al-Dardir f'llm al-Tawhid 
Mustaqhal al-Allags ma'sal-sht'a 
Maqalat Naqdiyya fi al-Haditha wal-timaniyys 
Manh al: Wadiid f Bayin Madhhab Wahda al-Wujid 
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Mawaiftbn Rushd al-alaysof min ‘iim al-Kalam 
‘Mawajf imam al-Ghazali min ‘Im al-Kalém 
Mawaif abl al 
wakSaqqaf 
ab 

wunna min Ukhtilaf bayna al-Shumari 

lugaddima li-tkhtisir Kit Mawel 
Im wal-Alim min Rabb al-Alarnin 

ac Tbadihi al-Mursalinli-Shaykh al-Islim Mustafa Sabri 
Al-Muyassar Sharh al-Sullam al-Munawreg ft 
al-wantiq al-Akhdari 
Nagd ol-Risdlaal-Tadmuriyya t-tbn Taymiyya 

Edited and annotated: 

‘Risila fi Radd ala thn Tayrniyya fi Masala Hawadith a Awwal 

Misha al-Arwah fi Usil al-Din lil-imdm al-Baydawi 
lil-tmdmn ‘ALS al-Din al-Bukhat 

gat ‘ala Ajwiba al-Juwayni ‘ald As‘ala‘Abd al-Hagq 
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How astounding are 
Allah's afar in creation 

Each person finds facta 
for what he was rected tobe 

Perhaps one of the most controversial 
‘scholars of the classical era, Taqi al-Din Tbn 

he ie ‘Taymiyya’s works in theology have been ACRITIQUE OF THE 
Sxuuveaweneto  Prometed by the modem diy Silaf movement as an accurate representation 

of the creed of the predecessors [salafl. In 
fag ac dae The Palmyran Creed, named after the 

ancient city of Palmyra (Tadmur, Syria), 
thn Taymiyya presents the foundations of his theology, expounds 
‘upon its principles and offers his arguments in support of it. At the 
heart of this lies his claim of affirming oniy what allah and His, 
Mestenger affirmed of the Divine attributes [sf], “without 
inquiring into the modality (tapi, drawing likeness {tanthil, o¢ 
‘engaging in alteration [talrif| and denial [ts'ti,” ostensitly purifying 
Divine Oneness [tawhid], 

Im his critique of the Paluyran Creed renowned contemporary 
theologian Shaykh Sa'id Foudeh clinically refutes ton Taymiyya’s 
aim, demonstrating thatit could not be further from the truth. The 
‘Taymisyan theology of resemblance [tashbth] Is deconstructed and 
the anthropomorphic premises [tasim] for what thn Taymiyya 
considers to be the reality and attributes of Allah are revealed. 
Shaykh Sa'id establishes, rationally and textually, that ascriptions 
such as hans, eyes, face, shin, movement, direction, change, spatial 
contact, limits and boundaries are inconceivable with respect to 
Allah, and that nothing can possibly share in His reality. This ground 
breaking work elevates contemporary Muslim discourse beyond 
superficial polemics and into deeper realms ofthe rational sciences. 



In an age in which intra-Muslim religious 
argumentation dominates, heterodox 
groups have tried and had great success in 
presenting their beliefs as normative Islam 
to the average lay Muslim. Unfortunately 
many of these belief are largely at odds 
with the classical articulations of Sunni 
orthodoky throughout the ages. 

This work, Ahi al-Sunm: The Ast aris, 
aims to remedy this problem, Drawing 
from the works of Islam's greatest scholars 
through the centuries, Shaykh Hamad 

al-Sinan and Shaykh Faw2i al~Anjari detail the genesis, rise, bel 
and contributions of the Ash’ari school of theology, and address- 
in a refreshingly fair-minded and. non-sectarian way—common 
nnisconceptions about the Ashiari school and demonstrate how its 
rich religious discourse is firmly anchored in the Qur’an, the Sunna, 
the way of the Companions, and sound reasoning. 

‘The book in front of us is 2 useful and blessed endeavour that 
ciarfies what Shaykh al-slam and Imam amongst the Imams, 
Abu al-Hasan alAshari, was upon: a creed free from 
anthropomorphism er negation of Allah's attributes, His was 
indeed the creed ofthe pious predecessors [Sala], Through its 
compelling arguments, nurierous scholarly quotes, and 
discussions by prominent scholars. Akl al-Surna: The AsKaris 
succeeds in its aim, and is added to the long list of works 
compiled by Hadith scholars and theologians who defended 
Imam Abu al-Hasan al-Ash‘ari, such as len ‘Asakir's Tobyin 
Kadhib al-Muftari (Clarifying the Lie of the Calumniator), 
al-Baykaq's declaration in the beginning of his compilation on 
belief entited a-tigad, and others.~ May Allah reward the two 
authors with goodness for their eagerness through this work to 
defend the tenets of faith upheld by the vast majority of 
Musims. 

— Shaykh Husayn ‘Abat-AlE 



[Notions That Must Be Corrected is perhaps the 
‘mst important and renowned work of the 
renowned scholar of the Hijaz, Shaykh 
Muhammad b. ‘Alawi al-Maliki al-Haseni 
&. Throughout his masterpiece the author 
offers valuable and wise words of caution 
against extremism ard invites the Muslims 
to the path of ahl al-Sunna wal-ama' the 
hallmark of which is tclerance ‘and 
moderation, Sayyid Muhammad expertly 
clarifies the correct position relating to 
nnumercus. ‘controversial’ contemporary 

L topics whilst maintaining strict adherence 
to the Qur'an, the Sunna,and the way of the Sala. 

The book itself has been divided into three parts, the frst of 
which is concemed with areas of research relating to tslamie 
doctrine, incliding clarifying the criterion for imputing others 
with disbelief and misguidance, as well as concepts such 
48 intermediation and intercession, the second section deals 
with issues relating to the Prophet J, inchiding his unique 
characteristics, the reality of prophecy, the reality of humanity, and 
the correct understanding of seeking blessings from the Prophet $ 
and his relics. The final part deals with miscellaneous areas of 
research including the Isthmus [barcaKh] life, the legality of visiting 
the Prophet %, and other related matters such as relics, sanctuaries, 
and festive religious occasions. 

Scores of Islamic scholars hatling from all parts of the world wrote 
‘ommendations for this work, while many more have taught from it, 
or written about it in their articles, The huge positive impact the 
book made in islamic citcles unfortunately led to hardship for the 
noble shaykh in his home country due to misguided verdicts levelled 
against him. Numerous vicious personal attacks and baseless replies 
from those who opposed the Sunni methodology were also 
published, in response to this, leading scholars throughout the world. 
Yebemertly defended the noble Shaykh and wrote extensive and 
decisive refutations of his detractors. 



Im tho last century, a movement has 
appeared calling for the akandonment of 
the traditional zchools of law [machahit]. 
This misleading call, which scholars have 
termed alta mahhabiyya, was presented as 
‘following the Qur'an and the Sunna’ and 
caused much confusion amongst ordinary 
muslims, 

One of the sources for the spread of this 
innovation was a book written by 
Muhammad Sultan al-Me'sumi al-Khajnadi 
al-Makki, which was translated and 

distributed to English and published as as ‘Should a Nuslim Follow a 
Particular Madhhab?’ and “The Blind Following of Nachhabs’. 

ALLA MADHHABIYYA, 

1 was in response te this book, taught and revered by prominent 
‘opponents of the schools of law, that Shaykh al-Buti first wrote 
his ground breaking work. tater’ editions of this work, the 
tranalction of which wo have before us, included the aftermath of 
various debates Shaykh al-Buti was subsequently challenged to by 
his opponents and slse incorporated counter-replies to the likes of 
shaykh Nasir al-Din al-Albani, Muhammad "id ‘Abbasi, Mahmud 
Malidial-stanbuli and Khayr al-Din Wanli. 

‘This book is a decisive refutation of those who call to the 
risguidance of abandoning the schools of law, for it is the most 
dangerous inncvation threatening the Sacred Law. 



‘The translation and publication of the 
present book, Ulam’ alSufya Hum 
@-Salafyya al-Hagignyun, is a welcome 
‘event for seekers of spiritual guidance and 
self-purifcation in our time. 

‘This praiseworthy effort offers to the 
English-speaking public a contemporary 
explanation of the immutable principles 
cof Sufiste, which are one and the same 
with the three principles of Religion: 
submission [islam], faith fimar], and 
excellence [ttson], 

The book contains sheykh ‘Abd al-Hadi’s carefully presented 
anthology of the wisdom of the Sufi masters of old and their 
summations of dactrine [ayida] and of the various spiritual diseases 
and spiritual stations and states of the wayfarer. They were gleaned 
from the bio-sapiental classics of the genre such as Tabagat 
alsufiya, the Luma’, the Risa, the Ihyal, and can be found in later 
works such as Taboqat al-Awliya’ and al-Kawakio a-Duriyya fi Tarajim 
alsufyya. 

‘The vehemence of the title—shown in the emphatic-exclasive 
personal pronoun and trarslatable as The Scholars ofthe Sufi: [Oni] 
They are the Genuine Followers ofthe Salaf!—is a reminder of the tireless 
efforts of the last two hundred years of Ahi al-Sunna wal-Jama‘a 
scholarship demonstrating the Islamic orthodoxy of taswwuf and 
denouncing the heresy of Wahhabism and psevdo-Salafism. 

It's its unique gems that make ‘Ulana’al-sufyya stand cut such a, 
for example, the title's emphasis on knowledge: It isnever about the 
sufis at large but about their Gnostics, as for would-be-Suft 
[rmatesavwif] claimants who are nescient of the Sacred Law or not 
even concerned by it: they are also heretics and completely 
undesirable no matter how big they grow their beard, turban, jubba, 
or voice! This is a theme siressed by many of our sclaf dksath 
(Pious predecessors). 

—Shayth Gibril Fouad Hadded 




